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This research arises from my practice as a professional artist and my concern 
with issues of language and communication, particularly, the investigation of 
ways that arouse emotion and rational thought at once through language. Visual 
Poetry is a form of expression, which provokes both, and I saw the potential to 
expand its underlining principles further with the emergence of new 
technologies. With the digital medium, the main elements of visual and sound 
poetry: image, sound and text, can now be incorporated into the same piece of 
work. 
The aim of this study is to explore new digital communicative systems that 
interweave visual, oral and semantic elements of language, to produce new 
media languages where the pre-linguistic and linguistic maintain their symbiotic 
identities. This study examines theoretical and artistic concerns emerging from 
the area in-between, which is created by interlacing image, sound and text in the 
same artwork. 
It addresses the following series of questions: 
How to transfer the main concepts from Visual Poetry to Digital Art? 
How does computer technology transform image, sound and text to create 
new media languages? 
What is the role of the author, reader, writer, producer in these new 
interactive textualities of image, sound and text? How has this affected 
the new conventions of reading, looking, producing, using and thinking? 
What does the digital add to the interactivelexts of Visual Poetry? What 
new meanings and processes of thinking, understanding and 
interpretation are appearing? 
0 
In which way do new technologies enhance the collaborative nature of 
practice? 
This investigation brings knowledge from other disciplines into the art field and 
it explores different serniotic models such as the linguistic the visual and the 
aural. It blurs the barriers between the visual and the linguistic: between 
different art forms such as fine art, visual poetry and sound art/poetry in a new 
digital and technological arena. It questions the conventions applied to these 
critical areas with the aid of the new tools and critical concepts available through 
digital technology. 
This study challenges the viewer/listener/user with an interface of signs from 
different languages and serniotic systems: the visual (still and moving images), 
the audible and the linguistic, to participate and explore the multiple possibilities 
within a work. 
This investigation seeks to contribute to a new body of knowledge in the 
development of the areas of Visual Poetry, Digital Art and the new genre of 
Electronic Poetry, by creating new, innovative, digital artworks for which, as a 
new form of expression, critical and analytical conventions are still in the process 
of development. 
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1.0 Introduction: Methodology 
New experiences emerge in the digital world. New genres appear as different 
media and disciplines mix in the electronic arena. We are faced with new ways 
of looking, reading and writing and therefore, of interpretation and 
understanding. But where are these new forms coming from? How are they 
evolving? This is where my research began. Recognising elements in the digital 
medium, which were used in Visual/Sound Poetics, as well as in the Visual Arts, 
Sound Art and Performance, awoke my curiosity to find out more about the 
history and conceptual ideas behind these forms; particularly the arts engaged in 
the exploration of visuality, orality and the semantic/"non semantic"' meaning of 
language. 
When I started this investigation the key element that interested me, was to 
examine the area of the in-hetween the visual, the phonetic and the semantic area 
of language and to stretch its possibilities using the digital medium. Kristeva in 
Revohition in Poetic Language (1984) discusses how avant-garde poetry was 
able to incorporate both the visual and the linguistic systems of representations. 
She maintains that there is an area where the sendotic and the syniholic 
(Kristeva's terms for the pre-linguistic and the linguistic) mix in a form of 
symbiosis in which they still keep their own identity. The fascination with this 
three-dimensional state of consciousness, where the elements of the linguistic in 
an aural and visual form escaped their linguistic association and yet remained 
linguistic, prompted me to examine this area further by putting forward the 
following research question: How can communicative systems be developed with 
the convergence of 'Image-Text, Semantic-Text, and Phonetic-Text, using new 
technologies? 
1 With "non semantic" meaning I refer to other meanings found in language such as its visual 
meanings. 
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The title of this research Fi-om Visual Poetty to Digital At-1: Iniage-Sound-Text, 
convergent niedia and the development of new media languages, indicates a 
lineage, a movement, a shifting from something into something else. 
Transferring the main concepts of Visual Poetry into the Digital Medium is 
therefore the action that moves and defines this investigation. 
To address the questions that are inherent in Visual Poetry, and transfer them 
into digital work, I have used a transdisciplinary approach 
-I use the term 
transdisciplinary instead of interdisciplinary because, as Helga Nowotny 
describes in her essay The Potential of Dwisdisciplinal-ity, 2 transdisciplinary is 
about 'transgressing boundaries'- a concept which is highly influential in the 
development of this study. She also points out how the semantic implication of 
the prefix "trans" is related to another word, transgressiveness. She writes: 
'Knowledge is transgressive and transdisciplinary does not respect institutional 
boundaries'. (Nowotny, 2003 p. 1). In the process of following my practice- 
based research it has been imperative to recognise the interconnectedness of a 
series of interdisciplinary discourses which comprise the areas of art, visual 
poetics and digital technologies within linguistic, psychoanalytical, philosophical 
and technological frameworks. 
, 
I have brought these areas of knowledge together by revising the valuable 
historical, artistic and theoretical contexts, which form the basis of this study. I 
present a chronological historical study of those artists and movements 
preoccupied with notions of language in art and poetry. This analysis serves to 
delineate the idea of the preposition "from" used in my title 
- 
From Visual Poetly 
to Digital Art 
-and the discourses engendered through history. Paralleltothese 
questions around technologies and the role of Digital media, emergent aesthetics 
of experience and interpretation are addressed. I identified practitioners that 
characterised a range of issues around visuality, orality and text from late 
nineteenth-century artists and poets to current digital practitioners. I generated a 
transforming evolving historical discourse by establishing a dialogue between the 
intellectual aspects of these artists' work, my work and the exploration, 
Nowotny, <Iittp: Nv%v%v. interdisciplines. org/interdisciplinarity/Papers/5> (Accesscd 02/06/03) 
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experimentation and evolution of these ideas with the use of technology. With 
this interlaced analysis, the critical and contextual framework develops from the 
ideas and concepts encountered in producing the practice-based work, and vice- 
versa. Work and literature have reverberated against each other in this emerging 
area of practice leading to a written thesis which has been theoretically driven by 
the issues that have emerged from my practice. This practice-based work applies 
theory thi-ough practice, as opposed to 
-as is more conventional in the arts - 
theoryfi-om practice. 
In this study I am using visual, linguistic, oral and technological codes to discuss 
and develop theoretical ideas. I am using practice-based work as theory. The 
interdisciplinary approach taken in this kind of study of theory through practice 
could give the impression of having many theoretical gaps simply because of the 
diversity of disciplines it involves but in fact, this wide-reaching exploration is 
what formulates the research: the in-between in these many areas of knowledge. 
The study of theory and practice as a doctoral investigation in the areas of art and 
design has only been developed in recent years. 
In my particular investigation I consider it important to have this combination of 
approaches as is already the case with Visual Poetry, the discourse that has 
emerged is a theoretical one, as opposed to poetry or art that deals with issues 
outside the formal characteristics of the poem. Visual Poetry is interested in the 
materiality of its component elements, the relationship between them and the 
multiple readings that this generates. With my practice based work I equally 
discuss issues of art, language and technology 
- 
which are the forming elements 
of the work 
- 
and their interrelationship to create multiple interpretations. I then 
go on to introduce my next point, which explains the way that I use theory and 
practice together in the development of this investigation. 
Theory as subsequent to practice. 
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1.0.1 The conveyance of Theory and Practice 
With the main objective being to investigate communicative systems by 
exploring the visual, semantic and aural characteristics of text and incorporating 
Kristeva's ideas of the 'semiotic' and the 'symbolic', I produce interactive 
multimedia pieces; web and video installations. Simultaneously I write about my 
practice-based research placing it in a historical/artistic/theoretical and 
technological context informed by frameworks of deconstruction, psychoanalysis 
and linguistics. 
I review the historical movements interested in the interconnection of the verbal 
and the visual and this interchange of signs. In art and poetry the meaning of the 
visuality of language and linguistic sounds has been carefully explored; starting 
with the French symbolist poet Stephane Mallarm6 (1842-98); Apollinaire's 
calfig7, ams (1912); Italian Futurist and Dadaist Movements; continuing with 
Concrete Poetry from the 1950's and 1960's; the work of some Conceptual 
artists and on to the current digital medium. Revisiting these contexts provokes 
the formulation of questions to be explored through the production of the 
practice-based work. As well as the historical and artistic contexts, there are also 
critical theories, which have explored the analysis of the verbal and visual 
systems of representation and their hierarchical relationship; these theories, 
including Derrida's idea of writing, Ong's study of orality, not to forget the 
earlier theories of Plato and Aristotle, serve as the basis for my theoretical 
analysis. I use Derrida's notion of grammatology to question the concept of the 
graphic element with a status of its own, its liberation from the spoken word, to 
form what he denominates as 'writing'. I use this theory as a comparative 
analysis of the era of 'logocentrism' (writing as the representation of spoken 
language) and the new era of textualities, produced by the interweaving of 
image, sound and text; one where writing ceases to be the representation of 
spoken language and is no longer phonetic (representative of the spoken sounds) 
nor consequently linear. Non-linearity is not a new concept that has appeared 
with new technologies; Visual Poetry already explored these kinds of structures 
but the computer allows further experimentation. Thus, in the articulation of my 
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practice-based research, I try to generate structures incorporating the notions of 
multi- layering and multi-linearity as well as interrelationships (interface, 
interweaving, inter-serniotic, interdisciplinary, inter-textuality and interaction), 
which generate questions about the role of the reader/viewer, otherwise seen as 
the-writer-producer-user of images/sounds/texts. 
Parallel theoretical concerns to these concepts, which are also the theoretical 
basis of this analysis are: Barthes' notions of the readerly (lisible) and the 
writerly (scriptable) texts; Derrida's de-centred narratives; Landow's hypertext 
structures; Jay David Bolter's e-narratives; and as in the practice of Masaki 
4 Fujihata, ideas on interactivity and experiences of art 
. 
Having investigated the visuality of language and the structures created by it, I 
explore Speech-Sounds via Roman Jakobson's ideas on phonetics and the 
emotive, expressive function of the phoneme and how this notion was manifested 
in practice-based research, (See: Jakobson, 1978 p. 69) always keeping in mind 
image, sound and tekt composition and the area of communication found in the 
in-between. I discuss in Chapter 4 the role of sound in relationship to the new 
textualities of image, sound and text, vis i vis Walter J. Ong's assertion about the 
resurfacing of a "second orality" with the appearances of new media languages in 
the Internet and in conjunction with my projects: Vocaleyes, Audible Wrifing 
Experiments and Generating Electronic Chirography. 
Arguments on this subject are also presented by theoreticians of the electronic 
medium such as Mark Poster (1990), who questions Derrida's interpretation of 
'writing' and deconstruction as a critical theory for electronic writing, Jay David 
Bolter (1991) on writing technologies: visual, aural, textual, the written space, 
the new sign, the new reader-writer relationship etc and Richard Lanham's 
(1994) new rhetoric where literature and art interweave producing an oscillation 
between looking "through" and looking "at". They all argue for a new culture of 
writing or 'textuality' which encompasses ound, image and text and to which I 
add another property of language, its generative character. I argue that this new 
textuality encompasses both the serniotic and the symbolic; it is the language of 
the in-between, where the pre-linguistic, almost as an instinctual force5, functions 
together with the linguistic. 
1.0.2 Technological method 
Leaming technological skills, encountering difficulties and finding solutions to 
these difficulties to produce the practical work is part of the process and 
evolution of the work and thus of the investigation. I explore programming 
languages such as lingo and java script and other new technologies to construct 
communicative processes, which are formed by different serniotic systems and 
which involved the user in the production of meaning. This implies employing 
different multimedia programmes, scanning of images, videoing, photographing, 
sound recording and experimenting with typography and text. All these different 
formats were later on saved in the appropriate format for the application used. 
Attending Digital Art Conferences and Festivals and presenting work and papers 
in England and abroad is essential to keep in touch with the latest technological 
achievements and groups working in similar areas of study. 6 
In concert with the methodologies used in the theoretical, artistic practice and 
technological arenas, the feedback received through exhibiting the work and the 
informal discussions with viewers is also of great value in the development of the 
research. This participation and dialogue created through exhibitions and 
presentations of the work, at galleries, conferences and seminars generated, 
critical enquiry and put on trial certain formative elements of the work. This I 
considered an important factor, as I expected the viewers/users 
-through the 
experience of the work 
- 
to engage in the thinking processes behind it as'well as 
in the understanding of these interfaces of various semiotic systems and if 
possible to share their experiences to create a full communicative circle. I never 
4 These ideas have formulated my practice-based work and I will return to them in more dctail in 
due course. 
Instinctual force in Kristeva's terms would be the biological drives, impulses and energies of the 
serniotic. 
6 See Appendix I- Conferences. 
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considered questionnaires useful for the findings of these presentations because I
didn't want to influence or lead the participants in a particular way much 
preferring them to explore the work and arrive at their own interpretations and 
conclusions. I evaluate how successfully these pieces worked by observing 
people's reactions using my artistic judgement and an intuitive approach 
anchored in artistic knowledge. Nonetheless, with this work there is no attempt 
to obtain any specific result. Its value lies not only in the reaction it elicits in 
exhibitions but also in the open interpretations and readings of the work. I 
documented many of the events through video, photographs, computer screen 
shots, digital prints and web pages. This served as a method to aid observation 
of people's interaction and reaction to the work. My intention more than 
producing a final piece of work, is to explore the investigative process of 
developing one piece into another by recycling its visual, aural and textual 
elements. 
Another factor I take into consideration in this investigation is the motile 
character introduced into the work through exhibiting the same piece in different 
ways to explore the creation of multiple meanings and the notion of an open 
work, in the manner of ECO, 7 where he frees the sign in relation to the "real". 
The structuralist notion of signifier and signified changes to the notion he terms 
"encyclopedia", understanding this to be an aggregation of units of meaning, 
which can create a variety of connections amidst themselves. Eco insisted on the 
element of multiplicity, plurality, and the emphasis on the role of the reader, 
interpretation and the response between reader and text. This notion of the open 
work and multiple readings and interpretations, of discontinuity, absence of 
linearity, the plurality of discourse and generation of new arguments, is 
' See Eco U. The Open Work (1989) He describes two kinds of openness: 
Firstly lie writes: 'the openness of a work of art is the very condition of aesthetic pleasure' even 
though its author may have aimed at an univocal, unambiguous communication'. (Eco, 1989 
p. 39). The work is always going to be modified by the viewers, who will still bring their own 
existential inclinations and prejudices. In opposition to a road traffic sign which can only be 
viewed in one sense, when it is viewed in a more imaginative way it becomes a completely 
different sign. 
Secondly, lie writes: 'There is the open work with intentional purposes, meaning not only based 
on the nature of the aesthetic object and on its composition but on the combination of the 
elements that we find in the artwork. The variety of meanings that can be drawn from every 
element. ' (Eco, 1989 p. 39). 
II 
fundamental to the methodologies and intellectual strategies that drive my 
research and artistic practice. 
To conclude, in my practice-based research I use a transdisciplinary approach to 
bring together a series of interdisciplinary discourses. Theory and practice go 
hand in hand to generate an evolving historical, artistic, theoretical and 
technological dialogue and a series of interactive digital works. Exhibiting and 
presenting both the theoretical ideas and the artwork have been crucial for the 
development of this study and most importantly it has opened doors for other 
future artistic and research projects. 
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Chapter 2 
2.0 Introduction to Investigation: Historical, Artistic, 
Theoretical Context 
The investigative aspects of my work deal with three areas of textual exploration: 
1mage, Sound and Text. I explore 
- 
with the use of new technologies 
- 
the 
meanings generated from the intertextual relationship of the latter three and the 
area of the in-between these three elements of linguistic and pre-linguistic 
characteristics. These notions have been previously investigated in Visual/Sound 
Poetry, Fine/Sound Art and additionally currently in hypertext, e-narratives, e- 
poetries, net interactive projects, web art and digital art. So, what do we 
understand by these different terms and how do these notions of (inter) textuality 
fit into them? My intention in this chapter is to offer some answers to these 
queries through the means of history, by presenting the literary and artistic 
genres engaged in the interweaving of the visual, oral and textual. I will also 
briefly outline how the emergence of new digital technologies and the merging 
of these arts have created a new genre, which can be examined equally from an 
artistic, literary and technological perspective. By this means I hope to clarify 
the differentiating aspects of these terms, for it is not my intention to restrict 
them to a specific definition. I think this is a method, which is more compatible 
with my approach as what I wish to achieve is the creation of new avenues of 
intellectual exploration through the fusion of these genres with the use of the new 
technological medium. Therefore, as Peter Lunenfeld writes in Yhe Digital 
Dialectic (1999), 1 am not so much interested in fixing their meanings as in 
broadening their boundaries. 
Historically there have been many movements interested in the interconnection 
of the verbal and the visual in art and poetry. Artists would try to paint words, 
making them into shapes and poets would try to apply painting codes to poems. 
There are many writers, artists and theoreticians who have highlighted the fact 
that this connection has always existed. Johanna Drucker (1998, p. I 10) believes 
the tradition of Visual Poetry commenced as long ago as the beginning of writing 
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itself According to Richard Lanham in The Electronic Woi-d(1994), the 
interaction of word and image goes back at least to the Greek poet, Simias from 
the 4'11 century BC. Willard Bohn in The A esthetics of Visual Poetty defines 
Visual Poetry as 'poetry meant to be seen' (Bohn, 1986 p. 2). We are faced with a 
very open definition, which can cover many categories of experimentation within 
the visual and literary genres. A contemporary artist, writer, theoretician: 
Eduardo Kac in his essay on Holopoeny, Hyperlext, Hypeipoelly 8 states that 
Language Art and Visual Poetry are two genres which explore the fusion of word 
and image, this definition again applies to the concerns of various artists' 
movements as well as literary ones. Thus, writing has always been visual either 
as an artistic or literary form, but where does the sound of language fit into it? In 
this chapter I review examples from the tradition of art and language movements. 
As this is a vast area, I focus on those concerned mainly with image, sound and 
text and the area in-between these elements. I start with two revelational. 
examples, which opened my eyes to these kinds of textualities and thought. The 
French symbolist poet Stephane Mallarm6 (1842-98) and his poem Un Coup de 
D9s (1897)9 (A Throw of the Dice, Fig. 1), where the concrete versus the 
semantic- understanding by concrete the materiality of the word, its visual 
presence and meaning- and Guillaume Apollinaire's calligramslo (1912). 1 relate 
this to similar developments in the 2CO1 Century, which were occurring 
internationally and made Visual Poetry into a worldwide movement. I also touch 
upon some movements and particular artists in the visual arts, whose concern 
was to break this barrier between the visual and the linguistic, presenting the 
viewer with a new vision and understanding of the world. Finally, I establish the 
theoretical ground, which underlines my main aim in defining the in-between 
image-sound-text communicative area and the reasons to explore this area further 
using digital technology. 
8 He considers that his work in holography can be understood in the context of language, art and 
visual poetry. 
9Anthony Harley writes that the poem appeared in the Parisian review Cosmopolis in May 1897. 
(Harley A. ed. 1965 p. 21 1) Print of the poem in pp 214-233. Also in Florence P. (1986 pp 89- 
109) 
10 Calligramme is a visual image created by letters as concrete elements, which engages not only 
the eye but also the mind by simultaneously performing the act of looking and reading, thus 
creating the impression of double consciousness. (See: Apollinairc G. 1980) 
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2.1 Visuality and Language 
Mallarm6's poem Un Coip de D9s (1897) is a challenge to the notion of 
coherence and rationality. The syntax appears to be correct, but the words 
appear as though they had been chosen randomly and placed next to each other 
on the page. Whole passages do not make sense because of the fragmentation of 
the poem. Mallarm6 challenges the values we bring to understanding texts, our 
habits of thought. He demands from the reader different an entirely different 
technique of reading; scanning the poem in search of meaning, in both horizontal 
and vertical readings. The text moves across the page making a single page of a 
double page and thus changing the dynamics of both the reading and the 
conception of the page as a space. It is as if the reader is fitting together different 
pieces of a jigsaw puzzle. The reader becomes an observer, attempting to find in 
the spatial representation of the poem, different typographical characters spread 
over the pages, invited to read inventively at many levels simultaneously. The 
visual signification of language is put into question. The poem forces the reader 
to take a position, to be actively involved in the reading. It creates a kind of 
anxiety by demanding participation in making meaning and coherence clear. 
Nevertheless, these conventional constraints experienced in reading are reduced. 
So, the reader loses his/her inhibitions and is allowed to be driven by feeling 
rather than by a rational impulse to find meaning. The poem creates in the reader 
a sense of restraint and freedom. We start reading with control, trying to find a 
direction, to track the movement of the poem until resistance is overcome and we 
lose control. This is the point at which we find the beauty and pleasure of the 
poem". The meaning is created by these different systems overlapping and 
transversing each other. The language will suffer a fragmentation of its linearity 
but its visual impact is enhanced. Mallarm6 was thus destroying the linearity of 
thought conventionally created by syntax. He does not use punctuation, which 
allows more fluidity, creating a sense both of insecurity and freedom. I see this 
absence of semantic meaning more as a field: a 'constellation' that Mallarm6 
presents to us, contained within the visual structure of the poem, offering a 
11 The Nvay I began my investigations about Mallarind and Un Coup de D& was by giving the 
poem to a French speaker to read, although she was aware of Mallarrad's style her reactions when 
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multitude of possibilities of meaning, and an opportunity to question, to choose. 
The negation of the rational produces an affirmation of the irrational. It creates 
in me a sense of freedom and creation. One of the pleasures of the poem is that 
we are presented with a text, which permits the multiple perspectives we can also 
find in a painting. Its richness is partly due to the tension between the word and 
language, the word as signifier and language as syntax. There is a struggle, we 
understand the words in isolation, but in context the text appears at first glance 
incomprehensible. Although Mallarm6 and the futurists prepared the way for a 
kind of poetry wherein is to be found a form of texture created by linguistic 
elements using phrases, words and individual letters, it was Apollinaire who was 
the first to apply this technique consistently. The language in some of his poems 
such as the conversation poems, though fragmented, is like this because, in fact, 
he is adhering faithfully to spoken language, so presenting the reader with the 
broken or disconnected conversations sustained in public spaces, as for instance 
in Monday on Christine Sir. The reader must construct the image of a cafe scene 
by assembling the different fragments of conversation. These poems become 
like pieces of a jigsaw, like objects to be assembled cohesively. Apollinaire thus 
takes a structure similar to that of Cubism and presents the different angles just 
as we might find in a conversation. In this way, he incorporates into the idea of 
poetic language, the use of popular language. He believed that poetry, which 
expresses ideas about the contemporary world, must use language from every 
day contemporary life. He said: 
You read handbills catalogues advertisements that 
sing out loud and clear 
There is where poetry is this morning and for prose 
There are the newspapers (Apollinaire, 1980 p. 5) 
Progressing from the fragmented conversation poems, he developed the 
calligrams, which he termed 'visual lyricism'. Visual images are created by 
letters as concrete elements. They exploit the visual properties of written 
language and the semantic possibilities of visual form, Apollinaire being 
determined to engage the eye as well as the mind. His calligrams reproduced a 
reading the poemvvcre very close to the above observations and this is what opened my eyes to 
what Mallarrn6 was attempting to do. 
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multiplicity of patterns representing the multi-layered ambiguity of the world and 
of communication. In them we see his interest in the destruction of the hierarchy 
of language. As Foucault describes in his book Ais is not apipe: 
The calligramme aspires playfully to efface the oldest oppositions of our 
alphabetical civilization: to show and to name; to shape and to say; to 
reproduce and to articulate; to imitate and to signify; to look and to read. (Foucault, 1983 p. 21) 
Writing is not a representation of the spoken language, it has its own status as an 
image; without losing its semantic origins, there is a simultaneous act of looking 
and reading. Apollinaire was interested in this kind of legibility and visibility in 
the calligram, provoking the viewer/reader to synthesize and reassemble the 
fragments he presents in his poems. He saw visual or spatial poetry as an 
important new development. 
G. Arbouin described this typographical revolution as inevitable 'because it is 
necessary that our intelligence become accustomed to understanding synthetico- 
ideographically instead of analytico-discursively. ' 12 (Apollinaire, 1980 p. 10) He 
thought that for the viewer/reader to have to understand through a visual as well 
as a verbal experience reinforced the more modem sensory awareness. The 
reader had to grasp the interrelationships that are going on in the page as a 
whole. Therefore, what kind of sign do we find in the calligram? Calligrams 
cannot be labelled as part of one and only one system. They are written poems 
and yet they are highly influenced by a visual tradition. Because he was 
influenced by painting, Apollinaire wanted to publish these poems under the title 
I, too, am apaintei-. He came close to painting through his attempt to arrive 
directly at the image. This gave to poetry the ability to exist autonomously in 
space and the linguistic sign acquired a new signified by being part of a visual 
signifier. It created a new visual/ linguistic sign; a 'calligrammatological, sign 
used to describe a poetry, which intended to use words much as a painter would 
use representational forms. This simultaneously visual and textual semiotic 
12 Some people think G. Arbouin was a pseudonym ofApollinaire. (G. might stand for 
Guillaume. I have only seen it as'G'in all references). He wrote this sentence in an article on 
Lettre-Ocean published in Les Soires de Paris in July-August 1914. 
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behaviour leads me to interrogate the calligram as a signifier. How do we 
interpret a calligram? If we treat it as an image, Bohn says: 
As Roland Barthes and Umberto Eco have demonstrated in detail to cite 
only two examples; an image, indeed any image, contains a variety of 
messages. Except in the realm of photography there is no such thing as a 
pure signifier, that is, a signifier that signifies only itself From this fact 
one deduces the necessity of studying Apollinaire's visual imagery from 
every conceivable angle. Symbol, metaphor, metonymy, objective 
imagery- these and other visual modes structure the reader's 
interpretation of the text. (Bohn, 1986 p. 58) 
This linguistic/visual plurality of the calligrams and the oscillation of looking 
and reading are key elements in their interpretative and significative process. 
Apollinaire although associated with Cubism, allowed the innovative 
typographical quality of the calligrams to penetrate into avant-garde circles. 
Futurists welcomed it and fed it into Futurists' forms. The Italian Futurist 
Marinetti (1876-1944) developed a technique in poetry called Pai-old in Libet-la 
(Words in Freedom) where he liberated the word from the restrictions of 
language. He tried to amalgamate all the arts in one by creating Il Tean-o di 
Vaileta, where cinema, then the new technological medium, would be the centre 
point. He was also very interested in manipulating sound with technologies and 
in the 1930's, made some recordings for radio that later on would be recognised 
as'musique concrete'. In Russia the Futurist Khlebnikov (1910) analysed words 
with the intention of creating a universal language, as he thought rational 
languages had separated people. He called it 'Beyondsense language'. He 
believed words signified more than their everyday meaning and possessed a kind 
of 'third entity'. He attributed meanings to individual letters according to the 
words they formed, this analysis assigned a stable meaning to some of the letters, 
whilst others presented merely a differentiating value between words. He 
created new words by word root associations and metaphors. He thought the 
sound of letters concealed images and created a language called Zaum, by 
reducing words to pure sound. He began collaborating with Kruchennyk] adding 
extra words onto the side of the page of Kruchennykl's writings. Thus, what is 
the interest, which underlies all this activity? Why do these artists engage in the 
deconstruction of language, the breaking of syntaxes and the seeking of ways to 
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make the viewer/reader a fuller participant? Rational thought is questioned by 
freeing language from its syntactic and grammatical constrictions thereby 
transferring it to a more abstract area of thought. But, does this abstraction of the 
visuality and sound of language invoke an emotional expression? The quest to 
find the answers to these questions continues. Suzanne Delehanty in the book 
Sound by. Arlists (1990) emphasises the interest shown by painters and poets after 
the First World War in the visuality and the orality of letters and their value as 
visual images and aural signs, such that poetry was filled with images and the 
visual arts with words. She states: 
The word alone as a pure abstraction, like a musical note, gave birth not 
only to Kandinsky's poetry and to the mystical incarnations of Hugo Ball 
but also to families of secret languages, in which the word lost its original 
meaning and assumed mutable interpretations in the fictive realm of 
artistic creation. (Delehanty, 1§90 p. 28) 
Hence, artists were using a wide range of techniques to create this variety of 
languages. Whether in their abstraction, in secretive or playful representations or 
interpretations, most of them originated in language itself. the syntax, structure, 
grammar, as well as idiosyncrasies, verisimilitudes and puns found in language. 
Among these groups we find Dada and Surrealist artists such as Dadaist Hugo 
Ball (1886-1926), who maintained to have invented poetry without words or 
sound poems; 13 de Stijl founded by Theo Van Doesburg in 1917 in Holland, who 
brought the linguistic to the realm of music; and Surrealist painters such as Mir6 
in the 1920's and 30's and Magritte from 1928-36, who were also experimenting 
with language and images, questioning the relationship between reality and 
representation in a symbolic and visual manner and producing paintings where 
language had the same visual status as images and vice-versa. Dada artists 
rejected any conventional means of representation that would resemble the world 
and interconnected all the arts provoking the viewer to look for new processes of 
interpretation. They also explored non-referential linguistic oral methods. The 
Surrealists followed these ideas quite closely by denying words and pictures of 
their conventional meanings; they were interested in taking language further to 
13 He arranged a literary cabaret in Zurich called Cabaret Voltaire where among other readings 
they did performances using cacophonic physical and linguistic sounds. 
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the level of the unconscious. Judi Freeman when discussing the word-image 
phenomenon in Dada and Surrealist movements in The Dada and Sin-i-ealist 
Word-Iniage, states: 
And suddenly there was the word. Its appearance in the Visual Arts in 
the early twentieth century as an integral part of painting or a sculpture, 
yet an independent element in its own right, was something new. 
Certainly viewers had been 'reading' art, and artists had been creating 
works of art to be read, since antiquity. (Freeman, 1989 p. 13) 
With these artistic and literary approaches, the double act of reading and viewing 
became a single act in the visual arts as well as in Visual Poetry. Meaning in its 
conventional sense was obliterated, opening up avenues for the creation of other 
meanings. The separate categories of viewer and reader were ruptured as the 
viewer was invited to read words and the reader to look at words. Therefore, it is 
evident that the visual and the literary arts have been influencing each other 
throughout history, writers would become artists and artists would question 
language through their visual work. Similar styles were happening 
internationally and the creators were completely unaware of it. In Visual Poetry, 
for instance, in the Switzerland of the 50's, Eugene Gomringer had been 
producing experimental poetry, which he denominated as 'concrete'. At the 
same time the Brazilian group Noigandres constituted by Haroldo de Campos, 
Augusto de Campos and its originator Decio Pignatari, was also exploring the 
ideogram as a three-dimensional; ierbi-ioco-visual object. In the literary 
magazine Iiwencao, they began to call this poetry 'Poesia Concreta'. They met 
with Gomringer in Ulm in 1955 to find that they were both developing poetry, 
which emphasised the visual aspects of words. Regardless of this international 
dimension, Concrete and in more general terms Visual Poetry also developed 
different styles according to the different centres where it was originated; 
movements emerged among German-speaking poets, Brazilians, Anglo- 
Americans and French, but later on also in Italy and Spain, followed by Canada 
in the 1960's. Thus, how is the concept of the concrete related to the visual? 
Drucker in 17iguring the Word, describes it as: 
In its most generic application, the term "Concrete Poetry" is used to 
designate all manner of shaped, typographically complex, visually self- 
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conscious poetic works. The term visual poetry is more general and thus 
more aptly used to describe a history which is as old as writing itself' (Drucker, 1998 p. I 10) 
This places Concrete Poetry under the umbrella of Visual Poetry. Concrete 
Poetry is mainly formed by text while Visual Poetry can have images as well as 
writing. The letters of the alphabet in Concrete Poetry become detached from 
their roles as mere signs in the system of communication, and take on a visual 
importance on their own. They assume independent status as letters. This is an 
indication that their significance goes beyond the semantic content. Words are 
transformed into images, sentences are no longer readable and the content 
becomes separate from the form, this is when the letter becomes concrete, visual. 
With Concrete Poetry, we are aware of a return to the early stages of writing 
itself, where it was associated with the visual arts in general. The sign is not a 
sign of anything. It is just there for what it is, a sign disconnected from its 
conventional connotations. Consequently, what happens to meaning when the 
linguistic sign 14 is emptied of its semantic meaning by becoming visual? With 
the disappearance of the signified, the sign ceases to exist in any other way but in 
that which we see, the signifier. We try to find a signification in the poems but 
15 
they are more like visual metaphors 
, 
they belong to the realm of the sight. 
However, as I have previously mentioned, the combining of the letters to make 
words involves a semantic element that cannot be avoided. It presents us with 
multiple systems of looking and reading; it gives us the choice either to get 
involved in the interpretative process or not to get involved. Nevertheless, 
although the first reaction of a reader is to read the words and to see the 
connections, the clues, and to try to understand, to uncover some kind of 
semantic meaning, his/her role then changes to that of participant, viewer or even 
interpreter. This response is elicited by calligrams because of their powerful 
visual impact, similar to certain isomorphic concrete poems where, as in the 
calligram, the text and the image are fused together in the creation of the poem. 
This can be clearly appreciated in the poem no yonfooling gh-1? (Fig. 2) from 
14 As understood by Saussure: conceptual and found in spoken language, not visual or material. 
In other words: the relationship between concept and the "sound pattern: See Course In General 
Linguistics (1995). 
15 By 'visual metaphor' I mean that the visuality of the poems represents something other. The 
meaning is in this visuality rather than in the semantic value of the poems. 
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Runes by Judith Copithorne. The calligraphic style of the writing is so powerful 
that viewing/looking is activated before reading. The viewer becomes a 
participant by decoding the writing and the image. It is also evident in some 
deconstructive poems 
- 
with techniques of squashing and compressing letters 
- 
categorized by Bayard as 'effaced' poems, where the visual element becomes 
stronger than the semantic meaning of the words that compose the poem, so 
bringing it closer to the conventional understanding of a visual image. Alongside 
Visual Poetics, during the period from the 1960's to the 1990's, there were 
Conceptual Art groups and individual artists who were interested in the 
integration of art and language in their work and who showed different 
approaches to language, as for instance, using the word as image; using language 
and image to question representation; making conversational pieces into artwork 
and Performance Art. In Belgium in the 1960's and 1970's and following the 
tradition of Mallarm6 and Magritte, Marcel Broodthaers challenged the notion of 
looking, by making language visible and object-like and by creating poems out 
of visual materials, in contrast to Concrete Poetry, which challenged the notion 
of reading. Having been a writer and a filmmaker before becoming an artist, he 
had acquired the ability to use the elements of his pieces interchangeably in the 
same way that words are used in different contexts, creating in this way a 
vocabulary of objects, words and images. He was interested in establishing a 
relationship between literature and art and he began by making a piece of work 
based on Uh Coup de Dýs (1897). His interpretation of it was as a visual image 
divorced from its content. Like Mallarm6 he was questioning visual signification 
in language. He transformed words into images, the sentences were no longer 
readable and the content became separate from the form. He did this by using 
some of the techniques found in Concrete Poetry, such as erasure and 
fragmentation. He subtitled Uti Coup de Dýs as image (1969), and made three 
different versions. One of these was presented in the form of aluminium plates 
with the lines of the poems blanked out and was accompanied by multiple 
readings of the poem performed by the artist on audible tapes. (Fig. 3) Another 
representation was in translucid paper and the last one was a catalogue on opaque 
paper. In the same way as Mallarm6 objectified words, by making them visible, 
Broodthaers also paid attention to the objecthood of the poem by transferring it 
onto materials such as aluminium. 
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In the same way as Concrete Poetry, Broodthaers repudiated the notion of 
autonomy. 'I don't believe in film, nor do I believe in any other art. I don't 
believe in the unique artist or the unique work of art. I believe in the 
phenomena, and in men who put ideas together'. (Broodthaers, 1994 p. 33) He 
made a whole series of different projections of his initials so he becomes both the 
subject and the verification of the artwork. He undermines the commercial value 
of the signature by repeating it and sometimes it is projected the other way 
around and upside down. By projecting the images onto canvases it seems as if 
they had been signed from a distance. Sometimes the image was also projected 
onto a canvas with an image; creating in this way an image in within an image, a 
multiplicity of layers and hence, of readings. An example is On est la sig7lallffe? 
(1971) (Fig. 4). On a cardboard filled with his initials MR, he projected 13 
slides of blank film, written and drawn on by hand in felt pen and India ink. This 
repetition of the signature is a way to undervalue the autonomy granted to it. 
The English group Art & Language engaged language both as material and 
subject of their work. American artists, just to name some: Joseph Kosuth 
explored ideas around the association of the word to things by painting 
dictionary word definitions and questioning the word-image-object relationship; 
Bruce Nauman used verbal puns, anagrams, juxtapositions and association of 
words. His work The at-list helps the woi-ld by i-evealing mystic It-uths (1967), 
(Fig. 5) has very similar characteristics to a calligram. The words are creating the 
image of a spiral. The spiral could be understood as a kind of mysterious 
symbol, perhaps in this case a symbol of truth, but it is made of neon lights; a 
very mass-media material, consequently, it could be seen to be quite far from 
truth. Both the visual impact of the piece and the text work together as equal 
elements in the interpretation of the piece. As with the calligrams the eyes move 
from text to image and back. Other artists use language as socio-political 
commentary as for instance Jenny Holzer's Statentents since 1977. She uses 
different mediums, including billboards, posters, plaques, signboards, benches, 
etc, taking language out of the page or the art object into the world. 
Interweaving the visual and the linguistic has been the focus of many movements 
throughout history, the previous examples portrayed the thematic interest in the 
visuality of the letter and what this could add or subtract to the meaningful 
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content; the relationship of image, language and the world in terms of 
representation; language as content and formal element etc. The syntactical, 
grammatical and semantic limits of language are stretched in ways in which 
meaning would be taken further. As I mentioned, some writers/poets invented 
languages by breaking the traditional rules and creating new ones and some 
artists would include words, sentences and texts in their work to create in the 
viewer a different awareness. 
2.2 Orality and Language 
Concrete Poetry has the ability to treat the written and spoken forms equally; the 
two systems complement each other, have a status of their own, it is a non- 
hierarchical relationship. With this principle a driving force in the creation of 
poems, Concrete Poetry challenges the notion of the written word and the spoken 
word in the hierarchical ladder of language. The assault on writing as opposed to 
the spoken word comes from the Platonic idea of writing being a resemblance of 
reality; the appearance of wisdom; the belief being that by relying on the written 
word we would become more forgetful. Plato saw the spoken word as 
fundamental to thinking 16 
. 
Aristotle 17 argued that the spoken word was closer to 
experience than the written word. Here, the written word is considered to be a 
simple phonetic representation of what has been spoken, to refer to what 'is'. It 
is removed from constitutive meaning, speech or logos being closer to the 
signified and more present in the experience of signification: truth is ascribed to 
logos. 
According to Derrida (1987), 18 Socrates was also of the opinion that writing was 
never as complete as spoken language. He thought that genuine discourse was 
found in the one who was able to talk or to keep quiet, to defend themselves in 
response to the person being addressed. He criticised writing for being always 
16 Plato, Phaedrus (c. 411404 BC) 
17 Derrida writes in OfGranunatology: Let us recall the Aristotelian definition; 'Spoken words are 
the symbols of mental experience and written words are the symbols of spoken words'p. 30 
(De interpretatione, 1,16a 3)) 
18 Deffida in Postcards questions the relationship of Plato and Socrates. Socrates never wrote, we 
know of his ideas through Plato. More references on the Platonic Dialogue also found in (Bolter, 
1991 pp. 110-111) 
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the same, 19 for not considering the addressee and also for being dependent of its 
creator; as for instance, if the reader had a disagreement with the text, this could 
only be clarified by the writer. He also compared writing to painting, which at 
the time, was seen as a shadow of reality. This critique of writing in the history 
of our culture continued with Rousseau, 20 who considered that writing was the 
instigator of thought, tyranny and inequality and that thus it provoked the 
separation of the speaking community. Bergson also concurred with this critique 
and proposed that this was the reason why Socrates, Jesus and other authentic 
mystics had left no writings. In this way, their ideas could avoid becoming 
contaminated. A century later, Saussure still thought of writing as a trap of 
tyrannical actions; a parasite that distorted spoken language 
.21 He believed that 
the spoken word alone was the object of linguistic study. For him writing was 
merely a tool to represent the genuine form of language, a derivative form. In 
present times Walter J. Ong in Orality andLiferacy (2002) argues that 'writing' 
replaced oralitY22 but that now, with the new textualities of the Internet, a 'second 
orality' is resurfacing. 
Contrary to this view, Concrete Poetry refuses to regard its graphic signs of a 
Western phonetic language as 'secondary'. By giving importance to the image 
of the words, they become more ideographic, encompassing image and concept. 
Therefore, although the phonetic values are very important in Concrete Poetry, it 
breaks with the idea of conventional phonetic writing being representative of 
spoken language. In concrete poems phonetization does not mean linearization. 
It has a formative quality: to create images. The individual letter has an intrinsic 
plastic quality, which allows it to operate purely as form. The combinations of 
letters evoke a range of images. As Paula Claire says in SoundPoetty (1978) the 
poet examines in every detail the sound and visual values of words. An example 
of a poet using these phonetics techniques is the Canadian Visual/Sound poet bill 
bissett; one of his trademarks is phonetic spelling. He has an economical 
approach to writing, by spelling words as we hear them. Most vowels, 
19 Hypertcxt and interactive narratives break with this notion. 
20'Writing is nothing but the representation of speech: it is bizarre that one gives more care to the 
determining of the image than to the object'. (Fragment inddit d'un cssai sur Ics languages. 
Quoted in Derrida, 1976 p. 27) 
21 But the tyranny of the written form extends further yet'. (Saussure, 1986 p. 3 1) 
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consonants, and diphthongs are spelt in a way, which is similar to how they 
sound, so they acquire a different graphic representation and therefore an image. 
He breaks traditional orthography and spelling rules and creates his own rules. 
To understand his idiosyncraticies you have to become a bissett reader. In his 
poem aint no wot-dsfoi- th taste ofyu (1974) (Fig. 6), bill bissett uses his own 
spelling techniques to give words a different image. He breaks with the 
linearization of language by reversing the sentences and placing them on top of 
each other, creating a visual pattern much stronger than the semantic meaning of 
the sentence. It is a text that illustrates Derrida's notion of an interweaving 
language, where the trace weaves what is there and not there. 
Derrida's concept of differance 13 is closely related to the idea of phonetic writing 
used in concrete poetry. If we take as an example; its a sailing ipoenid(1971) 
(Fig. 7) from whatfickan themy (1971) bill bissett sometimes omits letters from 
words, such as V from the 'th', expect 'xpect', or because 'bcause'. Other 
words he commonly uses in many of his poems are: 'yu' instead of you and 'cud' 
instead of could. As with differance, the difference can only be seen in the 
writing, the pronunciation is the same with or without the vowels. His writing is 
a representation of the spoken language, but by omitting letters and changing the 
spelling of the words, they acquire a visual and concrete quality, as the reader 
becomes aware of their spelling and therefore their meaning. The three 
elements; semantic, visual and aural unfold themselves before us to engage us 
simultaneously in looking, reading and hearing. 
The revival of the graphic element with a status of its own, its freedom from the 
spoken word, is what Derrida describes in Of Gmmmalolqy (1976) as 'writing'. 
22 1 will return to this in Chapter 4 when discussing U'riting or Speech in electronic writing. 
23 Now, in point of fact, it happens that this graphic difference (the 'a' instead of the 'c 
this marked difference between two apparently vocalic notations, between vowels, 
remains purely graphic: it is itritten or read, but it is not heard. It cannot be heard, and 
we shall see in what respects it is also beyond the order of understanding. It is put 
forward by a silent mark, by a tacit monument, or, one might even say, by a pyramid- 
keeping in mind not only the capital form of the printed letter but also that passage from 
Hegel's Encyclopedia where he compares the body of the sign to an Egyptian pyramid. 
The 'a' of differance, therefore, is not heard; it remains silent, secret, and discreet, like a 
tomb'. (Derrida, 1973 p. 132). 
This concept seems to put writing over speaking, as the 'a' from differance is seen in writing but 
it is not perceived in speaking. 
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In his view, with the onset of non-phonetic writing the era of 'logocentrism' 
comes to an end. He states: 'Non-phonetic writing breaks the noun apart. It 
describes relations and not appellations. The noun and the word, those unities of 
breath and concept, are effaced within pure writing'. (Derrida, 1976 p. 26) The 
concept of writing in grammatology has a double value: ideographic and 
phonetic, as discussed in Concrete Poetry. The signs seem to shift from the idea 
of language into the idea of doubled-valued writing; that is, ideographic and 
phonetic. Therefore, writing ceases to be the representation of spoken language, 
ceases being phonetic (representative of the spoken sounds) and consequently 
linear. The broken linear structure of the concrete poem, its variable reading 
patterns, and the combinations and relations encountered when engaged in a text 
of open possibilities, also show similarities to Derrida's idea of pure writing. 
This kind of textuality becomes a precedent to the hypertextual narratives and 
interactive art works. 
The area of Visual Poetics associated with sound is that of Sound Poetry 24 and it 
moves along the same historical trajectory. At the same time, Sound Art 25 is 
closely related to Sound Poetry and vice-versa. Again, it is quite difficult to 
isolate a definition for these terms as they cover such a huge broad spectrum of 
possibilities due to their experimental qualities. Their boundaries are hard to 
define and they tend perhaps to be categorised according to the place where the 
performances or exhibitions are taking place. 
In this following section, I present a description of the work and mention some 
artists who have used different oral techniques to express or create a language 
outside the linguistic system of communication. Their concerns and the methods 
they used to achieve the language of the in-hetween the oral, the textual and the 
visual, demonstrates from where the new media languages originate and show 
how influential their ideas have been in the technological area of language and 
information technology. By bringing the oral forward in their work, they 
24 For a more general view of Sound Poetry: McCaffery F. & bpNichol cds. (1978) Sound 
Poetry., A cataloguefor the eleventh International Sound Poetty Festival. They present a brief 
introduction to the interrelations and connections in the history of sound poetry and the new 
decades of visual, concrete and sound/performing poets. 
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question ways of transmitting these sounds and what their function is in language 
and communication. To present this in chronological order I will firstly refer to 
the Russian futurist poet Victor Khlebnikov (1910), mentioned before, for the 
creation of his language Zaum, where he reduced words to pure sound. Within 
the Dada movement, Hugo Ball (1886-1926) from the Zurich Dada group, 
searched deeply for a new language of poetry. He composed sound-poems, or 
"verses without words, " using phonetic or nonsensical words in his reading 
performances which the public at that time took to be jokes. AccordingtoDawn 
Ades in his essay Dada and Sm-t-ealism in Concepts ofModei-n Ai-I (Stangos, 
1985) Ball wrote in Flucht aus dei- Zut 26 : 
We have developed the plasticity of the word to a point which can hardly 
be surpassed. This result was achieved at the expense of the logically 
constructed, rational sentence... People may smile if they want to; 
language will thank us for our zeal, even if there should not be any 
directly visible results. We have charged the word with forces and 
energies which made it possible for us to rediscover the evangelical 
concept of the word (logos) as a magical complex of images. (Stangos N. 
ed. 1985 p. 116) 
Kurt Schwitters (1887-1948), another artist from the Dada and Surrealist (Berlin 
Dada) movement, was well known for the sound collage technique he used in the 
production of soundscapes. Suzanne Delehanty describes how he edited and 
collaged sound to create his nonsense poems in the 1920s and early 1930s, 
experimenting with phonetics to develop a non-sensical language, which he 
called Merz, in order to produce sound poems, where intonation and cadence 
were used as means of expression. With these experiments he was one of the 
first artists to handle sound recording as a plastic medium. In the 1940s, the 
artist-musician Pierre Schaeffer, head of the Radiodiflusion broadcast studios in 
Paris, collaged sounds from life to create music, Kevin Concannon, in his essay 
Collage and the Art of Sound in Sound by Artists (1990), states that the term 
cmusique concrete' is in fact attributed to Schaeffer. Later on in the 1950s, in the 
United States John Cage created musique concrete which has been greatly 
25 For those interested in an overview of Sound Art please refer Lander D. & Lexicr M. ccls. 
Q 990) Sound by Artists. 
26 Ball H. Flucht aus der Zut, Munich, 1927, (trasn. In Transition, no. 25, Paris, 1936) 
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influenced younger experimental musicians and those artist's movements 
working with a combination of media. 
A very influential British visual/sound/performance poet is Bob Cobbing, who, 
from the 1950s onwards, explored Sound and Visual Poetry and performed a 
kind of visual- soundscape constructed of utterances. He is quoted in A1.1 
Without Boundafies 1950-70 where he expresses the three-dimensional quality of 
Concrete Poetry by invoking different sensory models, he says: 
Concrete Poetry, for me, is a return to an emphasis on the physical 
substance of language 
- 
the sign made by the voice, and the symbol for 
that sign made on paper or in other material and visual form. Leonardo 
da Vinci asked the poet to give him something he might see and touch 
and not just something he could hear. Sound poetry seems to meto be 
achieving this aim. (Cobbing, 1972 p. 88) 
He continues referring to the pre-linguistic aspect of this genre and the fact that it 
goes beyond language by provoking an area of understanding which is more 
abstract which appeals to different senses and is therefore more synaesthetic: 
Partly it is a recapturing of a more primitive form of language, before 
communication by expressive sounds became stereotyped into words, and 
the voice was richer in vibrations, more mightily physical. The tape 
recorder, by its ability to amplify and superimpose, and to slow down the 
vibrations, has enabled us to rediscover the possibilities of the human 
voice, until it becomes again something we can almost see and touch. 
Poetry has gone beyond the word, beyond the letter, both aurally and 
visually. Visual poetry can be heard, smelt, has colours, vibrations. 
Sound poetry dances, tastes, has shape. (Cobbing, 1972 p. 88) 
Other artists such as Maurizio Nannucci explored those invisible areas of 
language found in speech. He recorded the hesitant and puzzled sounds 
produced by people in the street, when asked what was the first word that came 
to their mind. He called this piece 'Pai-ole' (Word), 1976. The British Group 
Audio Arts (I 980s) recorded 'ums' and 'ahs', used as we speak, to represent the 
idea of thought outside language. These examples of reducing words to pure 
sound, making it abstract and mysterious, individual and full, the incapacity to 
express, the 'puzzledness' the hesitation to speak, is captivating and could 
perceived as a kind of 'pure' communication. There is a comparison with 
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Derrida's idea of 'pure writing'; because in both cases we are faced with the 
origin of what speech-sound or image willing afe in their more basic forms. The 
idea of thought outside language is intriguing and something which has been 
pursued in many other areas, such as psychoanalysis. Julia Kristeva too, 
discusses the area of the in-hetween where the serniotic and the symboli627 meet, 
in Revohition in Poetic Language (1984). 
2.3 The in-between Image-Sound-Text 
This area in-between can be associated with the experience of what is 'outside' 
of language but 'within' language 28 
. 
In Reilohition in Poetic Language (1984) 
Kristeva illustrates the function and place of the pre-verbal serniotic and how it is 
revealed in language and speech. The serniotic is that period prior to the 
symbolic before the child separates him/herself from the mother. The subject 
moves from the realm of the semiotic, the chot-a, through the thetic into the 
realm of the symbolic. Thus the thetic is what allows the subject to liberate the 
energies from the chora into the symbolic and here they get trapped into 
language. However, there is also the area she calls the second thelic, where these 
aspects of the semiotic - impulses, energies, moods, feelings, movement, desires 
- 
are present within the symbolic and vice-versa: the in-between. According to 
Kristeva the memory of the contact with the body, which is established in the 
serniotic never vanishes; the speaking subject still uses it. She states: 
Because the subject is always both serniotic and symbolic, no signifying 
system he produces can be either "exclusively" semiotic or "exclusively" 
symbolic, and is instead necessarily marked by indebtedness to both. 
(Kristeva, 1984 p. 24). 
For her, this, dialectical condition of the subject in language is represented in 
avant-garde literature and desire in language is found in the struggle between the 
serniotic and the symbolic. I see this desire in language, this in-between space, 
as that moment when the semiotic and the symbolic become one, whilst 
27 The pre-linguistic and the linguistic. 
28 'Within language': still using elements from language. Therefore 'outside within language' is 
like the area between the semiotic (outside language) and the symbolic (language), that is; the in- 
hehveen. 
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paradoxically retaining their own identities: where the semantic meaning of the 
word escapes and yet remains. Visual Poetry incorporates this in-between area 
within its visual and linguistic structures and it is my aim to explore and question 
this area in a technological framework. I shall come back to this later on. 
McCaffery also discusses this in-between area in relationship to language poetry, 
in Noi-th ofIntention (1986). He claims that 'language poetry', interested in 
breaking with language rules, only considers the human subject in its realm of 
the symbolic and the biological 
, 
29 whereas what needs to be considered is the in- 
between of these two realms, which for him is the'libidinal economy'. This is an 
area formed of libidinal intensities, which liberate the energy trapped by 
linguistic structures. 30 
McCaffery finds this aspect of excess and libidinal flow in bill bissett's work. It 
occurs by breaking all the mechanisms that restrict the flow of non-verbal 
impulses such as; grammatical rules, reading order and orthography. He 
describes how these energies force passage through language: there is a desire 
which operates throughout and aside from language. bill bissett very clearly not 
only rejects all rules but urges the reader to do the same. In fact in whaffilckan 
theoty he presents the following theoretical rejections: 
so yu dont need th sentence 
yu dont need correct spelling 
yu dont need correct grammar 
yu dont need th margins 
yu dont need regulation use of capital nd lower case 
yu dont need sense or skill 
yu dont need this 
what chv yu need 31 
The violation of these rules acts as a semantic attack, which allows language to 
flow freely. He uses typography in some of his poems in such a way as to 
destroy any kind of representation of language as a semantic device: 'writing is 
29 The biological is the pre-linguistic or in Kristcva's terms 'The semiotic'. 
30 The libidinal economy could be compared to the second degree thetic in Kristeva; where the 
subject goes back from the symbolic into the serniotic in a conscious manner so that aspects of 
the serniotic are used within the signifying devices of language. 
31 bissct b. (197 1) whatfuckan theory. 
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outside writing'. This could be compared to the gap between the semiotic and 
the symbolic but with the added awareness of the linguistic structures acquired in 
the second deg7-ee thetic; where the recognition of linguistic structures allows 
one to destroy them. Here is where the desire created in the symbolic is found, 
withoUt repressing the biological drives, impulses and energies of the semiotic. 
Kristeva explains that the semiotic is a precondition of the symbolic and can also 
destroy the symbolic, which gives us an idea of the functioning of the semiotic in 
artistic practice. If we take as an example 'yu cum'(1970) (Fig. 8), bissett plays 
with the typography to such a degree that he destroys the semantic aspect of 
language. As McCaffery points out: 
Overprinting (the laying of text over the text to the point of obliterating 
all legibility) is bissett's method of deterritorializing linguistic codes and 
placing language in a state of vertical excess. Overprint destroys the 
temporal condition of logic and causality, obliterating articulation and 
destroying message by its own super-abundance. (McCaffery, 1986 p. 
103) 
In some areas the letters are so overtyped that the visual rhythm of the poem 
becomes almost tangible: 'writing is outside writing'. This opens a space 
between legibility and illegibility. This writing supports the undecidability of 
language, and it is in this area that the creative appears. In McCaffery's view the 
production of desire is found in the space between the opposition of the legible 
and the illegible. This opposition presents an invitation and consequently a 
choice. There is a desire to engage and at the same time a refusal. There is 
playfulness. The basic impulses and energies of the serniotic become desires 
through language forms, and these are, at the same time, destroyed by the same 
drives of the semiotic. Language is materialized; the ink, the erasures are so 
powerfully visible that they bring out the instinctual linguistic aspect from the 
unconscious. McCaffery's notion of the libidinal is an area of unknown codes, 
grammar and syntax; open and free and yet still within a structure. It is both 
within the linguistic and outside of it. 
In amloi- (1968) (Fig. 9) form 'Aivake in th Red Desenby bill bissett Bayard 
questions in which direction bissett is moving the strong visual pattern of the 
poem. She seems to think that he is using an isomorphic method of connecting 
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the shape of the poem to the conceptual meaning of the words. She describes 
how there is an 'am' which could be interpreted as loneliness and an 'or' which 
represents a choice, an alternative, reaching the climax with the sexual number 
69. However, she does not comment on the whole word: amor meaning 'love'. 
She brings our attention to the shape, which for her represents the female and the 
male sexual organs depending on whether the page is viewed at vertically or 
horizontally. This reading might be a bit reductionist as it narrows the whole 
idea and experimentation of the poem to a mere rational interpretation and 
hinders the real eroticism of the poem. I prefer McCaffery's view in his 
comment about some of bill bissett's poems: 'a writing in libido rather than a 
writing about it. ' (McCaffery, 1998 p. 100) We find an obsessive repetition, a 
desire to escape through the linguistic signs and at the same time an enclosure in 
them. Letters are so closely put together that not only is their semantic meaning 
obliterated but also their original shapes. The Y becomes a vertical line with 
small slashes on the right, the V creates a kind of chain. In fact, all the lines 
have a kind of chain quality as their elements are mutually entangled. Language 
is trapped to create something outside language, a kind of non-verbal energy. 
This kind of textuality/visuality/orality makes the viewer not only question and 
search for new meanings, but it has the impact of a visual artwork in terms of 
provoking other senses and emotional states. Therefore, how do the linguistic 
and the visual interweave with the instinctual and the intuitive? Or, how are the 
pre-linguistic aspects (impulses, energies, moods, feelings, movement, desires) 
present within the symbolic and vice-versa, in a technological area where the 
linguistic, the visual and the aural coalesce? 
2.4 New Technologies: Moving from the Page, the Analogue, 
the Performative Voice into the Digital. 
Before the computer, integrating image, sound and text was a much more 
complicated task and every system had not only to be produced, but also 
archived in many different formats. With New Technologies in place, it is only 
natural that creators explore this area of Image- Sound-Text further by producing 
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Digital Art and radical Digital Poetics including e-poetries and net art, 
Generative Art and interactive textural digital surfaces and immersive 
installations. 
Technology allows for the exploration of the limits of language, image and sound 
in a visual context, interconnecting verbal and visual and aural sensibilities. In 
the same way that the tape machine allowed for the sound pieces to be cut, 
rearranged and edited, the computer has become not only a tool but a medium to 
mix the elements of sound, text and still or moving images so they can interact 
together. It is representative of contemporary society. There is space for the 
sound, the visual and the aw-o-visual, the text, the image and the image-text. 
Aural-visual-text interweaves in the area of electronic media. This new 
textuality encompasses both the semiotic and the symbolic; it is the language of 
the in-between, where drives, as instinctual forces, function inextricably with the 
linguistic. It is this meeting point, this in-between that I am investigating through 
my digital work. Thus, convergent media is able to accommodate multimedia 
applications and programming, handling sound and image in the same medium 
and allowing artists to develop new media art/ language/ information /culture. 
In connection to my work I contextually review in the following chapters - as a 
comparative analysis of what is happening in this area of research - the work of 
digital artists/poets/programmers uch as Peter Frucht (generative writing), 
David Small, Tom White, Camille Utterback, Romy Achituv and Bill Seaman 
(interactive installations), Giselle Beiguelman (telecommunications projects), 
Eric Sadin (intertextualities) and Jbrg Piringer (sound performances). In the area 
of codework I will examine Jodi's simulations of computer crashes and virus 
infections, Loss Pequefio Galzier's synchronization of code, interface, text and 
sound pieces, John Cayley's literary works of morphing text, imagery and sound, 
Jean-Pierre Balpe's notions of no longer fixed, definitive, linear text and Simon 
Biggs' nonsensical self-generated text. In the area of web art 1 introduce some 
works which are related to the previous ideas but either deal with Internet 
languages or are pieces created specially for the Internet, such as the multi-user 
domain WMI by ml]EKAL aND, Mez' texts of email exchanges, computer code, 
SMS communication, sound and images and Talan Memmott's literary 
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hypermedia. This study will be conducted under the light of new media theories 
by reviewing notions of writing, reading, the viewer, the producer, interactivity 
and thus the whole concept of experiencing, understanding and interpreting. 
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Chapter 3 
3.0 In-between the Visual, the Semantic and the Phonetic: 
Another Kind of Language 
In this chapter I investigate the area of the in-behveen that is created by 
interweaving the visual the phonetic and the linguistic areas of meaning: 'Image- 
Text, Phonetic-Text and Semantic-Text'. I explore the new media languages 
(communicative systems) originating in the in-between, where, by mixing 
different sensory models, (visual and auditory), and motion, together with the 
illusion of "semantic" meaning and the interaction of the user, the emotional and 
the linguistic meet in a form of symbiosis. To develop these conceptual ideas I 
start by questioning notions germane to Visual Poetry: the blank space of the 
page, reading and viewing conventions; the page/interface and the inability to 
hold the whole Image-Text. As well as these notions, there are a series of 
questions which investigate the production of the interactive digital work entitled 
Another Kind q Language: How can these principles be applied to Digital )f 
Work? Why apply them? How are multi-linear, de-centering narratives and 
multi-layered structures formed in digital media? What meanings are created 
from these inter-textualities of Image- Sound-Text in convergent media? What 
does interactivity bring to the work and what is the role of the 
reader/viewer/user/author? 
Anothei- Kind q Language is an interactive piece made in Flash 32 (Fig. 10). It )f 
consists of three different layers: the user can travel from one surface to another 
by clicking on the buttons: A (for Arabic), C (for Chinese) and E (for English), 
found on the white screen that appears when the project is open. Each surface is 
blank until the user rolls the mouse over it, revealing still and moving images, 
which appear and fade away, and triggering phonetic sounds from each 
respective language. The images are related to the visual representation and 
cultural background of each language: the English layer displays the written form 
of the phonemes, against the blank background 
- 
the white page. The writing is 
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visible but not legible and I have used black and white colours as a reference to 
the white page and black printed ink. In the Arabic layer there are letters 
embedded in what looks like a tile design. I wanted to bring their visual quality 
into the surface as this alphabet has such a strong visual quality, and is often 
incorporated into architecture". The Mandarin layer is composed of animated 
images which are triggered by the movement of the mouse. As Chinese is an 
ideographic language, I wanted to explore this quality by using moving images 
like short narratives underneath the white page. 
The sound layers are formed by the 'meaningless' phonetic sounds of three 
different languages: English, Mandarin and Arabic. They were created by 
speakers of these languages, who sang and pronounced combinations of phonetic 
sounds commonly used in each linguistic system. The notion of meaningless 
phonetic sounds interested me, since, according to Saussure, these sounds are not 
supposed to have any meaning. Their function is to differentiate two words, they 
4 have a differentiating/distinguishing value' 
. 
Jakobson agrees with him when in 
Six Lechavs on Sound andMeaning (1978), he writes: 
We have arrived 
... 
at the view that phonemes, phonic elements by means 
of which words are differentiated, differ from all the other phonic devices 
of language, and from all linguistic values in general, in that they have no 
positive and fixed meaning of their own. Of all sign systems it is only 
language properly so-called, and within this it is words, which consist of 
elements which at one and the same time signify and yet are devoid of 
meaning. (Jakobson, 1978 p. 69) 
I find this paradoxical, signifying aspect of phonemes fascinating. They are the 
key signifying units and yet they don't have any intrinsic value. With them I am 
questioning the serniotic and symbolic aspects found in this process of 
signification where they refer to language and yet are outside language in their 
isolated units. I try to shift them into a different semantic context to transform 
them into entities with the potential for full linguistic and emotive signification. 
32 Interactive Macromedia programme. (See the interactive Nvork enclosed on the CD ROM) 33 The fondness to employ script, as a decorative element in Islamic culture, is in part attributable 
to the proscription of graphic representation, in particular of the human form. instead of religious 
icons, sentences from the Koran are used in the representation f God. This encourages the use 
and development of the beautiful calligraphic nature of the Arabic language. 34 See Saussure: Course in General Linguistics (1995). 
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It is as if I want them to be recognised for their important function in the 
signifying process; to raise them to the level of appreciation they deserve; 
transforming 'meaningless' phonetic sounds into full entities in the non-linear 
structure of the communicative process. 
When choosing the languages, as well as their sounds, I was interested in the 
differences between their respective visual and aural elements, reading patterns 
(right to left, left to right, top to bottom) and linear and non-linear qualities as 
explained above. The experimentation with the direction of reading patterns is a 
strong component of Visual/Sound Poetry, and I wanted to transfer this 
experimentation into a digital artistic/linguistic/poetic form. The reading 
patterns of Visual/Sound Poetry are partly enforced by the empty spaces between 
words which are as significant as the words. " When the poem is read aloud 
these interludes are completely semantic, visual, silent components of the 
performance. When reading a visual poem for the first time the reader struggles, 
searching for meaning 
- 
which line, which word next 
- 
until he/she realises the 
conventions are different here and lets go of the old ones to experience the new. 
With Another Kind ofLanguage I try to involve the user via the mouse to reveal 
the linguistic images and sounds and provoke in him/her similar queries. When 
the work has been exhibited the users have brought to my attention their interest 
in understanding the individual sounds, and their attempt to make a coherent 
sentence, message or something syntactically linear; to find a language that 
communicates; the urgency to freeze the image and see it as a whole; to relate the 
sound to the image; and to find a coherent sense 36 
. 
These enquiries demonstrate 
the linguistic and visual conventions users bring with them and the piece gives 
them the opportunity to challenge these conventions in favour of more open, 
multiple readings. 
In the creation of this in-between language experience in Anothei- Kind of 
Language I take into consideration the non-linear/multi-layered structure used in 
Visual Poetry to interweave image, sound and text which is now used in the new 
35 As with Mallanud's Un Coup de D6s (A Throu, of the Dice) 1897. 36 This information has been gathered through speaking with the participants. I did not consider 
recording these comments at the time, due to the spontaneous nature of the interaction. 
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narratives of the Internet. I develop this study by investigating the following 
issues: 
* Non-linear, multi-linear, multi-layered structures and the role of the reader 
9 Intertextual relations and meaning 
9 The interactive and the role of the user 
3.1 Non-linear, multi-linear, multi-layered structures and the 
role of the reader 
Some questions to consider in relationship to notions of non-linearity, multi- 
linearity and multi- layering are: How can notions of multi-linearity and layers 
be adapted, transformed and expanded with the work? How are these structures 
formed? How do they affect the reader's/viewer's participation and involvement? 
How does technology help to incorporate the simultaneous processes of looking, 
reading and listening used in Visual/Sound Poetry, into a digital interactive 
work? Therefore, how has the area of the in-between Image-Sound-Text from 
Visual Poetry been transferred into the work? These matters were carefully 
considered when producing the piece and are discussed next in this chapter. 
When I began developing Another Kind ofLanguage I started exploring these 
questions by creating a surface that would refer to language in its visual, oral and 
semantic representation. The multiple layers are not only formed by the fusion 
of these different systems, but also by the three linguistic layers and the 
projection in the physical space 
- 
as an installation 
- 
from various laptops. A 
whole variety of in-between combinations is allowed, depending on the number 
of participants. 
Visual Poetry seeks to revolutionise the concept of writing, reading and looking. 
We are able to recognise references, as for instance certain typographical 
characters or different systems but the process of putting pieces together occurs 
as in a puzzle but the puzzle never becomes resolved. We recognise independent 
meanings and try to put them together. Although these processes exist in 
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conventional poetry, they become more evident with Visual/Concrete poetry 
because the association between the parts of the poem is an essential component 
in the formation of meanings and interpretations. Thus, the reader/viewer is 
invited to decode the visual and verbal message by participating in the structure 
of signification that controls the piece, although this does not mean that by 
putting these pieces together a stable transparent meaning is found. 
The practice of reading/looking/listening reproduces the act of creation; it 
requires a participatory commitment from the 'viewe0eader'. Carline Bayard in 
The New Poetics in Canada and Quebec, From Concrelism to Post-Modernism 
(1989) states: 
Concretism demands that the attention of poet and reader-listener be 
focused on the material components of the poem. It is the 
interrelationship of these elements and their perfect coincidence with 
their semantic message which produce a concrete poem both in time (performance) and space (on the page). (Bayard, 1989 p. 84) 
Concretist texts deconstruct the systems of typography, layout, spelling, syntax 
and metrics by avoiding old rules and inventing new ones. Emerging digital 
work equally creates new parameters, perhaps because it is still in a process of 
discovery or perhaps because the versatility of the medium accommodates all 
kinds of visual, aural and linguistic codes. Among some of the concretist texts 
we find syntactical ambiguity, discontinuity and omissions to the point of 
depriving the reader from reading. In Mallarm6's Un Coup de Dis (1897), there 
is a tension between legibility and illegibility, meaning and loss of meaning. On 
the other hand, in some poems we find different reading patterns, which provide 
various multiple texts instead of one, as for instance, with many of bill bissett's 
visual/concrete poems where the reader becomes the creator by choosing the 
different combinations. White spaces might give the impression of discontinuity 
when there is none. In some of the poem-collages, the structure of sentences is 
destroyed. In other texts the grammatical structures offer so many combinations 
that they become comparable to geometrical variables. The absence of 
punctuation allows for a variety of structures, depending on the reading order 
adopted by the reader. A simple visual law in these texts is that the eye tends to 
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read first what it can immediately decipher, then slowly interprets the other letter 
puzzles. Bob Cobbing in Changing Fornis in English Visual Poelly, quotes from 
Ionesco: 'Integration alone is not enough; disintegration is essential too; that is 
what life is, and philosophy; that is science, progress, civilization'. (Cobbing, 
1998). This is what concrete poetry does in my view: there is a constant 
integration, fusion and disruption of the elements named above, and the reader 
moves from the position of the viewer to that of the writer, to the reader again 
and so on, in a random order but following a simultaneous reaction. 
All these aspects of textuality, narrative and the notions of the reader and writer 
which are found in Visual Poetry I consider to be antecedent to hypertextual 
narratives and new forms of communication on the Internet. The non-linear, 
layered characteristics of Visual Poetry: the space between words 
-which creates 
the spatial, material and now, virtual, word 
- 
the coalescence of the visual and 
linguistic within the same system; its interactive quality and the independence of 
the reader in choosing in a text free from the bondage of the line and the classic 
readerly text. These are now all bases for hypertext. Espen J. Aarseth's 
definition of non- linear structure in Cybei-lext, pei-spectives on Ergodic 
Lilei'ature is as follows: 
A non-linear text is an object of verbal communication that is not simply 
one fixed sequence of letters, words, and sentences but one in which the 
words or sequence of words may differ from reading to reading because 
of the shape, conventions, or mechanisms of the text (Aarseth, 1997 p. 
41). 
With hypertext narratives the boundaries of image and text have become blurred 
encouraging the reader to participate and become the viewer-reader-writer- 
producer-user. Network communication is established through links and via 
shifting navigational paths. Non-linearity has become an important factor in 
recent critical thought. Conceptual systems founded upon ideas of centre, 
margin, hierarchy, and linearity have been replaced with those of multilinearity, 
nodes, links, and networks as discussed by Landow, Derrida and Barthes. 
Barthes in SIZ differentiates between two kinds of texts: the readerly (lisible) and 
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the writerly (scriptable). The readerly is the classic text, based in communication 
and an ideology of exchange. 
This reader is thereby plunged into a kind of idleness- he is intransitive; 
he is, in short, serious: instead of gaining access to the magic of the 
signifier, to the pleasure of writing, he is left with no more than the poor 
freedom either to accept or reject the text: reading is nothing more than a 
referendum. (Barthes, 1974 p. 4) 
The writerly text resists established reading and is 'the novelist without the 
novel, poetry without the poem 
... 
production without product. ' (Barthes, 1974 p. 
5) He explains how in this case the reader becomes a producer of the text rather 
than a consumer. I associate this textuality described by Barthes to the printed 
text (readerly) and electronic hypertext (writerly). The blocks of text that 
composed the hypertext would be what Barthes describes as lexias, and which 
are connected by links, multiple reading paths which as Landow in Hypenext 2.0 
states, 'shift the balance between reader and writer' (Landow, 1997 p. 25). 
Landow points out that hypertext changes the experience of reading, writing and 
text signification, reconfiguring the role of the author and authorial property. 
Derrida's non-linearity would be the notion of textual openness, intertextuality 
and de-centred narratives as he describes in Of Gi-aninialology (1976); without a 
focused point, a beginning or an end. Gregory Ulmer considers the displacement 
the user experiences when using the text, as one of the main features of 
hypertext. Ulmer contends in Applied Gi-ammatology (1985) how Derrida's texts 
already reflect the workings of electronic media. His book Glass, according to 
George P. Landow, has all the characteristics found in hypertext narratives: it is a 
printed hypertext which in fact appear at the same time as the personal computer. 
Di Philadelpho Menezes in his paper: Inlet-active Poems: Infusign Pet-spective 
foi- Expefiniental Poehy, discussing digital communication, states: 
By increasing the potentiality of non-linear and de-centred contemporary 
literature, hypertext changes the conception of text and writing, thus 
transforming the role of the author and the possibilities of literary 
education. This new ethic of technological texts must be considered even 
when we go out of textuality and enter hypermedia programmes, a further 
development of hypertext, where non-verbal (visual and sound) signs are 
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joined. Hypermedia facilitates working with experimental poetry as 
hypertext does literary workS. 37 (Menezes) 
In the experimental digital art/poemAnothei- Kind ofLanguage, as explained 
earlier, the viewer can travel along the surface clicking on specific buttons which 
take them somewhere else: experimenting with a displacement of mutable points 
and direction. This creates a shifting: from the contemplation of the viewer to the 
participation of the user, through reading, looking, listening and interacting. The 
user is the creator of compositional images and sounds. There is the trace of the 
author but the work exists thanks to the user. The roles have shifted. 
3.2 Intertextual Relations and Meaning 
When the user moves the mouse, in Another Kind ofLanguage, to reveal the 
images and sounds and create new compositions, they are always different in the 
sense that no two users can ever play the same composition, unless they copy 
each other. The user has the choice to move anywhere on the screen without the 
reading/looking/listening patterns being pre-determined by the author but by the 
viewer/reader/player. The aim is to engage the users in an active mechanism of 
questioning and self-examination, so that they have to reconsider the 
conventions, actions and beliefs through which we interpret the world. The 
method is similar to that of reading Visual Poetry, where writing involves the 
reader in a process of response and interpretation, developing an awareness of 
producer as well as consumer of meaning. In addition, the filsion of image, 
sound and text builds another system of communication, creates other meanings 
and challenges the idea of transparent communicative language. It is definitely 
not a conventional communicative linguistic meaning or coherent sense that 
originates from the work. In fact my intention is to destroy this kind of meaning: 
everything is meaningful and not meaningful. The blank spaces have a 
meaning38, the connections between the elements also have a meaning, but this is 
can illusion of meaning'. I use 'meaningless' phonetic sounds, the abstraction of 
text and the breaking of narrative structures to give place to intertextual relations 
37 Menezes<llttp: //11, %viv. geocities. com/Paris/Ligitsn323/ýhiladelpho. html> (Accessed 12/03/03) 38 In regard to what is said or not said, the space between words, those moments of pause etc. 
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in a more Derridean understanding of 'pure writing' and it is in this kind of 
intertextual or inter-media structure where the meaning generates. By 
interweaving these visual, textual and auditory elements, the work becomes an 
open work amplifying the processes of thought and awareness. Menezes in his 
essay: Intersign Poetly: Visual and Sound Poetics in the Technologizing of 
Culture explains: 
'Linguistic and serniotic theories, agree with the idea that our thought is 
conditioned by the form and the organisation of the signs in a discourse. 
And these theories argue that language is fascist, as Roland Barthes said, 
because it imposes a procedure of thinking and guides us to a certain 
concept of reality which reinforces the system of language. We can 
escape from this vicious circle only if we are able to perceive the fragility 
of the links between signs and thought, language and reality. 
Poetry is the chief guide for this practice because it exposes the sign as a 
touchable event that makes signs as real as the material world, in spite of 
the fact that signs are a creation of thought. An expressive language 
based on new ways of combining different kinds of signs gives rise to 
another form of rationality and another conception of reality, but this is 
possible only if this language constitutes itself at a complex semantic 
level of interpretation varied degrees of signification'. (MenezeS)39 
In Anothei- Kind ofLanguage, image, sound and text represent a non-linear space 
of intertextual relations, not only 'intersigned': between the signs, but also 
between the pre-linguistic and linguistic, between languages as well as between 
art, language and technology. The intuitive, the non-rational and the nonsensical 
coexist with the symbolic in this in-between space of relations and 
interpretations. 
A poem that I feel has some similarities to Anothei- Kind ofLanguage, in the way 
of making connections and creating tensions between its component parts 
because of its strong visual and the semantic impact, is A Cappella by Bruce 
Andrews. McCaffery points out how, in his poem, Andrews replaces linear 
39 Following Menczes' tragic death in a car accident Jim Andrews send an e-mail to 
<Nvcbartcjy(_a)egEgjW&qqm> (27/07/2000) quoting from Menezes'paper: Intersign Poetry., Visual 
and Sound Poetics in the Technologizing of Culture. This is a segment from the quotation he 
used which I found in <Iittp: Hgcocitics. com/Paris/Liglits/7323/ýliiladelplio. litml>(Acccssed 
27/09/03). 1 thought it gave a very clear description of how thought would be influenced by the 
use of an 'intcrsigns' system of language. 
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direction by creating vertical and horizontal tensions. To hold the visual 
attention he interlocks the multiple parts and presents the syntax in a kind of grid. 
ca ja a th an ne sh th wa pe 
qu ci fo in ba wh vi re se th 
eu co st cu wo al su cr ce re 
in ma vi si ba am ch qu an is 
th th cu ni se fa wo ap se th 
pr st th st th th ac wh wh pa 
wi ha wa ti bo pr wo fe th tr 
fa sp if so th th pl fo to tw40 
McCaffery explains how these units of no semantic value are juxtaposed to 
familiar words ('in' 'so' 'to'). Other units link with each other across the 
'board', either in a vertical, horizontal or diagonal manner to produce semantic 
values ('th 
-an', found in the first line and 'th 
- 
in' in the first and second lines). 
He says: 'Meaning occurs through a productive inducement within a 
predominantly non-signifying field. ' (McCaffery, 1998 p. 23) These kinds of 
poems create a reality of their own, giving privilege to the signifier over the 
signified and the referent, as they do not reproduce the real. He argues that if 
communication is understood as a transmission from producer to receiver, that is 
from production through to consumption, then in writerly texts we don't find this 
concern with communication. As authors don't possess a power, consequently 
the signs are not messages and the textual surface is formed by interconnected 
signifiers. He refers to these texts as unreadable texts. Their interior elements 
interact with each other as elements of a network system. They are visible to the 
reader. (This could be compared to post-modem architecture where the main 
elements of construction and functional elements are exposed to the viewer for 
examination). The inter-relatedness of these elements creates an 
'incomplete/open' meaning as opposed to the transparent one found in print. 
Therefore, the semantic production becomes infinite, in the same way that 
language is infinite. To understand the semantic production of a language that 
breaks with syntactical, semantic and structural conventions, McCaffery presents 
us with three kinds of structural, epistemological shifts: firstly, the shift from 
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word to sign, as foreseen by Saussure. Secondly, the shift from writing as meta- 
sign, as representation of speech; taking secondary position to writing as writing 
based on Derrida's idea of diffei-ance: a signifier is always standing for a non- 
present signified, it never stands for itself McCaffery states this diffei-ance 
(difference and deferral) can not be fixed in space and time. 'Differance is 
neither a word nor a concept'. (Derrida, 1973 pp. 129-30). And thirdly, there is 
the shift from the poem as a fixed object of analysis, to the text as an open, 
methodological surface for semantic production. The text becomes a meeting 
point, as a field of signifiers with undetermined signifieds, resistant to a message 
coming from the writer, as he/she is detached from his/her role as author. 41 
For me the electronic surface of Another Kind ofLanguage functions as this last 
shift, where the text becomes a meeting point. Although it is providing a new 
frame formed by an interface of signs from different languages and semiotic 
systems, it is comprehensible enough for a new viewer to function within it. 
Sound and image are not representing each other, the images are not the 
representation of the sounds/speech; it is not a logocentric structure. The 
appearance and disappearance of signifiers, the new ways of organising these 
images/text/sounds into spatial and temporal structures vary from those of the 
printed page. This means that new signifying processes need to be created, as we 
need to define new conventions of reading, looking, producing and thinking. As 
an unreadable text, it functions as a meeting point of the areas in-between the 
image, sound and text, the point where all the structures meet; the linear, the non- 
linear and the multi-linear, the area where the participants/users meet to share an 
experience; to create that space of communicative exchange. Thus, the meanings 
originating from this inter-semiotic technological system of Image-Sound-Text 
and the participation of the users. 
The sign 
- 
this binary form of two functional elements, signifier and signified 
- 
becomes a signifier of multiple signifieds, of multiple relationships. This shift 
'0 Bruce Andrews, A Cappella. Taken from McCaffery, North oflntention, Critical TI'Mings (1998 p. 23) 1 have sought to replicate as closely as possible the typographic fonnat of the 
original poem. 
41 In the following chapters and spccially in Chapter 5 there arc examples of work which 
demonstrate this kind of semantic production described by McCaffery. 
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from a fixed meaning to the inter-relation of multiple meanings, might also be a 
reflection of contemporary society. The lack of an original or of a transcendental 
meaning has not only created multiple discourses, but these discourses all cross 
each other, multiplying the field of signification and interpretation; the structure 
loses its centre and has to rely on many points of origin. 
Visual Poetry's dual sign: linguistic and visual, with its set of signifiers and 
signifieds has now become a three-fold sign: linguistic-visual-aural in the new 
surface of Image- S ound-Text. Bohn in 7-he Aesthetics of VisualPoeny (1986), 
emphasises: 'Visual Poetry's popularity stems from its role as a dual sign. 
Reflecting the primary modes of human perception- sight and sound 
- 
it appeals 
to us because these are the norms of existence itself. ' (Bohn, 1986 p. 8). With 
new technologies the 'norms of existence' are obviously changing. The 
linguistic, the visual and the aural coalesce, technology being the perfect medium 
to create this tension between visual language and sounds and linguistic images. 
image, sound and text converge in a'multimedial'way, erasing their differences 
through the digital. This generates new implications in thinking and perception, 
taking the user beyond the conventional ways of understanding and 
interpretation. Menezes describes the new sign that derives from the connection 
of these different signs in experimental poetics as follows: 
Intersign poems are not "experiments of poetic written texts", but 
intersigned processes of word, image, sound, movement, varied ways of 
reading, where the image, the sound and the movement are not simply 
features of the word. Inter-poetry sets out consciously to occupy the 
structures provided by the new medias, modifying the relationships 
between image, sound and word within the specific environments which 
only hypermedia makes possible. 42 
With this three-fold sign the viewe@eadei-ý-Iislenei- needs to exercise 
looking/reading following the approach Lanham puts forward in his book The 
Electronic Word when discussing hypertext narratives: 
42 Menezes, bileractivepoems: intersignperspectivefor experimental poetry. ' 
<httP: //A%, A, %v. geocities. com/Paris/Lights/7323/pliiladelpho. html> (Accessed 12/03/03) 
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The textual surface is now a malleable and self-conscious one. All kinds 
of production decisions have now become authorial ones. The textual 
surface has become permanently bi-stable. We are always looking AT it 
and then THROUGH it, and this oscillation creates a different implied 
idea of decorum, both stylistic and behavioural. (Lanham, 1994 p. 5) 
He describes looking "THROUGH it" as viewing it from a Newtonian world of 
facts where reality is 'reality, and "AT it" from a Pirandelo's view; that is; a 
world of theatre where reality and fiction blur and where according to Lanham 
we try to 'act naturally'. Or as Di Philadelpho Menezes comments; 'AT it' is 
more like a game where our attention is in the communicative features of the 
text, the sinface pallel-n. Lanham compares the electronic to the printed by 
arguing that while printing is author controlled and its aim 'is a stable 
transparency', the electronic, with its unfixed text, allows space for this 
oscillation: THROUGH it and AT it, which will inevitably produce unpredictable 
norms. He says: 'the norms of electronic art will be so volatile that the volatility 
of a non-exclusive matrix will be the only norm'. (Lanham, 1994 p. 16) Thus, 
with a malleable text we have to unavoidably think about new readability and 
cvisualability' formulas. 
3.3 Interactivity and the Role of the User 
The last area I would like to touch upon in this chapter is the notion of 
interactivity and what it brings to the artwork. I am interested in interaction from 
the perspective of experience, learning, discovery, communication and the 
generation of multiple and ongoing Image- Sound-Text compositions. To engage 
the user in an emotional and intellectual response, I take into consideration 
different practical aspects of interactivity: the notion of stimulus 
- 
response; the 
interface design and navigation; the digital space/perceptual environment; the 
multi-user in the navigational interface (either in the net or in an installation 
space) and the interaction between the various users/participants. 
There are numerous questions regarding interactive digital work but here I will 
just discuss the notions presented above and issues encountered in producing the 
piece. Some of them have already been discussed in the course of this chapter, 
such as the shifting role of the author, artist, reader, viewer, user and producer of 
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images sound and text. Menezes, discussing infeipoefiy in relation to the reader 
and the text, summarises my ideas about the user and the artwork: 
The intervention of the reader/user amplifies the forms of participation 
that the avant-gardes had introduced into art, breaking with the classic 
contemplative role of the reader/observer. The option of multiple paths 
for the reading of the interpoem gives rise to two circuits of association: a 
network of connections based on the technological links made available 
by hypermedia; a network of associations set up between the data of the 
poem, which refer to each other, subterranean to the virtual links, and 
which could be called post-virtual. The suggested links (interpretative 
associations) thus supplant and subvert the links that are offered (virtual 
paths). The interpoem thus establishes the primacy of 'suggestion' over 
4explanation', one that characterizes technological art in general. And it 
underlines the rhetorical question put by Lanham; this oscillation in a 
new economy of reading and writing between the AT and THROUGH 
which would also include the primacy of exploration 43 
. 
(Menezes: 
Interactive poems: intersign perspective for experimental poeuy. ) 
In the case of Anothei- Kind ofLanguage the users' participation is crucial, 
without interaction the work would only exist as a blank white surface. At the 
same time it is the only way to experience the work 
- 
the environment and the 
other participants and viewers 
- 
through interaction. Interactivity in technology 
is an art system, representative of a model of life which is becoming more and 
more prominent. It is the way human beings communicate on a daily basis. But, 
does an interactive artwork help the viewer become involved, thus experimenting 
with and further questioning the piece? Does it open up a frame of thought more 
inclined to discussion? Does interactivity provoke a dialogue amongst viewers, 
which other art forms find more difficult to produce? From my observations of 
users interacting with work as opposed to simply viewing it, I have come to the 
conclusion that interactivity helps the viewers to lose their inhibitions and thus 
to share experiences, which furthers the work outside the'work'. This is notjust 
the case in interactive digital works but with any interactive artwork, which 
requires involvement to fully experience it. I consider this to be very important 
in any artwork, as this is what the viewer/user is going to take away and 
hopefully develop into further discussions outside the gallery space. I share 
43 Menezes, Interactive poems. intersign perspective for experimental poetry. 
<Iittp: //N%, N, ý,. geocities. conVParis/Liglits/7323/Pliiladelpho. litml> (Accessed 12/03/03) 
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Masaki Fujihata's belief that interactivity can change the way one experiences 
art. If an art system is a model of life, and interactivity is the most common 
activity between humans, why then should not it be part of the artwork? When 
producing the piece it was also important to address the design of interface and 
navigation to involve the viewer/user. Thus, the blank surface was thought of as 
a provocation; a stimulus to engage the viewer to find out what is behind the 
white surface and explore its possibilities. Fujihata thinks that the best design 
interactive pieces 'generate a good atmosphere that stimulates and activates their 
users'. (Ars Electronica 
-Takeover: 2001, p. 317)'When an interactive art 
system is successful' he says: 'children are very reactive to it'. (Ars Electronica- 
Takeover, 2001p. 319) 
3.4 Presentation of Work in Relation to Interactivity 
and Context 
Originally, I created Anothet- Kind ofLanguage with the idea of showing it on 
the web and providing it with a recording function. The participants could record 
the sound compositions and send them to me so I could create an archive of 
multiple variants of sound pieces and therefore give the piece the function of a 
musical instrument. At this point the experience of the work was very 
individual. Technologically it required a knowledge I didn't have and after 
considering it for a while I decided not to pursue it at this point of my 
investigation. 
To make it more collaborative I realised it could be installed in a public space 
and this would allow people to interact with each other in real time. I was invited 
to take part in the exhibition DIFFERENTIA where I set up 4nolher Kind of 
Language as an installation space with two computers and two projectors. The 
projectors would project the images onto the same screen in order to get a multi- 
layered image at the same time as a multi-layered soundscape of phonetic 
compositions. (DIFFERENTIA, PM Manor and Gallery, London, May 
-June 
2002). (Fig. 11) The presentation of the work in this context, as I expected, 
brought with it a number of elements, which added new characteristics/qualities 
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to the work. Originally, I was very curious about the new aesthetic the work 
would acquire by presenting it in an enclosed installation room. I wanted to test 
if the multi-layered images and sounds would work as a whole or whether they 
would be disjointed elements and therefore confusing. The sound was also an 
important element to be tested as it could have simply created a cacophony, 
which in this case was not my intention. I anticipated that some of the users by 
encountering new technology would also face their fears or inadequacies. Their 
mood might change, from one of interest and intrigue to one of fear. Not 
understanding the work, or getting it wrong; not being an expert; fear of change; 
fear of being in charge; fear of getting involved; fear of starting and not 
finishing. When facing something new, there are always people who are going 
to find it difficult to engage, while others will find it easy to interact with the 
work and engage with it straight away. As I have emphasised throughout my 
writing, it is not until the user lets go of this fear, their repression, inhibitions, 
conventions and expertise that they are able to experience enjoyment, pleasure 
and satisfaction. It is at this point when they can play and fully experience the 
work. The space then becomes approachable and develops into a conversational 
space where the viewer is given a stimulus and is allowed to perform. Different 
participants could interact at once in this new context. This two person 
interactive system combined a simultaneous process of viewing, listening, 
thinking and acting which added more multi-dimensionality to the work and 
enriched the experience. Aesthetic pleasure is gained when creating the images 
as the invisible becomes visible. There is an emotional and intellectual 
engagement on behalf of the user trying to make sense of the sounds and images. 
There is also the ludic element through which the user could potentially get the 
most out of the piece. From this presentation the work then developed into a 
multi-user domain interactive piece for the web, where different people globally 
could be using it at the same time in a simultaneous way. This shows the 
versatile quality of the work: it has no fixed context, it has a plurality of 
44 
approaches, it allows for further examination and development 
. 
44 The next step is to program it to produce an immersive environment where the various 
elements, image-sound-lext, are triggered as the user moves in the space. 
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What began as an experiment in transferring the underlying principles from 
visual poetics to digital art and recreating the area of the in-between image, 
sound and text using new technologies, developed into a world of 'in-belweens: 
the in-between art and language, the in-between languages, the in-between 
culture, the in-between media, the in-between reader / writer / viewer/ producer, 
the in-between looking 'At' and looking 'Through', and with this the in-between 
the pre-linguistic and linguistic. The convergence of media generated a shifting 
of meanings and infinitesimal inter-textual/media relations which could be what 
determines the new way of thinking that convergent media has brought. 
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Chapter 4 
4.0 Writing and the Production of New Textualities 
In this chapter I am focusing on the new textualities of Image-Sound-Text. I 
describe the working process and ideas developed when producing a series of 
artworks. The issues addressed spring thus from the production of these pieces. 
They question the nature of electronic writing and the implications that this kind 
of work generates in terms of meaning, collaboration, authorship, the oral and 
written aspects of language and with this new medium, the generative. 
Richard Lanham in his book The Electi-oific Woi-d (1994 p. 128) says: 'Word, 
image and sound will be inextricably intertwined in a dynamic and continuously 
shifting mixture' This shifting mixture, as I explained in the previous chapter, 
will create an oscillation between looking 'Through' and 'At'; being transparent 
and opaque, conveying a linguistic meaning as well as a more abstract visual 
signification. With new technologies the differences between speech, writing 
and graphics diminish, as they are found integrated as part of the same system of 
communication. As Lanham points out, with this digital communication, the 
alphabetic and graphic components of ordinary textual communication are being 
completely re-arranged. He writes: Digitization has made the arts 
interchangeable. You can change a visual sign into a musical one,. 45 (Lanham, 
1994 p. 13 0). 
4.1 Different Writing Technologies: handwriting, electronic 
writing, generative writing/art. 
In my previous chapter I presented the concept of the in-belween language found 
in the textualities generated by mixing image, sound and text. Anothet- Kind of 
Language portrays the possibilities of creating new communicative systems and 
45 1 will return to this in due course but what lie means by this last quote, is that the digital 
provides a hybrid system, lie writes: 'You can zoom in on a letter until it changes from an 
alphabetic sign to an abstract pixel-painting'. (1994 p. 13 0). 
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poetic dialogues to develop different experiences. Parting from this project, 
using the same audio background created by the phonetics of multiple 
languageS, 46 and considering the idea of drawing and writing, I focused my 
research on a new interactive piece entitled Vocaleyesý7, which enables the user 
to create handwriting/drawing and sound compositions via a digital interface, 
thus, emphatically bringing attention to the visuality and orality of language. It 
was produced with the idea of linking it to the Eyeniouse used by John 
Tchalenko 4' Research Fellow at Camberwell College of Arts. In his research he 
is looking at cognitive ways of learning to draw and bearing in mind his idea of 
learning to draw with the eyes, I decided to use 'meaningless' phonetic sounds 
such as the basic elements engaged in speech. In so doing, I employed both the 
linguistic and the visual parts of the brain in this learning experience. 
49 Technologically, it has been produced using the programming language Lingo 
, 
and various natural language codes in terms of visual, linguistic and 
technological representations. The interface is representative of other painting 
programs on the market and it would be familiar to those who use computer 
graphics/multimedia software even if only at a very basic level. When I first 
exhibited this piece I wasn't sure whether it would engage the viewers/users or 
whether they would pass by it, feeling intimidated by the technology. It could 
have gone either way, however, fortunately it proved engaging and popular 
amongst users, who would encourage each other to explore it. 50 It was then that 
the work started to achieved interpersonal existence via usage and with it a series 
of questions appeared: Was it a drawing /musical/ linguistic tool? Was it an 
artwork? Who was the author? These questions pop up constantly with digitally 
46 To gather these phonetic sounds I researched the three languages: Arabic, Mandarin and 
English. This involved visiting community centres, universities and performance ccntrcs. It 
became a highly sociable activity as I met with the three groups. I reminded in touch with the 
Chinese group for at least three months, cating and singing in different people's houses. This is a 
part of the project, which I considered worth mentioning, as with it the work achieved its 
objective in terms of communication and interaction, ic: in-between image (food), sound 
(singing) and text (talking). 
47 Tocaleyes (2002) (See the interactive work on the CD ROM enclosed) 
48 John Tclialenko<litip: //%vww. rescarcli. linst. ac. uk/dmwing_cognition/iolin. lttm> (Accessed 
23/10/03) 
49 Lingo is a language used in the in the Macromedia Director Programme. 
50 1 have a video documentation of the users interacting with the work, demonstrating their 
engagement with the work. (See enclosed Quick time edited video from Showcase exhibition) 
(See Fig. 12) 
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produced interactive work. The interesting thing about this work is that it 
engages people both individually and in groups. The outcome of its interactive 
character is quite free and experimental, allowing the user to explore in an 
independent and spontaneous manner without being precious about the result of 
the finished product. Visual and sound compositions develop in many ways; 
some people focus their attention on the sound, others on the image and yet 
others on both. They draw, led by sound rather than sight and listen through the 
pen, the mouse or the eyemouse. Seeing and listening completely coalesce 
almost as to become one sense. 51 Through exhibitions and presentations the 
potential and future development of the work were discussed, ideas flowed and 
with these ideas possibilities emerged. Does it really matter whether it is an art 
piece? 52 1 don't think so. The user is the author of the work and yet, what I 
observed when people interacted with the work was that they were still quite 
happy to share it with other people and learn from other ways of using and 
experimenting with it. This might be due to its ephemeral quality. It is a piece 
about experimenting and a process for developing ideas, not fixed meanings. 
The process of signification evolves as the user interacts with the work. With 
these new ways of writing and experimentation, where Image-Sound-Text are 
interwoven in the digital medium and through the domain of the Internet, 
questions emerged in the process of understanding these new textualities and the 
concept of authorship is interrogated. As well as in exhibitions, Vocaleyes is also 
on my web page and people can download it onto their desktops. Instead of the 
original work I could have used documentation and written information but this 
would have defeated its objective. The authorship of the art-work is sacrificed in 
the exchange of ideas. Nonetheless, I find by making it available, peoples' 
interest is attracted and the production of meaning generated from this exchange 
develops the work and the dialogue further, which ultimately is beneficial for the 
development of my research. A work of art should also be a communicative 
system to provoke questions and not necessarily answers. 
51 1 have gathered snapshots from the video documentation of the drawings created by the users 
and these drawings give the impression of having been produced by dragging the pen (mouse) 
over the screen to find out about the sounds, rather than by using the drawing package to produce 
something -6sually "coherent". (See Fig. 13) 52 In relationship to notions of the value of the work of art, the artifact, authorship, conceptual 
values etc which I deal Nvith later on in the chapter. 
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To expand the potential of Vocaleyes I used it as a tool to develop another piece 
comprising four videos entitled A udible Wi-ifing Expei-imenS53 (Fig. 14). To 
write these sounds, I used the four different colours from Vocaleyes on a white 
background with a mapping of the English pronunciation underneath. This is an 
environment for the spectator to experience language as a virtual world of sounds 
and symbols in its visual and audible representation. It is a sound and video 
installation of the process of writing, based on how to fill a space, or a surface 
such as a page. References can be made to the page in Visual Poetry, the canvas 
in painting, administrative paper forms and the screen in Media Art. The image 
of writing created becomes quite textural, producing what looks like a knitted 
surface. As with much of my work, I was questioning how to interconnect the 
serniotic and the symbolic. The 'meaningless' and basic elements of speech; the 
phonemes, would represent the inner self, the internal more guttural expression 
of the emotive, whilst the attached additional external sounds, such as 
conversations, TV, film and radio would represent the symbolic, the cultural, 
learned language and the link with the external world. War films, war news, 
everyday conversations and films merge to create, together with the phonetic 
sounds, soundscapes of variable pitch and strength. 
In terms of the visuality of this textural surface, I engaged with the materiality of 
language examined in Concrete Poetry, as in contrast to its semantic meaning 
and in this case, particularly, handwriting as a physical form of expression: an art 
comparable to that of Calligraphy; the mark on a page, the individual gesture and 
what it means in terms of authorship in contrast with typographical marks and 
their author-less character. 54 
This work lead to a new project Electi-onic Genei-ative Chh-ogmphy. After 
looking at this area in-between the emotional/rational, pre-linguistic-Ainguistic 
from the level of the subject, it moved to the level of the collective and thus to 
53 See Quick time edited movie ofAudible Writing Experiments on CD ROM. 54 As I was making the textural knitted letters that create the image I was thinking about Sadie 
Plant's reclaim of the female role in machines and the technological in Zeros and Ones. This 
area could also lead to Kristeva's female language but the gender issue is outside the remit of this 
research. I would like to clarify that here authorIcss typing refers to the authorless visual 
characteristics of typing as opposed to an authorless typing related to content. The authored 
handwriting refers to the notion of identity through the gesture of handwriting. 
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the language of new media. When Friedrich W. Block 
- 
curator of the BrCickner- 
KOhner Foundation in Kassel 
- 
saw the work, he was immediately interested in 
the idea of producing handwriting by the use of digital technology because it 
encompasses two opposite kinds of writing: the more personal and individual 
handwriting and the collectiveness of the digital symbolic writing/language. I-Es 
curiosity made me think about further developing this handwriting into a 
generative and collective handwriting programme with the oral, visual and 
textual elements. This would be a system, which would produce combinations of 
letters with the hand-written words of different users to produce other words with 
the illusion of meaning. There would also be a phonetic sound generated when 
exercising the act of writing. The resulting surface would represent a textuality, 
which would include the more personal aspect of handwriting but would evolve 
into a collective experience through the participation of the user 
along with the constant metamorphosing of the words into other new words or 
like words. It would have the characteristics of electronic writing in terms of its 
"constellation-like structure" as opposed to a structure with a fixed centre and in 
light of its mutable and evanescent qualities consequent of its generative and 
participatory character. Following this, I introduce some letters from the 335 
letter alphabet, which I have been developing, and into which those ordinary 
letters from the western alphabet will metamorphose. Example of some of the 





These letters will now be produced into hand-written characters to be placed on 
to a database. 55 Originally I thought of having some random letters attached to 
the metamorphosis but afterwards concluded that the provision of an alphabet 
would provoke the user into seeking out connections for semantic meaning. I 
55 CAT lab, a research centre in New York University has shown an interest in working 
collaboratively towards the development of this project as they have already done some research 
on handwriting recognition. 
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find the work of Peter Frucht entitled iOVIý6.... to have a lots of similarities with 
what I would like to achieve technologically. The difference is that he uses 
typography instead of handwriting. This already made things much easier in 
terms of programming something generative. The difficulty in my project is the 
hand-written aspect and its metamorphosis into other writing. The aspects of 
language he questions are also notions that interest me, for instance he bridges 
the gap between word and image by playing with the visuality of the 
typographical elements and also by de-voiding the text of meaning. The sound 
of words is broken apart to form a kind of poetic chant. It is an installation, 
which captures extracts from conversations in chat-rooms on the Internet. At the 
beginning, when the texts arrive in the 3D environment, they are readable, but 
when the users select one text and mix it with another, the first selected text turns 
red and metamorphosizes into another, becoming unreadable. Consequently the 
texts lose their original content as they regroup to create other texts. 57 When he 
produces this work, Frucht's interest lies in the misunderstandings generated 
from communication via the Internet. He uses the impersonal, author-less 
58 typographical characters and the collective aspect of chat-room conversations. 
The textualities that appear in this work strongly represent the new languages 
that are appearing in the Internet; the new textualities of Image-Sound-Text. The 
coalescence of the oral and the written language is also apparent which brings me 
to my next question. 
4.2 Speeeh or Writing? Writing of Speeeh? 
or Writing and Speech in Electronic Writing? 
Historically there have been many movements interested in the interconnection 
of the verbal and the visual as well as critical and philosophical theories, which 
have explored the analysis of the verbal and the visual systems of representation 
and their hierarchical relationship, extending from the theories of Plato and 
56 Fruclit P. <Iittp: //ii, %ý, Ni,. peter-fnicht. net/> Frucht, iow... <Iittp: //NvNvNv. kiiin. dc/> (Accessed 
01/06/03). 
5' This is where lie uses a generative programme where letters or words change into other words. 
5" As well as the notion of misunderstanding there are issues of mixed-identity and tile 
impersonal, which emanate from this work. Nevertheless I see it more from tile perspective of 
the rational and the irrational thought merged in one. 
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Aristotle through to modern theories such as Derrida's idea of writing and Ong's 
study of orality. 59 It was questioned whether the written or the oral was the 
"real thing/wisdom" or whether it was a representation of these forms. Concrete 
Poetry intertwines both image and concept by making the word visual. It makes 
the user aware of both systems of representation and therefore of the thinking 
processes of viewing and reading simultaneously. The questions that arise from 
here are: how is Concrete Poetry's way of thinking incremented with these new 
textualities of Image- S ound-Text? Has the battle between writing and speech 
come to an end with the emergence of the new electronic medium, which 
incorporates both the visual and the oral aspects of language? Are the reading 
conventions consequently changing? What theories are there to study this new 
textualities/electronic form of writing? 
Additional studies to the ones referred to in Chapter 2 (Plato, Aristotle, Socrates, 
Rousseau, Bergson, Saussure, Derrida) have been carried out by Walter Ong 
(1982) and theoreticians of the electronic medium, such as Mark Poster, Jay 
Bolter and Richard Lanham. Poster in The Mode ofIqfoi-maIiot7 (1990) 
questions Derrida's interpretation of 'writing' and deconstruction as a critical 
theory for electronic writing, whilst Bolter, in his book Wrifing Space (199 1), 
discusses a new writing space formed of different writing technologies: visual, 
oral and textual, as well as the new sign and the new reader-writer relationship, 
which it generates. He argues that in electronic writing many systems of 
representation can progress. He writes: 'electronic writing is not limited to 
verbal text: the writeable elements may be words, images, sounds, or even 
actions that the computer is directed to perform'. (Bolter, 1991 p. 25) He 
compares electronic writing to the oral and printing traditions when he states: 
Electronic writing is mechanical and precise like printing, organic and 
evolutionary like handwriting, visually eclectic like hieroglyphics and 
picture writing. On the other hand e-writing is fluid and dynamic to a 
greater degree than any previous technique. (Bolter, 1991 p. 4) 
59 Refer back to Chapter 2 for more detail information, also Derrida and Ong are discussed 
further on in the Chapter. 
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And continues: 
The new dialogue will be, as Plato demanded, interactive: it will provide 
different answers to each reader and may also in Plato's words know 
'before whom to be silent. (Bolter, 1991 p. 119) 
He thinks that although deconstruction has informed us about what electronic 
writing is not and moved us away from the print way of thinking, to reach an 
understanding of electronic writing we still need a new literary theory. In light 
of this Richard Lanham in his book Yhe Digital Woi-d (1994) discusses a new 
rhetoric where literature and art interweave. He claims that electronic 
technology is helping to bring down the barriers between literature and the other 
artS. 60 All of them discuss a new technology of writing or 'textuality' where 
different serniotic systems integrate to create a new genre of Image-Sound-Text. 
Already Derrida in Of Gi-amniafologv (1976) had been discussing a'writing' 
where there was a revival of the graphic element with a status of its own and 
which had freedom from the spoken word. He argues that with 'writing' the 
metaphysical era or what he has renamed the era of 'logocentrism' comes to an 
end. The signs seem to shift from the idea of language into the idea of double- 
valued writing: that is, ideographic and phonetic. Therefore, writing ceases to be 
the representation of spoken language, is no longer phonetic (representative of 
the spoken sounds) nor consequently linear. Derrida also discusses how as a 
result of this new writing, which is not linear, the reader will have to read 
differently. He states: 
Beginning to write without the line, one begins also to reread past writing 
according to a different organisation of space. If today the problem of 
reading occupies the forefront of science, it is because of this suspense 
60 1 would like to clarify that although many movements-some of which I have mentioned in 
Chapter 2- have integrated art and literature through different media and technologies, I 
completely agree with Lanham's views on electronic technologies having helped with this 
integration, firstly because of the facility of the media to incorporate sound, images and text and 
secondly because of its accessibility to the common person. Bolter ivritcs: 'The computer can 
textualise all the arts: that is, it can incorporate sound and images into a hypertext as easily as 
words. Lanham's new "digital" rhetoric will be inclusive rather than exclusive. ' (Bolter, 1991 
p. 166) And continues: 'More important it will compel us to reconsider the relationship between 
the text and the world to which the text refers. In the world of print, the ideal was to make a text 
transparent, so the readcr looked through the text to the world beyond. This was the goal of 
realistic painting as NvclI as the traditional novel'. (Bolter, 1991 pp. 166-167) 
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between two ages of writing. Because we are beginning to write, to write 
differently we must read differently. (Derrida, 1976 pp. 86-87) 
Bolter claims that Derrida, at this point, was not aware that he was alluding to 
electronic writing and agrees with him about having to relearn reading and 
writing in the new electronic medium. He describes this new writing and reading 
as challenging: 
Writing in the electronic medium is challenging precisely because writers 
are compelled to define their own system as they proceed. Reading in the 
electronic medium is challenging as well for readers must decipher the 
systems as they read'. (Bolter, 1991 p. 61) 
In relationship to these systems Landow states: 'All hypertext systems permit the 
individual reader to choose his or her own centre of investigation and experience. 
What this principle means in practice is that the reader is not locked into any 
kind of particular organisation or hierarchy'. (Landow, 1997 p. 38)6 1 This again 
also makes the reading more difficult as it challenges the reader to participate 
and revalue his/her understanding of texts and habits of thought, when he/she 
participates in this new reading experience. 
Derrida describes text, as formed of a 'differential network, a fabric of traces 
endlessly to something other than itself, to other differential traces. Thus the text 
overruns all the limits assigned to it so far'. (Derrida, 1979 p. 84) This is the text 
Bolter defines as intertextual and with a lack of closure where it is easier to make 
cross references. On this matter he writes: 
We have seen that, like all texts in the electronic writing space, the texts 
of artificial intelligence form a network of elements and pointers. All 
electronic texts are self-sufficient, in the sense that each element refers 
only to other elements in the network. This apparent self-sufficiency 
raises questions about the meaning and reference of the electronic writing 
space. What happens in this new technology to the written word as a 
symbol: what is the serniotics of electronic writing? (Bolter, 1991 p. 195) 
The notions of meaning, the conveyance of different serniotic systems and the 
interrelationships between these elements in the textualities of Image-Sound- 
61 Although it could also be argued that the belong to a new hypertext hierarchy. 
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Text are important factors which form a complete new reading convention and 
thus a thinking process. 
Walter J. Ong (1982) supports the oral aspect of language and presents us with 
an interesting view on electronic writing. Unlike Bolter, he does not compare 
electronic writing to the writing and the oral traditions but sees these textualities 
asa "second orality". He repeatedly refers to orality as 'natural' and to writing as 
'artificial', as for him writing is a technology just as the act of printing or the 
computer also are. However, he does not condemn it, as he feels it increases 
consciousness and he also paradoxically, accepts that artificiality is natural to 
human beings (1982 pp. 80-82). Nevertheless, he maintains that 'writing', in this 
case understood as printed, has obliterated orality, but that orality is resurfacing 
in the new electronic age. In comparison to the static, self-contained, authorial 
printed text, orality is 'evanescent, not permanent'. (Ong, 1982, p. 3 1) Robert M. 
Fowler in his essay Ri-om 01-ality to Litei-acy to Hypei-text: Back to the Fuliu-062 
relies strongly on Ong's ideas on orality and literacy and argues how the spoken 
word exists only in the moment of its being spoken, while writing on the other 
hand, is a permanent record. He comments how manuscript writing was in fact 
more open-ended and thus closer to orality, as the scripts were used as prompts 
to be read aloud and consequently no two manuscripts were identical. He 
emphasises how with hypertext we encounter again this fluidity, the ephemeral 
character of communication found in orality and how we can once more 
experience the participatory and author-less text. This is what Ong denominates 
as a 'secondary orality ' although, according to Fowler, Ong still asserts that it is 
dominated by the closure of the printed text. In this sense his position becomes 
closer to Bolter's idea of electronic writing being precise but organic. 
From these studies I would say that, in the new electronic medium, the hierarchy 
between the oral and the written text has disappeared. Both writing as 
understood by Derrida and orality as understood by Ong, are inherent elements 
62 FowIcr K M. How the Secondary Orality ofthe Electronic Age Can Awaken Us to the Primary 
Orality ofAntiquity or What Hypertext Can Teach UsAbout the Bible with Reflections on the 
Ethical and Political Issues of the Electronic Frontier <Iittp: //Avww2. bw. cdu/-rfowlcr> 
(Acccssed (Accesscd 21/10/2003) Fowler R. M. From Orality to Literacy to Hypertext: Back to 
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of its textuality; complex visual, oral, semantic/non semantic and in addition it 
has the fluidity of the electronic sign, the links and the intertextual relations of 
hypertext de-centered Onarratives. What then, are the characteristics of this 
textual. surface, otherwise called electronic writing and how has it been 
influenced by the other writing technologies? It encompasses aspects of the oral 
tradition; it shares its fluidity, it is dynamic, unstable, open-ended and 
participatory but at the same time it is also as visual as handwriting or printing. 
In contrast to these writing technologies, it is self-referential; it is not a 
representation of speech but allows for different serniotic systems (the oral, the 
visual and the textual) to coexist as part of the same communicative system. 
This new textuality in my view encompasses both the serniotic and the symbolic; 
it is the language of the in-between, the meeting point where the pre-linguistic, as 
64 
an instinctual force 
, 
functions together with the linguistic. 
With the project The Elech-onic Genei-alive ChirogiaphjP I am questioning this 
transition in history from authored handwriting to authorless typing16 and the 
coalescence of both of these in the present textualities and languages of the new 
media and the Internet. In addition, writing will not be a representation of spoken 
language but both writing and speech sounds together with the visuality of the 
writing will be interlaced as equal elements in a surface, or 'writing space' as Bolter 
would call it, of multiple serniotic systems. Hence, to think in terms of the visual, 
the oral, the textual, the generative and the interactivity contrived by these new 
textualities, though it may seem complex, bears a closer resemblance to the way the 
brain works and to the way human beings operate. 
The added element of the generative, facilitated by the electronic medium, is an 
interesting notion to explore and to question in connection with the nature of 
the Future? < litip: Hliomepages. bw. cdu/-rfowler/pubs/secondoral/l*ndex. html > (Accessed 
21/10/2003) 
63 See Landow (1997), Aarseth (1997) 
64 Instinctual force in Kristeva's terms would be the biological drives, impulses and energies of 
the serniotic. 
65 CAT Lab, a research centre in New York University, has been developing a study of 
handwriting recognition and has shown an interest in developing the technological side of the 
work. (This will become a postdoctoral project). 
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generative art and generative textual structures; its ephemeral quality, notions of 
the process or the finished artwork, the author and the value of the artwork 
- 
what is generative art? 
4.3 Generative Art 
Bogdan Soban gives us what he considers to be the most accepted definition of 
generative art as offered by Philip Galanter: 
Generative art refers to any art practice where the artist creates a process, 
such as a set of natural language rules, a computer program, a machine, or 
other mechanism, which is then set to motion with some degree of 67 
autonomy contributing to or resulting in a complete work of art 
. 
"A complete work of art" seems here to be understood as the process and what it 
will allow to be created but not as the final product. Scott Fletcher writes in his 
essay on generative art: 'Generative processes have been used by artists for 
decades. Now as the computer becomes the medium of choice for many artists, 
composers and designers, the process acquires new form and meaning in the 
computational realm. )68 What are then these new processes of artistic creation and 
meaning and where are they originated? Fletcher points out that Edition 4 of 
1998's Wit-ed magazine located the term generative art, as drawn from the 
linguistic theory of "Generative Grammar", proposed by Noarn Chomsky in his 
book Syntactic Structia-es (1957) 
. 
69 Steven Holtzman in Digital Mann-as (1994, 
pp. 97-112) remarks what a revelation Chomsky's new approach was to grammar 
and how significant generative grammar has been for. linguistics, he describes this: 
cnew types of grammars, whose rules could be used not only to describe a 
language but also to generate sentences in a language. '(1994, p. 97) Until this time 
66 Again, I would like to clarify that here authorless typing refers to the authorlcss visual 
characteristics of typing as opposed to an authorless typing related to content. The authored 
handwriting refers to the notion of identity through the gesture of handwriting. 67 Soban B. <Iittp: //iv%Nw. soban-art. com/gL. as > (Accessed 01/10/02) 6p 8 Fletcher S. < littp: //x. i-dat. org/-sf/gener. litml>(Accessed 23/10/03) 
69 Although perhaps Wire magazine is not a reliable source of information in regard to this 
investigation I still think it worth mentioning as many artists follow Chomsky's generative 
grammar to develop their linguistic based gcnerative artworks, also I use more reliable resources 
to explain the use of this grammar in other forms of communication. Essays on the subject: 
Chomsky's generative grammar. Investigation ofsentence structures. 
<Iittp: //%%, N, w. ifi. unizli. cli/proup/CL/l, ol/SyntaxtVorl/CliomsISy. litml> (Accessed 01/10/02) 
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language had been studied etymologically and synchronically and with Saussure in 
the first half of the 20th Century, the interest lay in analysing the structure of 
language. The issue that interests me in the generative approach to language 
proposed by Chomsky is that it has been extended also to other forms of 
expression. As Holtzman states: 'Given that we accept that music, art or even 
architecture can communicate ideas, they can be represented as formalized 
systems with grammars, given that one can make explicit the rules of a given 
language. Chomsky's notion of rule-governed creativity can be projected to other 
vehicles of communication 
- 
to languages other than natural languages' (1994, 
p. 108). Holtzman follows the use of generative grammars in other disciplines 
back to the information age of the 1960's and the musicians who pioneered 
computer compositions, such as; Gottfried Michael Koenig and lannis Xenakis. 
Gottfried Michael Koenig collaborated with Stockhausen (1959-60) to produce 
what Holtzman describes as two landmarks works. Koenig also independently 
(1957-1963), produced numerous electronic pieces, amongst these; Essay, 
Compositionfoi- Electronic Sounds, this work, instead of having noted music, 
provided a series of instructions to be followed by anyone to create a performance 
of the piece. An unusual characteristic of this kind of work was that compositions 
could be created with only a computer and a set of instructions but without a 
subjective impute 
. 
70 For Holtzman these composition programs 'represent the first 
efforts to formalise and then automate serial and other compositional 
techpiques. '(Holtzman, 1994 p. 165) lannis Xenakis also of the 1960's and with a 
background in mathematics 
, 
used mathematical models for musical compositions. 
One of them was a method called "Stochastic", which was based on a probability 
theory, where he used random processes in a controlled manner. According to 
James Harley, 'Along with his acoustic works, he has produced a number of 
important electroacoustic pieces, and a series of multimedia creations involving 
sound, light, movement and architecture (polytopes). In the domain of computer 
music, Xenakis was a pioneer in the area of algorithmic composition and has also 
developed an approach of digital synthesis based on random generation and 
variation of the waveform itself. In addition he has designed a computer system 
70 Whether the product (sound originated) was as rational as the process, that will be another 
question in relation to the in-beliveen the rational and emotional, linguistic and non-linguistic 
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utilizing a graphic interface (the UPIC), which has proven to be a liberating, 
provocative pedagogical tool as well as a powerful environment for computer 
composition'. 71 
Parallel to the use of generative grammars to produce electronic based music 
compositions, there were other art forms that were also using these models to 
produce drawings or poetry. The 1968 exhibition at the ICA in London, UK, 
entitled: Sei-endipity: The computei- and the at-is dealt with the relationship 
between art and technology and comprised a variety of art forms using 
computers. Jasia Reichardt in her introduction to the catalogue of the exhibition 
writes that Set-endipity 'deals with possibilities rather than achievements'. 
(Reichardt, 1968 p. 5) Creators were exploring the medium of the computer to 
develop images, sounds and text compositions. Reichardt comments on how art 
is being affected and changed by new media and new systems such as the 
characteristics of visual music notation and the content of concrete poetry and 
with this, new possibilities are appearing for creative people. But for her the 
most relevant factor to come from this exhibition is the fact that people from 
other professions such as engineers, who used the computer for very different 
purposes than to produce art, are getting involved in exploring the possibilities 
brought by the computer perhaps just out of utter satisfaction of seeing a drawing 
materialising. The exhibition included computer paintings, computer music and 
computer poems and texts. Among the participants from the area of computer 
poems and texts was Marc Adrian who created a programme of instructions 
which enabled the selection of combinations of words and syllables of different 
sizes and typographical elements. The words included were from German, 
English and French. Margaret Masterman and Robin McKinnon Wood produced 
computerised Japanese haiku poems where the users could either type or select 
the words for the poem. Jean A. Baudot had an automatic sentence generator, his 
description of it is as follows: 'the programme is basically a mathematical model 
of simplified French grammar, having at its disposal a dictionary of a few 
thousand words classified in conventional grammatical categories (nouns, verbs, 
examined in this investigation. This is an issue I like to raise but do not feel I can comment on 
not having heard the composition and I knowing of this work only through secondary resources. 
71 Harley J. <Iittp: Hmitpress2. mit. edu/e-jouenals/Leonardo/isast/spec. projects/Xenakisbib. html> 
(Accessed02/07/03) 
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adjectives, etc. ) (Baudot J. A.: Serendipity p. 58) 1 think these are outstanding 
pioneering examples of what my investigation is moving towards following my 
thesis with the Electronic Generative Chirography project and also those of other 
artists/poets working with similar methods and concepts and which I will be 
discussing in my next chapter, where I will further interrogate and discuss the 
ideas behind language and computer based works. 
The Visual Arts have also experimented with the use of grammars, although as 
Holtzman (1994, p. 190) points out, it might be difficult for some to see the visual 
grammars as languages (as they base their analysis in the letter which has rules to 
enable interpretation). However, the visual grammars can also be applied to 
create a set of rules. 72 Simultaneously, there has been a whole series of 
experiments on artificial life as well as virtual worlds that have been generated 
based on genetic algorithms. I will comment on the work of some contemporary 
artists/programmers 73 and although some of them do not necessarily deal with 
issues of language/art and technology, in some way they still engage with issues 
of communication, peoples' involvement and the creation of works that are 
generated through algorithms in a more or less random manner and with the 
impute of the participants. 
Alan Dorin and Richard Brown 
'74 together have coined the term 'Software 
Sketching' as a personal wish in code production. They use code as a means of 
sketching and experimenting with ideas and processes. In a talk given by Alan 
Dorin at the RMIT (Royal Melbourne Information Technology) University in 
72 For instance we can look at the whole tradition of machines and experiments with drawings, 
such as the Dadaist traditions and Tinguely's machines, which I am not examining in this study 
as it comprise a whole new area of research but I do consider it important to mention that these 
explorations developed into the production of AARON; a computer artist that produces original 
work, designed by the British abstract painter Harold Cohen and which has gone through 
different stages of development from the 1970's to the 1990's. Cohen says that AARON 'has 
gone through the equivalent 
... 
of several stages of human cognitive development, acquiring a 
number of skills and a body of knowledge along the way. ' (Holtzman, 1994 p. 183, from Cohen, 
H. (1991) From here to Autonomy p. 3. Presentation to the British Association the Advance of 
Science, August 1991). 
73 1 am commenting mainly on works that I had the opportunity to see/experience or whose 
creators I had the chance to talk to. Most of them I saw on my research trip to Melbourne 
(Australia) in 2002. 
74 Brown R. Creator of 'Mimetic Starfish' (interactive work shown at Proto-type 2002, curatcd by 
Experimenta in Mclboume-Australia) Experimenta <http: //%"v%v. cxperimenta. org/ (Accessed 
23/10/03) 
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September 2002, one of the generative artworks he showed, was a piece inspired 
by mobile telephones in Japan: 'iki, iki phone', whereby the user could select two 
different creatures in two mobile phones to generate another one. In effect, you 
could send a picture to mate with another. 75 Also in Melbourne and based at 
Monash University76 is the artist, programmer, researcher Jon McCormack. His 
piece Eden is an interactive, self-generating, artificial ecosystem. Creatures 
move around in the environment, learning to adapt and to be part of it. They 
have to feed themselves, confront predators and if possible mate. Those that 
successfully mate during a five Eden years period pass their genes to their 
offspring. According to McCormack, additional more complex behaviours 
appear during the 7 or 75 Eden years, although many of the creatures die before 
that. The creatures also learn to listen to sounds and to make sounds, which in 
the installation space, produce a soundscape for people to experience. He 
explains: 
Eden could be considered an artificial life world that uses sound, or a 
generative composition system for experimental audio and image. One of 
the aims of the work is to exploit the emergent properties and relations 
between the people who experience the work and the open-ended nature 
of artificial evolution. The work deliberately uses simple, non- 
representational imagery to visualize the world, creating a kind of 
'codespace' between land-scape and process-scape. Further, the 
boundaries between the real and virtual spaces are playfully made 
ambiguous, confusing spatial and sonic boundaries. 77 
Although I haven't seen this work in situ, when I read about it and saw 
McCormack's website, I found it fascinating and thought it worth mentioning for 
various reasons, one of these being its multidisciplinary character: Al, sound, art, 
programming, genetics etc. It is overwhelming. All these works show a trans- 
disciplinary approach where science and art come together to explore new 
territories. The idea of constant development, of having an ongoing life is very 
pertinent. The artwork is representing itself as an ever-changing and everlasting 
organism, never as a dead object, a representation of reality. 
75 Dorin A. <Iittp: //iiNvNý,. cs. monasti. edu. au/-aland> (Accessed 01/10/02) 
76 Monash University < http: //NvNNNi,. csse. monasli. edu. aul'/o7Ejonmc/> (Accessed 01/10/02) 
77 McCormack J. <Iittp: //Ni, %viv. csse. monasli. edu. au/ý/`i7Eionmc/ýrojects/eden. html> (Accessed 
24/06/03) 
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In the UK, the research group, i-dat 
-STAR7 produced a piece of work entitled 
'artefact' or 'artifact 779 for an installation of virtual 'dream' artefacts at the 
Victoria and Albert Museum, London, UK, in April 2002. Certain objects 
selected from a collection in the gallery were used to create an online database 
with different categories including oldest, newest, smallest, silver, metal, textiles 
etc. Online users could inbreed objects, which would then pass through 3D 
modelling and be included in the database. 80 Here the object is constantly 
regenerating itself into a different object. Another interesting project produced 
by i-dat 
-STAR & Sulawesi in the area of language is The Vhlafia Project In the 
i-dat website it is explained how the Zoo is used as: 
A metaphor to examine artificial life forms, creativity and the relationship 
between humans, animals and machines. The project refers to the 
mathematical formula (or maxim) that if an infinite number of monkeys 
are given typewriters for an infinite amount of time, they will eventually 
produce the complete works of Shakespeare. " 
Another very different approach to produce the complete works of Shakespeare 
exploring generative e-writing is Peter Morse's generative electronic book 
entitled: Infinite Book, which in his words 'was attempting to create a "Book of 
Sand" A la BorgeS82' 
. 
He is interested in the idea of the infinite and has adapted 
the mathematical concept of Pi to the infinitesimal combinations in language. He 
says: 
This is just an early sketch in Director, where I was attempting to create a 
"Book of Sand" A la Borges. The left hand page contains an infinite 
generative string of words that are based on a (pseudo)random seed and 
will endlessly generate strange words. Sometimes a word appears that's 
recognisable: one day it might write the works of Shakespeare 
- 
but that'll 
be a long time. I expect the Universe will end before that happens. 
The right hand page just repeats "fish" at the moment (a Monty Python 
glitch) 
Anyway, when I have time the pages will turn & it will format the text 
properly into paragraphs and include pictures and music: initially on a 
78 i-DAT and STAR: <Iittp: //Nv%%, w. i-dWat. org/projects/index. litml> (Accessed 01/10/02) 
79 i-dat 
-STAR <Iittp: //iý, AN, %N,. digital-ftitures. net/online/inN, isiblc/iicbtures/NNeb5/5.1ilml > (Accessed 01/10/02) 
"0 i-dat 
-STAR <Iittp: //iviviN,. i-dat. orgiproiects/,, irteflct > (Accessed 01/10/02) 81 i-dat 
-STAR <Iiltp: //vivaria. net >(Accessed 0 1/10/02) 82 Borges JI. The Book ofSand. (1975). Borges lost his vision in the 1950's and dictated his 
book after inemorising it, this altered his writing style. This is a book with neither beginning nor 
end, like the sand. 
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simple random basis, but eventually (when it has "smarts") via something 
like a recursive transition network or even a genetic system, whereby 
users over the internet act as the fitness parameter of "sense" - i. e. 
legibility. I wonder thereby it might actually start writing things that have 
some meaning, rather than it's present meaningless wander through phase 
space. Another idea is to link it to the version of Roget's Thesaurus 
available via the Gutenberg Project, and use that as a kind of database 
that it will conjure associations from and apply a fitness function to. 
Perhaps with that too, sense (of a kind) will emerge, albeit adumbrated by 
the hermeneutic established with the user. 13 
All the works 
-discussed under the umbrella of Generative Art and coming back 
to Galanter's definition of generative art- concentrate on thepi-ocess as being the 
artwork, the final product, which as I have already mentioned is ever-changing 
and with a life of its own. Also the participation of the user is essential to make 
this happen. Is the artwork becoming a tool or a medium through which people 
can make the art? What is the position of the artwork with generative digital 
works? Is it the process or is it the product? 
4.3.1 Processor Final Product? 
Geoff Cox is a curator theoretician whose main interests lays in generative art. 
He curated an exhibition of generative art, entitled Genei*a1oi*, set at SPACEX as 
part of the Liverpool Biennial 2002. Cox's description of it is as follows: 'it 
presents a series of 'self generating' projects, incorporating digital media, 
instruction and participation machines, drawing machines, experimental 
literature and music technologies 
. 
))84 It sounds somehow similar to Sei-endipily 
in 1968 but after thirty five years, the relationship between art and technology 
and the nature of collaborative work between artists and experts from other 
disciplines, are now fully established. Therefore, there are other issues being 
interrogated, which are inevitably originated in these previous manifestations of 
art and technology, as well as notions of Conceptual Art. The hardware 
machines have now become software and can be used by people in their own 
private computers. Geoff Cox states that the intention for the purposes of the 
exhibition was that of 'framing this emerging art practice of computer software 
83 Morse P. <Iittp: //NN, %ý, %v. pctennorsc. coin. aii > (Accessed 13/07/03) 
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within the parameters of conceptual art'. 5 It is only logical that computer based 
art or digital/generative artwork as it is understood nowadays, is seen to be 
related to Conceptual Art as crucial issues addressed in this area are also 
questioned in the digital arena. Adrian Ward and Geoff Cox argue, in their 
essays on generative art, 86 that generating creativity is more concerned with 
setting up the rules and the process than with the final product. Also discussed 
are notions of creativity, originality and the concept of value, authorship, 
publication and distribution in generative art, concerns, which had previously 
been addressed in Conceptual Art. Ward, in his paper How I Di-ew otie of my 
Pichn'es argues that in a digital medium the value of authenticity is replaced by 
the process, which brings me back to Derrida's ideas of signification as a 
process. Ward writes: 
Therefore to programme a computer to produce endless amounts of 
"creativity" presents two interesting notions of creativity: 
I- the value of the creativity is not the output, but with the coding. 
2- the "artwork" can be distributed infinitely in the digital medium. 
It is ironic that in this situation, not only is the final output "valueless" 
(because it can be infinitely reproduced), but the generative system (the 
program) is valueless too, because computer programs can be copied 
infinitely. (Ward, P. 1)87 
Therefore, the value of the work is in the coding, which makes coding the 
artwork; nevertheless as it can be an open source and be copied infinitesimally it 
loses its value and with it, its authorship. Lanham, on the issue of authorship, 
argues that electronic information resists ownership. With printing came the 
struggle between the freedom to publish, state efforts to control publication and 
the issue of profit and from this struggle emerged the concepts of copyright and 
the authors' intellectual property. He writes: 
To make sure that it does flow freely in the world of literacy study, we 
will have to create a new marketplace based on a new conception of 
84 Cox G. Generator exhibition, SPACEX at the Liverpool Biennial, 14-19 September 2002. 
<Iittp: //Aý, %A, ý,. gener, -itive. net/gener-, itor> (Accessed 01/10/02) 
" Cox G. SPACEX 
86 Ward A. Hou, I Dreir One ofAly Pictures, 
<Iittp: //Aý, A%, N,. gencrative. net/papers/autosliop/index. litml> (Accessed 01/10/02) 
"' Ward A. Hou, 1 Dreir One ofAly Piclures, 
<Iittp: //A%, AA, %,. gencrati%, c. net/papers/autoshop/index. litinl> (Accessed 01/10/02). Ward'sAuto- 
Illustrator won the transmediale. 0 I Festival, software art, celebrated in Berlin every year. 
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intellectual property and copyright protection, and make sure that the 
constitutional guarantees of free speech made good in the print world 
prevail here too. (Lanham, 1994 pp. 19-20) 
All the creators mentioned above deal with these issues in a variety of ways. 
These issues are constantly questioned in the digital medium while exploring the 
areas of web art, programming and the generative. Although these are not the 
main concern in my investigation, there are ramifications that appear with this 
kind of work and therefore worth considering in terms of their implications in the 
making of the "artwork". 
In the next chapter, I will expand on the notion of the generative by reviewing 
emerging works, which question issues around language, art and programming in 
their different manifestations; as artistic, poetic and performative forms. The 
new textualities of image, sound and text will come together in the eclectic and 
remarkable display of digital works. The in-belween area of the linguistic and 
the pre-linguistic, with its reference to the visual, audible and semantic forms of 
language, will reveal itself and shift into Lanham's notion of looking 'At' and 
'Through', provoking questions about meaning as well as about looking, reading 
and producing. Together with these questions is the issue of the visuality of 
language and how the materiality of the text, found in Concrete Poetry, manifests 
itself in the new textual virtual materiality of digital works and also what new 
levels of expression the digital medium can bring. In addition, this virtual 
quality allows for multiple ways of exhibiting or presenting the same piece, 
which in turn raises questions about the context and how it can influence the 
reading of the work. 
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Chapter 5 
5.0 From the Page to Screen to Projection 
As I established in Chapter 2, it is not easy to define the boundaries between 
Visual/Sound Poetry/Sound Art/Digital Art/Poetics. Nevertheless, in this chapter 
I discuss one of my pieces as well as the work of some other artists and poets, 
also working in digital media, whose work can be clearly related to the literary 
genres of Visual/Sound Poetics and E-Poetry. " This is with regard to their 
concerns when producing the work and because of the similarities and 
connections of this work with the page-based work of Visual Poetics. Among 
these issues, the following are explored: the visual materiality of the letter in 
connection to the virtual letter; the sign originated in the new textualities of 
image, sound and text; what the context brings to the artwork 
- 
from the page to 
the digital space- and the creation of meanings that these intertextual 
relationships generate. I am particularly interested in the new forming elements 
of electronic poetries such as: the different writing spaces, the time-base and 
generative character, the interaction and the collaborative nature of the works. 
An interesting feature of this analysis is also the discovery of the artist's driving 
force to produce the work moving from the socio-economic, communicative, 
poetic, and literary to the technological and the amalgamation of all of them. 
I will start by discussing my practice-based research project entitled Birds 
Singing other Birds'Songs. 89 One of the interesting things about this work is that 
it has been treated as an artwork by virtue of having been exhibited in Galleries 
as an installation and print form. It has also been shown at the Electronic Art 
Festival (ISEA 2002) and its most recent presentation took place at the E-Poetry 
festival 2003 (celebrated in Morgantown, USA) where, as well as my reading of 
the piece, a fellow presenter- Lori Emerson 
- 
discussed the work from the angle 
of e-poetry. This is one of the characteristics I most enjoy about this area of 
research; the blurring of boundaries; genres mix as well as people and interests. 
Electronic Poetry: poetry produced Airith the digital medium. Use of different soffivare 
packages and programming to explore notions of language and art. 
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Everything is possible: art, language, text, code, but I will come back to this 
point later 
- 
firstly I would like to introduce the work. This work originated 
when I was invited to exhibit at the Medway Galleries. The most interesting 
features of the gallery were its high ceiling and three large windows, which I was 
inspired to use in the artwork. In 1998-99,1 had made an animated video Things 
come and go... It was an animated calligram constantly reshaping itself and 
thereby breaking the structure of the sentence. The sound starts with the reading 
of the poem as the calligrarn moves across the sky (animated pieces, of paper 
with words and letters on them). As the words change position breaking the 
sentence the sound also breaks creating a kind of rhythm. The sound is produced 
by a computerised voice, which the viewer might either love or hate or even 
experience both in turn. The original poem reads: 
'things come and go 
they are in a constant state of flux 
one moment they are here 
and the next they are not 
we try to hold them. ' (Mencia, 1998-99 Fig. 16) 
I thought I would like to take this experiment further by using a programme, 
which would allow me to explore kinetic typography, the animation of images 
and sound. I came across a transcription of birds' songs (Fig. 17) in the chapter 
"en Words Sing from the book entitled Ae Thinking Ear (Shafer, 1986 pp. 
232-33). Suddenly, I was drawn to this transcription because of the similarities 
with the phonemes I was using in my practice-based investigation. The 
repetitive aspect of letters and what looked like syllables reminded me of sound 
poems. So, I decided to ask some singers to sing their own interpretation of the 
transcriptions of the songs, in order to play with the interpretative process of 
these translations. Having been translated first from birds' song into linguistic 
interpretations, now the birdsongs would be re-interpreted by the human voice. 
The sounds that emerged from this study were later attached to the animated 
birds in the shape of calligrams. The outlines and letters of the text birds 
corresponded to the transcribed sound made by each bird; so making the birds 
sing their own visual-textual compositions. Nevertheless, the sound does not 
" See Interactive piece version on CD ROM. 
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correspond to the real bird; there was no attempt represent the bird with its real 
song and so here is where the title originated, as well as questions on learning, 
repetition and communication in language. The visual character of the 
typographical character was another important characteristic to take into 
consideration in the making of each individual bird, which thus leads me to the 
matter -of the materiality, virtuality and movement of the letter. 
5.1 Visuality of Language: From the Material Letter to the 
Virtual Letter and Kinetic Typography. 
The original inspiration for exploring the potential of language as a 
material form came from the experience of 'holding language in my 
hands'- lines if letterpress type shaped in a composing stick whose weight 
and presence were as much physical as linguistic- and from looking at 
language in the world. (Drucker, 1998 p. 13) 
With the arrival of new technologies this physical materiality of the letter and 
consequently of language, as Drucker describes, is entirely changed in its 
becoming a virtual letter; it cannot be held or felt. It can only be viewed; so what 
other methods are being developed to hold and feel the letter? I will come back 
to this later in the chapter, presenting examples of digital work that explore 
amongst other things these qualities of the virtual letter such as the work of 
Camille Utterback and Romy Achituv; Text Rain (1999). At this point, I would 
like to concentrate on how the 'virtual (in)materiality' of the letter has affected 
the meaning of its visuality. Or, in more general terms, how does the digital alter 
the material? Even though the letters we are dealing with in the digital medium 
are not physical objects 
- 
like the letterpress Drucker arranges on a page to make 
her visual poems 
- 
they are still used and arranged in a virtual page/space. In 
addition, the digital format has brought up new possibilities to experiment with 
the visuality of the letter, and facilitated making it move and sound at once, if 
desired. With animation and interactive programmes, what before was suggested 
is now manifested, visual language exists not only in the spatial, but also, like 
film it is time-based. 
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When developing Bh-ds Singing othei- Birds'Songs I had to consider how to 
make the letters move in space and time. To experiment with kinetic typography 
I investigated which programme would best allow me to work with typography 
and animation. I found that the interactive programme Flash was popularly used 
for animations and that it permitted the importation of script files from 
Illustrator9o. I then experimented with type-forms, using different software 
programmes, to produce the shapes and images of the birds, which were then 
integrated into the interactive programme Flash. I explored the visuality of the 
letters and what they could provide to these birds to bestow them with a 
character 
-a subjective and individual quality - which later on I would connect to 
the sound and movement of the bird, to create its whole entity. At the same 
time, each bird was part of a chorus, which was then able to produce different 
musical compositions. This leads me to question the sign that we, as 
viewers/readers/listeners, are facing here. How are we going to formulate 
meanings? What intertextual relationships are being formed with these visual, 
aural, textual and moving calligrams? 
The animated birds engage with the dual sign (verbal and the visual) of Visual 
Poetry. The graphic element of the letter is exploited in the different typo- 
characters. The shape of the birds, as with the calligrarns is made of text. This 
text is the sound (language) of the birds, which is represented visually (in the 
way that writing represents the oral). Thus, as Bohn states 'Situated in the 
intersection of legibility and visibility, the calligram. exploits the visual properties 
of language and the semantic possibilities of visual forms' (Bohn, 1986 p. 49). 
Consequently the acts of looking and reading are activated simultaneously. 
Drucker states: 
Writing's visual forms possess an irresolvable dual identity in their 
material existence as images and their function as elements of language. 
Because of this fundamental dualism, writing is charged with binary 
qualities. It manifests itself with the phenomenal presence of the imago 
and yet performs the signifying operations of the logos. (Drucker, 1998 
p. 57) 
90 Illustrator is the programme used by Graphic Designers to work with typography because 
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Or, as in Barthes' second-order serniological system, language and image 
intertwine in a dual sign of two sets of signifiers and signifieds- one verbal and 
the other visual. 91 On the other hand the sound, coupled with and important as 
the visual character of the work, creates, as the Brazilian group Noigandl-es 
propose: a three-dimensional; vei-bi-voco-visital object. This object is formed by 
a linguistic sign with a visual quality. As sound is then also added to the visual 
and semantic qualities of this sign, could we forage for a further new sign, a 
thi-eefold sign? where we have to oscillate between the linguistic, the visual and 
the aural. Also with the element of movement, does the sign becomes more 
fluid, something ever changing and closer to the idea of diffet-ance, as it 
constantly defers and relates to different serniotic systems. If this is so, the 
materiality of the letter, so important in Concrete Poetry, has now been replaced 
by the electronic letter, with the resultant qualities already alluded in my 
previous chapter: evanescent, generative and active. 
John Cayley in his essay The Code Is Not The Text, (Unless It Is the Text) 
(2000), 92 queries the materiality of language in programmable media 
- 
from the 
point of view of N. Katherine Hayles"flickering signifier'- in the work of certain 
codework artists, where code is seen as text. I was immediately drawn to the 
term 'flickering', there is no doubt that the flickering signifier strengthens the 
visuality and consequently the materiality of the virtual letter. It also emphasises 
the ever-changing quality of digital writing and can work as a magnet for 
viewers/readers to engage them with the visuality and thus, the materiality of the 
virtual letter. As Cayley points out, the materiality of language is one of the 
defining characteristics of poetic writing and has as such become an important 
critical concept in literary studies. In his essay Time Code Language, New 
Media Poetics and Nog7wmnied Signification, 93 he writes: 
being vector based allows for enlargements or letters without losing quality or definition. 
91 For a more detailed explanation see Bohn's diagram (1986 p. 5 or Bartlies, 1957 p. 222) 
92 Cayley J. Article in Wcb-based journal. Electronic Book Review. 1 December 2002. 
<Iittp: //iv%i, w. clectronicbookrc%, ieNN,. com/N, 3/sen, let/Cbr? command=%, ieNv essay&essay id=Caylev 
cle> (Accessed 7/7/03) 
93 Cayley J. (2004 forthcoming) Thne Code Language: New Aledia Poetics and Progranuned 
Signification. In New Media Poetry: Aesthetics, Institutions, Audiences, Morris D and Swiss 
T. eds. Cambridge: MIT Press. 
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We speak of "the materiality of text" or "the materiality of language" in 
general, as if this might be an abstract characteristic when, in fact, it is the 
critical marker of linguistic and literary embodiment, recognisable only in 
terms of that embodiment. As N. Katherine Hayles puts it, "The 
materiality of an embodied text is the interaction of its physical 
characteristics with its signifying strategies" (Hayles, 2003 )94 (Cayley, 
2004 forthcoming). 
These artistic and conceptual concerns were explored in the production of Birds 
Singing other Birds'Songs but, once the work was finished, issues of context and 
how it might influence the readings of the work were considered; whether it was 
shown on a screen, as a projection, in an installation space or was web based. 
Which brings me to my next point. 
5.2 Context and Versatile Feature of Digital Works 
With the piece Birds Singing o1her Birds' S011gS, 95 the notion of context emerged 
because I was invited to show it in so many different places. A very important 
discovery to come out of this work has been its versatility in reshaping itself into 
different forms of media and possibilities of presentation and thus of exploration. 
It has been presented as an installation or mixed reality environment in the 
Medway Galleries in the United Kingdom, as an interactive work on the web, as 
prints and on TV screen in La Huella Multiple in Cuba, as an interactive 
projection at the Radical conference-exhibition in London, as a video projection 
at an International Symposium of Electronic Arts in Japan and finally as an e- 
poem at the E-Poetry festival in Morgantown in the United States. 
I 
-Seffings, Medway Galleries in the UK (Nov. 200 1). (Fig. 18) 
2-Interactive work on the web: the poetries of network culture. 
3 
-Prints and TV screen in La Huella Multiple, Filmoteca, Havana, Cuba (April 
2002) (Fig. 19) 
4- Interactive work- projection at Radical Conference-Exhibition 
(July 2002<http: //www. get-radical. net>) 
94 Hayles, N. Katherine. Translating Media: 11"hy TVe Should Rethink Textuality. The Yale 
Journal of Criticism 16, no. 2 (2003): 263-90 
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5-Video projection in ISEA, Japan (November 2002) 
6- International E-Poetry festival, West Virginia University in Morgantown, 
USA (April 2003) 
The proposal for the video projection in Japan was that it be projected onto a 
large glass window so that it could be seen from both the inside and the outside 
of a building. Unfortunately, in the event, the only available setting was in a 
warehouse, together with many other media works. This presented a challenging 
environment in which to enjoy the work as it was projected in the midst of so 
many other pieces, nonetheless, the work held its own ground, perhaps due to its 
simple and meditative character in sharp contrast with its busy environment. In 
the video version only one or two of the birds coincide and pass each other 
across the middle of the sky. They emerge randomly, so that some appear more 
often than others, as no control is imposed upon this. Thus, as the video was 
never projected in an open environment, (neither in an urban space nor, as would 
also befit it, in the countryside, somewhat in the quality of Magritte) the 
possibility of a large glass window projection still remains to be explored. 
This versatile feature of digital work is something to take into account when 
discussing its potential, as the context of the exhibition space will unavoidably 
affect the interpretation of the work. Therefore, as I wanted to allow this piece to 
be exhibited in different places, I wondered how these different contexts would 
influence the evolution of the meaning of the work? It is not easy to asSeSS96 how 
the meaning changes depending on space and context but I will try to present my 
understanding of how I think some of its various contexts shaped Birds Singing 
other Birds'Songs. If I start with the installation at the Medway Galleries, 
where the work was projected onto a window of the room, as though looking out 
onto the world, this brings a wealth of associations to Magritte's interrogation of 
reality, language and the world. Then, in the space at the Filmoteca in Havana, 
as it was not possible to project the video, I added five digital prints with the 
images of some of the birds to the work. These were framed and presented 
95 Mencia M. (See <http: //NvN"%,. m. mencia. frccuk. com > in recent projects: Birds Singing other 
Birds'Songs. 
96 1 sometimes videoed the vieNN, ers/users' reactions and talked to them about their reactions, 
giving me an insight into their fcclings and understanding of the work. 
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alongside the video of the piece (a moving image and audio), which was on a TV 
screen of the same dimensions as the prints and was, likewise, framed. Although 
the work did still bring up notions of reality and language, the issue of 
representation became more evident because of the different media used. Lastly, 
when presented it in an environment overpopulated with digital work 
- 
dealing 
with image, sound, movement and technology, in a warehouse, at the ISEA 
festival in Japan 
-new implications became apparent such as; the new 
technological world versus the idyllic world of nature and birds. The next 
location where I have been invited to show the work will be an exhibition and 
conference on the subject of the 'Digital Word 597 in Italy, it will be interesting to 
see what this new context brings to the work. Thus, with the idea of context in 
mind and the multiple ways to interrogate art and language through the use of 
technology, I would like to explore and discuss the work of other artists/poets 
dealing with similar concerns. 
5.3 Social Poetics/Public Textualities in Virtual and 
Physical Spaces 
Artists, poets, programmers and designers are exploiting the perspectives that 
new technologies open up for us. Mixing the virtual with the physical space 
provokes numerous textualities of image, sound and text in the form of 
billboards, installations, web pieces and live performances. In opposition to 
ordinary discourse- structured and with linear syntax 
- 
there is the limitless and 
multi-dimensional language that many artists are exploring as an alternative way 
to perceive and experience language. 
5.3.1 Billboards 
The realm of media and advertising has absorbed the language of Visual Poetry 
and calligrams have become another official way to engage people in the selling 
of their products. It makes sense as advertising has always striven to reach as 
many people as possible and in doing so has used explicit images and words 
97 The Word, Italy, < littp: //Nvww. associazioneorsa. org> 
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together to convey meaning. There are plenty of billboards in the city using this 
imagery. For instance in Fig. 20, we see a billboard on the London underground 
advertising holidays in the Caribbean and presenting an image of a person, when 
we get closer we see that his dreadlocks are formed by letters with the names of 
the islands. Like the calligram it activates the simultaneous act of looking and 
reading. Reciprocally poetry has also been influenced by this exchange and has 
moved to other domains away from the page and into the public display. As 
Walter Benjamin states: Now the letter and the word which have rested for 
centuries in the flat bed of the book's horizontal pages have been wrenched from 
their position and have been erected on vertical scaffolds in the streets as 
advertisement'. (Benjamin, 1977 p. 568)98 Marjory Perloff argues how poetry, 
like the visual arts, is contaminated by media, actively engaging in the 
communication models of every day discourse and represented in billboards as 
poetic spaces. 
Jenny Holzer is an artist I would like to acknowledge in this area, as she has now 
and for many years brought personal, introspective, expressive poetic texts as 
well as socio-political commentaries into the public arena, using a variety of 
mass-media, including boards, posters, plaques, billboards, benches etc. 
However, in this chapter I do not wish to discuss artists already acclaimed and 
known for their influence in the art world but would rather focus on creators who 
are trying to find innovative ways of working, using precisely as Perloff 
highlights the communication models of every day discourse, of which the most 
used nowadays, are mobile phones and the Internet. Working with these tools is 
Giselle Beiguelman whom I met at the E-Poetry 2003 festival celebrated in 
Morgantown. She works with (WOP=wireless operation protocol) to produce 
telecommunications-arts projects. She discussed her projects, one in particular, 
where electronic billboards of Sdo Paulo had been programmed in real time via 
mobile phones so that the interface of multiple surfaces influenced each other. 
For her, it was important to bring together codes, numbers, and new languages, 
98 Quoted in (Pcrloff, 1991 p. 93) Pcrloff writes in her footnote to the quote: Walter Benjamin, 
"Zcntralpark, " Gcsammcltc Schrifen (Frankfurt: Sulirkap, 1977, vol. 1, p. 568. I cite the translation 
by Benjamin H. D. Buchloch in'opcn letters', Industrial Poems, 'Brodthaers. ff'ritings, Interviews, 
Photographs, ed. Benjamin H. D. Buchloch, special issue of October 42 (Fall 1987): 74. 
Buchloch's essay is subsequently cited in the text as BHDB and the issue itsself as OCT. 
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which were open to be transformed. Currently she is working on Gi-aflfis: where 
the user is invited to select from Gi-aflfis 
- 
on her Web site99 
- 
symbols, language 
and graffiti to intervene with messages on commercial electronic billboards 
which are then re-broadcast via web cam without her having any control over the 
content. These projects are driven by strong socio-economic and 
telecommunications' interests and are undoubtedly creating new collaboratively 
4poetic' 'textual' spaces, while questioning issues of communication and 
exchange in virtual and physical spaces. 
In connection with these ideas is the work of Eric Sadin, a contemporary 
theoretician, media artist and editor of 6/arts'00. In his presentation at the 01-ai 
conference, ISEA 2002 in Nagoya, he questioned the subject of contemporary 
cities in relation to text. He maintains that Information Society is part of poetry 
and literacy and interrogates the consequences of this situation in language and 
literature. He states that historical categories of text have changed with the 
extension of network devises: Internet, e-books, giant and multiple screens, neon 
signs, TV, electronic information, mobile phones etc. The acts of reading, 
watching, and listening have amalgamated into a single act, bringing new ways 
of perception and thinking. In an interview conducted by Hiroshi Yoshioka 
- 
philosopher, theoretician of new media and teacher at IAMAS101- Sadin says: 'I 
am sure this will change the meaning of literature, the meaning of writing and 
reading. It will change what culture means'. 'The experience of reading through 
texts in the cities, tells us that the very notion of the "author" and the "reader" has 
changed a great deal. ' 102 Although Sadin's work, like Beiguelman's, deals with 
telecommunications, his interest is more focussed on literary concerns of 
intertextualities. 
The work of the following artists 
- 
as opposed to the area of billboards, cities and 
communication 
- 
has a more poetical approach. Instead of using existing 
99 Beiguelman, B. <Iittp: //NNNNNvdesvirtual. coin/> (Accessed 14/05/03) 
100 Sadin E. <http: //NiNý, %v. ccarts. org> He set up an enterprise agency: agence-d'ecritures as an 
open framework and an experiment to observe the contemporary textual transformations not only 
in syntactical manner but in within a cultural, economic, technological and scientific context. 101 IAMAS: Institute of Advance Media Arts and Sciences. International Academy of Media Arts 
and Sciences. <htpp: //NN, %Nw. iamas. acjp/> 
102 Sadin E. Technologies, Cities, andData Franca'in Diatxt. 07 lingua franca. (2002 p. 132) 
<Iittp: //%%, vw. diatxt. coni> (Accessed 7/02/03) 
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devices, they recreate virtual and physical spaces by use of projections in 
installations and through the use of programming. 
5.3.2 Installations 
In the area of installation work, although driven by very different motives, there 
are a couple of projects I would like to refer to for their playfulness and engaging 
qualities as well as for the meditative and poetic space they recreate. Both pieces 
use language as their medium and work as projections inviting the viewer to 
control the projected letters, making them move. Roberto Simanowski, when 
discussing concrete and visual poetry in digital media and the levels of 
expression the latter can bring, says: 
While concrete poetry in print combines linguistic and graphic qualities 
of words, in digital media time and interaction are two additional ways of 
expression. Words can appear, move, disappear, and they can do this all 
in reaction to the perceiver's input. (Simanowski: Concl-ete andPoetly 
in Analogue and digital Media p. 7) 103 
Although this characteristic of movement and change is present in most of the 
pieces that I will be discussing, it is particularly poignant in these two 
installations, perhaps because they involve the presence of the user within the 
installation space. Camille Utterback and Romy Achituv produced Text Rain 
(1999) (Fig. 21). This is an interactive installation where, when the viewers step 
into the installation, their images are integrated into the projection screen of 
letters falling like rain and the letters begin to settle on their bodies, outlining 
them. According to the information found on the website of ars electronica 104 
the letters do not fall randomly, they are rather lines of a poem about bodies and 
language and the viewer, (if he/she remained long enough! ) can collect enough 
letters to form a word or even an entire line of the poem. Aesthetically it could 
be compared to Apollinaire's Calligram It is i-aining (1914) (Fig. 22). Theverbal 
and visual components work together, complementing each other. Apollinaire 
focuses the reader's awareness of the space by altering the convention of reading 
103 Simanowski, R. <Iitip: //iiww. diclitung-digital. de/2003/parisconnection/concretepoetry. litm> 
(Acccsscd 13/05/03) 
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to top to bottom and creating an impression of rain falling by having one letter 
underneath the other. As in the case of Utterback and Achituv, the poem, by use 
of digital technologies, is brought to the virtual and physical space co-inhabited 
by the visitors' bodies. 
David Small and Tom White created An Interactive Poetic Gat-den in 2000 
(Fig. 23). It was one of the exhibits at the AEC Ars Electronica Center in Linz, 
Austria. It consists of a small garden with rocks and plants and different streams 
of running water culminating in a pool. There are words projected on the 
surface, floating like leaves. Visitors can sit at the edge of the pool and 
- 
without 
getting their hands wet but instead through a special hand interface 
- 
can control 
the flow of words, push and pull them away and change the content of the words 
themselves. The artists describe, as follows: 
The garden is the symbol of man's control over nature. An Interactive 
Poetic Garden attempts to bring the computer into the garden in harmony 
with stone, water, and plant materials. The computer is used to drive a 
video projector, creating the illusion of text floating on the surface of the 
water.... An important design concern was to have the words maintain an 
orientation and interletter spacing such that the words are legible most of 
the time. We decided on a mass/spring system in which each letter of the 
word is a point mass connected to its neighbour letters with springs. 
Additionally, the first and last letter of the word is connected with a 
separate spring that pulls the letters of the word into a line. A force is 
applied to the first letter of each word that propels it through the stream'. (David Small and Tom White) '05 
Both groups of artists are concerned with issues of legibility and visuality of 
language. The letters are projected as though they are physical letters. In Text 
Rain, they mix with peoples' bodies and the projection thereof The participant 
can hold them in their virtual existence as with Drucker's letterpress. They have 
the quality of the 'virtual' materiality: ephemeral, generative and dynamic. In the 
Intei-active Poetic Gat-den the letters are moved around as if they were leaves or 
pebbles. Their materiality manifests itself in the new textual virtual materiality 
of the garden. The language projections are mixed with the physicality of the 
104 ars electronica <http: //xv%v%v. aec. co> 
105 Artists' statement. AEC Ars Electronica Center Linz Museumsgesellscliaft 
<Iittp: //iir%v%v. acc. at/en/centeL/proiect. asp? iProjectlD= 11214 > 
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body and that of the garden and in both cases have the added quality of 
movement and time which new technologies permit. 
Another artist relevant to this discussion is Bill Seaman. 106 1 would like to 
acknowledge him for his interactive poetic texts. He explores language, image 
and sound relations and has been producing technological artworks for about 
twenty years. I have read some of the descriptions of his works, where 
viewers/users are invited to construct and generate poetic worlds and poetic texts 
through selection, associations or combinations of words, images or sounds and 
to navigate through interfaces of connected images and text. Sometimes this can 
be achieved in a linear way but he also explores the many possibilities of multi- 
linear narratives of image, sound and text. Music is also a strong element in 
many of his interactive pieces. Unfortunately, I have not had the chance to see or 
experience any of his works and therefore cannot comment on individual pieces. 
In 1999 he concluded his doctoral thesis entitled: Recombinant Poetics: 
Emei-gent Meaning as Examined and Exploi-ed Within a Specific Genel-ative 
Vii-Iiial Envii-onment. He writes in his abstract to the thesis: 'it focuses on the 
inter-conveyance of text (both spoken and written), image (both still and time- 
based) and music. In so doing, he created a virtual interactive artwork intended 
to generate emergent meaning and thus made a remarkable contribution towards 
the exploration of image, sound and text in convergent and generative media. 
5.3.3 Performance 
Subsequent o the tradition of performing Sound Poetry there is a great deal of 
experimentation in digital/sound poetics by use of different software packages in 
exploring notions of language and art in live performances. In the E-Poetry 
Festival 2003,1 met Jbrg Piringer. He is a performance sound poet based in 
Austria, where he designs interactive poetry, sound and visual explorations and 
performs live with multimedia typographical backgrounds. In the E-Poetry 
Festival ; 003, he performed in the dark, non-semantic vocal sounds with a 
106 Seaman B. <Iittp: //faculty. risd. edu/faculty/bscamanwcb/NN, cb/> (Accessed 27/09/03) 
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background of industrial sounds and projections of kinetic letters and text made 
with the interactive programme Flash. The whole performance 
- 
the various 
aspects of image, sound, text and the performative 
- 
held well together, it was 
bold and dynamic. He has also produced for the web what he calls digital sound 
visital intei-active poeny etc. In [soundpoemone] 107 there is an interface of small 
circles with one or two letters in each. The users can make their own musical 
compositions by selecting the sounds and dragging them to four bigger squares. 
The sounds of the letters are a machine simulation of how they sound when 
mixed with other sounds of an industrial nature. Depending on the number of 
circles dragged into the squares, the sound increases or decreases. Also, the 
rhythm of the compositions is determined by the amount of circles the user 
places in each square. 
These new forms of poetry and technology performances are not going to 
substitute or overshadow those of artists such as Bob Cobbing or bill bissett 
- 
where the voice plays a much stronger part, there being no other sounds in the 
performance 
- 
but they serve to acknowledge the presence of new times and with 
this new codes. They address underground influences in music and the culture of 
dark warehouses and with this a whole new youth subculture and its concerns. 
5.3.4 Machine Made Poems or Programming Code Poetry 
in this section, I have considered artists/poets/theoreticians, who question the 
progamming language (code) that generates the digital language/artwork, as 
being a part of it, or at least, as relevant as the work itself in the production of 
meaning. 
in the signification of the code based work there are different opinions as to what 
makes the work; is the code part of the work or is the result of the code that 
which makes the work? These mutually confronting views will decide therefore, 
whether Hayles' flickering signifier is in the code or outside the code. Cayley 
- 




whom I have already mentioned because of his research in the materiality of 
language in programmable media 
- 
argues that the code is not the text: 
It is not a set of (non-sequential) links in a chain of signifiers; the code is 
what makes them flicker, what transforms them from writing as record of 
static or floating simultaneities into writing as the presentation of atoms 
of signification which are themselves time-based (they are not what they 
are without their flickering transformations over time, however fleeting 
these may be). (Cayley J. (2002) The Code Is Not the Text (Unless It Is 
the Text). Article in Web-based journal: Electi-onic Book Review 2002) 108 
Thus, for the viewer/reader/user, unless he/she understands which code is being 
used, the result is what will count, the movement and constant change of the 
letters into other letters; the code being the mechanism to make the letters flicker. 
In addition to codeworks Cayley has also written on Pro-gramatology. 109 He 
produces what he calls'literary workswith morphing text, imagery and sound 
pieces using a hyper-card. In his view, as given in 'Code is not the text' he also 
clarifies that this is so 'unless it is the text'. In fact, he has made some 
codeworks, where he has extracted from HyperTalk, segments similar to natural 
language to make what he calls 'human-readable texts which are also segments of 





do "global "& characteristics 
end repeat 
repeat with programmers = one to always 
if touching then 
put essential into invariance 
else 
put the round of simplicity * engineering / synchronicity + one 
invafiance 
ggyleyele 10" Cayley, <Iittp: //Nv%Aw. electronicbookreview. com/v3/servict/ebr? command=-%, iew essay&essay id-= le l > 
(Accessed 1/09/2003). 
'09 According to Cayley: 
Programmatology may be thought of as the study and practice of writing (Derridean 
sense) with an explicit awareness of its relation to 'programming' or prior writing in 
anticipation of performance (including the performance of reading). I try to avoid the 
use of the word 'computer' ctc. and prefer, wherever possible, 'programmaton' for the 
programmable systems which we use to compose and deliver new media. (Cayley, Tile 
Code Is Not The Text, (Unless It Is The Text)). 
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end if 




put ideals + one into media 
if subversive then 
put false into subversive 
end if 
if media > instantiation then 
put one into media 
end if 
else 
put the inscription of conjunctions + one into media 
end if 
if categorical then put false into categorical 
put media into ideals 
put word media of field "text" of card understanding & "text" 
potential 
if the mouse is down then 
put conjunctions into potential 
put potential into card field agents 





put potential into conjunctions 
put ideals into world 
if performed then put false into performed 
if programmers are greater than control and media & comma is 
field computer of card understanding & "text" then exit repeat 
end repeat 
if not encoded and not touching then 
if ideals are developed then wait five seconds 
lock screen 
put empty into card field agents 
put empty into card field system 
do "unlock screen with dissolve" & fantasies 
end if 
end write25110 
On the other hand, his work Overboard (2003) is very different to the previous 
one. The code is hidden, it is not part of the text, it is what moves the text. The 
text (white letters) moves as if floating on a black background. It is beautiful to 
110 Cayley J. The Code Is Not the Text (Unless It Is the Tex). Article in web journal Electronic 
Book Revieiv 2002. 
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watch as it has a kind of contemplative quality, it is in some ways similar to 
watching the sea. The letters move slowly along the lines of the poem, it is a 
poem and it has the image of a traditional poem, nevertheless the text generates 
and shifts by having slight changes of letters in every word. The reader is made 
to play, searching for meanings as the flickering signifiers change over time and 
can only be read as such. Cayley provokes this search by programming the 
changes of letters in a way that they change to other letters with similar formal 
qualities. As for instance the round characters such as "a" will change to "o" or 
"e", whilst the "? would became "t" and so on. He presented the beginning of 
this work at the E-Poetry festival 2003, accompanied by videos of the sea and a 
sample from the song Thi-oiv out the fine by Low, from their alburn'Long 
Division'- played on different laptops throughout the presentation space. This 
was an excellent way to immerse people into the work to become part of the 
poem and with it the sea. Nevertheless, I think the poem, without the sound or 
the images of the sea, works well as an independent piece and I wonder whether 
these added elements take the viewer/reader away from the core of the work, 
whatever that is, as here, obviously-the intentions of the author and the different 
interpretations of the readers/viewers, apply. 
Theorist Florian Cramer is also interested in the relationship between poetry and 
program code. He explores how computer programmes relate to literature and 
sees code as artistic material, which addresses human imagination. In the E- 
Poetry festival 2003, he presented a paper entitled "en Willing Executes Itself, 
in his presentation he showed code that would disrupt computer processes 
making the computer crash, writing that would wipe itself out in both senses of 
the word 'execute'. He compared some code-made poems with the concrete 
poem of Eugen Gomringer, where the latter permutes the text in the sentence "no 
error in the system" (Fig. 24), he points to the language permutations made by 
Gomfinger on the page and with the programme code, in the computer. He 
writes: 
<Iiltp: //Nv%N, NN,. clcctronicbookrevieNN,. coin/v3/servict/ebr? cominand=view essay&essay id=Cayipyc 
Lc>(Accessed 1/12/2002) 
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The error signified by the initial T of the corresponding German word 
'Fehler', moves right in each line until the initial order has been restored. 
However, since the error is induced in strictly systematic way, there's no 
error in the poem. (Cramer, Install. exeljodi catalogue p. 18) 
Cramer is in favour of sharing the code and recycling it as an'open source 
aesthetics' and is interested in artists/programmes that work in this way 
producing what could be called Computer Poetry. Among net artists he 
mentioned Jodi, "a partnership of two artists, central figures of net art, who 
disturb data and create simulations of computer crashes and virus infections. 
They fake software using animated graphics and text (Fig. 25). In the catalogue 
of Jodi's recent exhibition at the Eyebeam Gallery in New York 
- 
Insfall. exeljodi 
(2003)- Cramer refers to the Dadaist language of Tristan Tzara's instructions to 
his readers: ' "To make a Dadaist poem" by cutting out the single words of an 
arbitrary newspaper article, mixing them and taking out " the scraps one after 
another in the order in which they left the bag"'. "' What he intends to 
demonstrate is that although the results are random the instructions are not, as 
with artists working with code language. He writes: 
In comparison to Gomringer's poem, Jodi's sourcecode is typographically, 
linguistically and semantically richer, and it differs from Tzara's poem 
code as well in that it does not separate a poetic collage from a non- 
collage algorithm. Treating both sourcecode and its output as artworks in 
their own right, it employs the methods of pastiche and ready-made on 
the sourcecode itself (Cramer, Install. exeljodi catalogue p. 18) 
I had the opportunity to see Jodi's codework at the Eyebeam gallery in April 
2002. The building is to be reconstructed into a post-modem, futurist building 
but is currently in the form of a warehouse; an open space of red brick and 
cement. As you entered the gallery you were faced with a long table of old 
computers showing work alluding to computer games, but what caught my 
attention were the four big projections placed next to each other on the wall of 
the largest open space (Fig. 25). The projections revealed code and text 
simultaneously in the same interface. The images were those found in the 
computer working space, that is; folders, files, windows, menus, symbols, 
111 Install. exe/jodi catalogue of their exhibition at Eyebeam Gallery in New York (p. 18) or 
(Tristan Tzara Pour fair une podme dadiste. In Oevres compldtcs. Gallimard, Paris, 1975). 
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balloons, arrows, trash baskets etc. These are images which we take for granted 
and which are no longer questioned, as they are part of our everyday computer 
language. There were also sounds associated with computers 
- 
beeps and other 
game related sounds. This all formed a world of computerised images, numbers, 
codes, symbols, letters, all moving at once and constantly changing, generating 
multiple layers of 'disinformation' making reference to the information 
technology age. The remarkable thing is that afler seeing this imagery, the look 
of your computer screen/interface will become the visual/poetic/codeable space 
of Jodi's work. 
A very different approach to electronic writing, code and language is found in 
the work of Loss Pequefio Glazier, founder and director of the Electronic Poetry 
Centre in Buffalo. 112 His interest lies in how computer technology has 
influenced and altered the writing and distribution of poetry. His book Digital 
Poetics (2002) is an enlightened source of information where he establishes the 
historical and technological grounds from which electronic poetry has emerged 
and displays the potential of the new medium. He mainly concentrates on the 
study of hypertext, code based work and kinetic/visual textualities. 
in his paper Epilogue. Between the Academy and a HardDi-ive: All E-cology of 
Innovative PI-actice (2000), Glazier questions what makes an electronic literary 
work innovative. He argues that if, in order to understand what makes a printed 
work of literature innovative, we have to find out, how meaning functions within 
the work, so the same rules must apply to a new electronic work. For him an 
innovative work is not one where language displays a transparency of meaning 
but rather, where it regards the production of meaning as problematic. He 
clarifies 'problematic' as not related to vagueness but to the way the work deals 
with the material elements of writing. Thus, in the case of electronic poetry, as 
already addressed, what are the material elements? He concentrates mainly in 
works dealing with code, interface and text as these are the main constitutive 
elements of his work. He says: 
112 Glazier L. P. <Iillp: //epc. btiffilo. edu/autliors/glazicr/iava/ioiNa/ > (Accessed 30/06/03) 
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How does one investigate these three scenes of activity? How does one 
describe their dynamics? How does one learn the contours of the digital 
text, its quirks, its marvellous interweaving of strands of code, surface 
language, the conditions in which it exists? How does one educate about 
temporality, discontinuity, error messages, material that is there one 
minute and is not the next, the "not found". (Glazier, 2000 P. )113 
He thinks that in order to examine what constitutes electronic literature, we must 
focus on work that is creating new concepts based on textuality and the 
electronic medium and that are taking them further. He agrees with N. Katherine 
Hayles' statement on 'Print is Flat, Code is Deep' pointing out that writing can 
no longer be generated from the ideas that are anticipated from print. For him it 
is the making of the work that 'makes writing tick', as opposed to the work as 
representation. I associate this writing with writing about writing; that is when 
the material and the tools that produce the work, are the work. With the 
electronic medium, new tools such as interfaces and code appear, in the same 
way as previously functioned the marks of the pencil or the typewriter and with 
these new tools, we need appropriate discourses to examine the consequent new 
paradigms and textualities. Glazier writes: 'We need to discover adequate terms 
and an appropriate discourse to describe the unfathomed richness of the materials 
of the digital medium. We need to really get into digital textuality'. 114 (Glazier, 
2000 p. 6) 
Glazier's work is driven by text, which emerges from code. He does not believe 
in creating personalised works of art based on the T, what he refers to as an 
4 omniscient narrator', but he is interested in writing that is opened to the social- 
spatial environment of the network. He sees the power of the processes of 
languages and computer languages as being related. He says that a poet can 
make art with a computer language and in one such piece, Io Sono At Swoons" .5 
he strives to explore how to make language with that art. He writes: 
113 Glazier L. P. Epilogue. Between the A cademy and a Hard Drive: An E-cology ofInnovative 
Practice. (2000from OU open letter on lines online, 
<Iittp: //ii, %viv. ubu. com/papers/ol/glazier. html (Accessed 28/07/03) 
114 Glazier L. P. Epilogue. Between the Academy and a Hard Drive: An E-cology ofInnovative 
Practice From. OW: open letter on lines online, <Iittp: //iN, %v%N,. iibu coin/papers/ol/glazier. lit ml> 
(Accessed 28/07/03) 
115 Glazier L. P <ht ip: //epc. buff,, llo. cdu/,, itilliors/gl,, izicr/iava/lýowa/ >(Accessed 30/06/03) 
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The process of this work is not dissimilar to the development of natural 
languages. How sound crosses over, how words migrate, form new 
conjunctions. How phrases linger, last forever'... 
And he continues 
The bilingual nature of this piece extends to its code. It grew from a 
dialogue between the visual structure of its code and how the resultant 
text looked and sounded when rendered. It was back and forth process: 
seeing how the text sounded and adding to it, seeing how the code looked 
and adding to it. Incrementally, the code was adjusted to mould the 
sound and image. Then more code was added. Then the sound and visual 
was shaped further, and so on. This continued until a balance was 
reached, the code and the sound/ on screen visuality achieving a balance 
or harmonic. ' 16 
Example of 'unrepeatable' piece of text from the poem: 
cho: less Pequoepressing their palms together 
ssh stenv DISPAY spero rivederla presto 
molto Diwali eek of Wadgloss 
-ette hay reglassTecatearch 
Andale eco Of lip 
pressing their palms togethercalled the dura 
onset Balasanael ( baby oil and iodine 
shard Ho comprato il libro e Fho letto tutto. 1 17 
At the E-Poetry Festival 2003, Glazier was reading this poem as it was being 
executed in front of the readers (himself and the audience). This performance 
and his interpretation of the poem at that particular moment was as unique as the 
revealed text. The readings are never again the same, as the work is programmed 
to generate different texts. It is an ever- changing poem, as both the speech and 
communication change and flow continuously. The multi-linguistic aspect of the 
work has similarities with the process of learning a language, borrowing from 
what you hear, putting it all together and shifting from one language to another to 
form a kind of pidgin language. 
116 Passage taken from handout given by Glazier at E-Poetry Festival 2003. 
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Questioning this notion of multiple possibilities and exploring the undefined 
laws which produced these digitalized texts, is Jean-Pierre Balpe. 118 He also 
took part in the E-Poetry 2003 Festival. He argued in his presentation that as text 
is no longer fixed, definitive, linear or always the same, to establish its value we 
need a new criteria, where all aspects of the previous criteria relating to fixed 
printed text, need to be revisited and reinvented. He questioned what digital text 
and e-poetry are and the relationship between text and the reader/writer, bringing 
to the fore some interesting notions. The following, are some isolated sentences 
taken from his presentation: 
The relationship with the reader is very different because of multiple 
readings 
... 
E-poetry's variation is not to support memory but to change, 
having the capacity to never express the same thing the same way. It 
shows text generator operating in real time 
... 
It's a process of discovery: 
we can't predict what exactly will be written 
... 
The relation between time 
and text is important in that it is temporary. Each text is an announcement 
of other possible text... Moving of the text inside the language in which it 
is written, readers are in a model of language in which they read 
... 
The 
meaning is only one of the possible meanings it has: it has a meaning in 
itself, and further meanings... Reader is put in the strange relation of 
language and time 
... 
e-poetry is the opposite of publicity; the texts of e- 
poetry are infinite not eternal. (Balpe, JIP)119 
The interest in textualities that are constantly changing with no fixed text or 
meaning, the reader-writer relationship, intertextual relationships and meaning 
production are also issues addressed by Simon Biggs in his work. For this 
purpose, I have selected one of his pieces: The Gi-eat Wall of China. 120 It is 
based on the story of the same title by Kafka with a database shaped by the 




messages from one end of the wall to the other far end 
of the endless Kafkian wall. Biggs has made use of the Chomskian Formal 
Grammars discussed in the previous chapter as an engine to programme 
sentences with syntactical coherence but nonsensical meaning. These 
117 Glazier LY <Iitip: //epc. buffilo. edu/authors/glazier/iava/ioNN,, i/ > (Accessed 30/06/03) 
11 8 Balpe J. P. <Iittp: //Iiypenncdia. univ-paris8. fr/> (Accessed 24/06/03) 
119 Balpe J. P. compilation taken from resume done by Chris Funkliouser, Digital Poet and 
pýrticipant at the E-Poetry Festival 2004. 
ýC Biggs S. <Iittp: HwNý, iv. grcaiNvill. org. tik/> (Accessed 23/06/03) 
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generate from the text when the user interacts with it, making the actions of 
writing and reading simultaneous. As part of the work there are also images, 
which are not there to illustrate the text but as another self-generated code 
- 
just as the text 
- 
to form part of the reading and writing process. Roberto 
Simanowski, discussing Biggs's work in his essay Alealofic as 
Enfighlenineid, 121 writes: 
We have entered the realm of nonsense poetry which takes chance as one 
of its main principals. However chance is used 
- 
throwing the dice, taking 
drugs, or cutting words out of a news paper 
- 
it is an aesthetic means of 
going beyond traditional, familiar and predictable ways of seeing and 
describing things. It sets out to overcome the old, shallow tracks of 
creativity. (Simanowski, 2003) 
Simanowski points out that although the relationship between literature and 
chance existed before the computer, with it, numerous texts can be produced 
randomly. Wherever there is not a straightforward, transparent and coherent 
text, there always seems to emerge the question of meaning, what does it mean? 
Where is the meaning in the work and of the work? For instance, Biggs 
- 
in an 
interview which can be found on his website on the subject of Technology, Aura, 
and Ihe Seýfin New Media Arl: Aura in DigilalArf and the Authors Sig7iafilre ill 
Greal Wall of China 122 
- 
when asked regarding the meaning of the work, 
explains that having taken the data for the vocabulary of the text, from Kafka's 
story, it is irrelevant to the meaning of the work 
- 
it could have easily been taken 
from another story 
- 
it only works by making the reader who perhaps knows 
about Kafka, to create associations. He claims that the meaning is in the 
intertextuality; the relationship between the parts and how one aspect modifies 
another, finding out how the interactivity functions and appreciating the infinite 
boundless text. His aim lies therefore not in constructing meaningful sentences 
but in producing meaning. Simanowski on the subject of meaning when 
discussing Biggs'work in his Aleatoric as Enlightenment essay states: 
121 Glazier, L. P. & Cayley J., eds. Ergodic Poetry: A Special Section of the Cybertext Yearbook 
2002. Edited by Markku Eskelinen and Raine Koskimaa, Publications of the Research Centre for 
Contemporary Culture: Cybertext Yearbook. Jyv5skyld: University of JyvaskyM, 2003 
(forthcoming). 
122 Biggs intcn, ie%N, cd by Simanowski: 
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Longing for the message is the ever-present longing for meaning, for the 
holy word, be it that of God, the emperor, Marx or anyone, who promises 
to make sense of our lives. For this we wait looking at the open window 
in those moments when we have time to ask questions of Why and To 
What End. (Simanowski, 2003)123 
On the notion of clarity, transparent meaning and sense, Simanowski very 
effectively relates the idea of making sense to the tower of Babel and the unity of 
languages, which will provide a common understanding under the same walls. 
To have unity he says, everybody needs to live in the same house of language 
and this requires a wall. The punishment given by God for wanting to reach 
heaven was the misunderstanding caused by the multiple languages. On the 
other hand he relates the wall to the Berlin wall which was built to separate 
differences and suppress multi-lingualism. He says: 'It is about filling up people 
with certain knowledge and providing them with a certain point of view. ' 
(Simanowski, in Aleatoric as Enlightenment, Cyberlext Yearbook 2002-2003 
forthcoming) Simanowski points out how with critical theory nowadays 
meaning has shifled from space to time and he gives as example Derrida's idea 
of differance, already discussed in the thesis as an ongoing process of deferring 
and differentiating, which never ends and thus never reaches the truth. As with 
Biggs' Great Wall of China, the message never reaches to the other side of the 
wall, we never find the truth. He refuses meaning and with it a common law of 
understanding, it brings misunderstanding through nonsense, there is openness to 
multiple interpretations. The message that never reaches its destination 
represents that incommunicative space, where in my view, ideas generate and 
move forward. The truth is perhaps not to do with clear messages but with 
unanswered questions, as with the language of art. Simanowski places Biggs' 
Great Wall of China alongside Derrida's view and claims that this can be an 
example of artwork, which although working with literature, produces art. He 
writes: 
This is the moment that literature turns into conceptual art. By drawing 
our attention to the act of signification from the first beginning "Great 
< littp: //Nv%Nw. diclitung-digital. conV2002/04-20-Biggs. litm > (Accessed 26/10/03) 
123 Glazier L. P. & Cayley J eds. (2003 forthcoming) Ergodic Poelry. A Special Section of the 
Cyberlext Yearbook 2002. Eskelinen M. and Koskimaa P, eds. Jyvaskyla: Publications of the 
Research Centre for Contemporary Culture: University of Jyvaskylfi. 
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Wall of China" talks about story telling without telling a new story. 
(Simanowski, 2003 Aleatoric as Enlightenment essay in Cybei-lext 
Yeai-book 2002-2003 forthcoming) 
5.3.5 Net based work 
The digital domain of web poetics/art is diverse and although many of the works 
previously discussed are represented on the web, here I would like to focus on 
pieces of work, which are germane to this cultural/social space and either make 
references to it or use it to their advantage. I have selected works of a very 
different nature so that their contrasting aspects show the possibilities that the 
web provides in terms of writing spaces, processes, collaboration and 
interactivity. 
I will start with a multi-user project MIEICAL aTqD124 (with the help of Zon 
Wakest) presented at the E-Poetry Festival 3003. It was a real-time multi- 
authoring and editing environment known as a WIKI which represents the 
Internet as a collaborative, participatory medium and shared environment. In the 
WIKI the user can simultaneously read the text and make changes to it at the 
same time as other users, thus working collaboratively in the same webpage. I 
found this to be great fun, and a fabulous way to communicate and develop 
dialogues across the Internet. There is no programming involved so the average 
user can easily understand and follow the way it works. The system (which 
employs XML) holds the possibility to co-author (co-edit, 60-destruct) 
writing/images/links online. 
Mez (Mary-Anne Breeze) also uses code in her e-poetry net-works together with 
images and language. She has developed what she calls a mezangelle text. 125 
These texts are formed by email exchanges, computer code, SMS 
communication, sound and images. Alphabetic characters are replaced with 
numerals, while punctuation marks and new associations are created when a new 
L-_ 124 mlEKAL aND < ]ittp: //cla. umn. gddLi/ipglirs/> (Accessed 29/06/03) 
173 Mez, <Iittp: //ncti%vrkerz. de/mez/datableed/complcte/index. litm. > to 
_mezangelle- means 
to 
take words/wordstrings/sentences and alter them in such a way as to extend and enhance meaning 
beyond the predicted or the expected. " (Taken from Cayley, The Code Is Not The Text, (Unless It 
Is The Text)) 
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syllable is introduced into a word. This forces the reader make a closer 
examination of the text and so doing to experience new readings. Annet Dekker 
- 
curator of The Pleasure ofLangitage exhibition at the Netherlands Media Art 
Institute, Montevideo/Time Based Arts (August24-September28)- writes on 
Mez: 
By introducing punctuation marks reading becomes an active procedure 
that is more in the tradition of oral then literary culture. In addition to 
providing a new language inspired by new communications media, mez 
also wants to overturn other traditions. 
And continues: 
Like no other, mez employs the hyperstructures of the Internet and brings 
to the surface the underlying meanings in language. The readers are left 
to wonder; should they trust the inscription or the encryption? (Dekker, ISEA 2002 p. 79) 126 
As Dekker states, she appropriates the narratives, structures and new languages 
of the Internet, though whether the reader will persevere with it is another matter, 
as Mez language is quite sophisticated and demands some time and effort on the 
part of the user to understand the use of her language. On first impression it can 
appear to be too dense to penetrate and thus not so engaging. An 
artist/theoretician working with electronic writing or as he calls it literary 
hypermedia, who in my opinion fully engages the viewer/reader with his web- 
productions is Talan Memmott. 127 He, like the previous artists, employs codes, 
symbols, sound, images and language. He has found a fascinating way to 
theorise without using traditional discourse, rather by implying it through net- 
works. In his work The Poi-li-ail of the, 01ist, he is revealing art history through 
continuous generative images of segments from artists' portraits mixed together 
in a collage in random combinations, running simultaneously with an 
accompanying text about the artists, also generated randomly. These mixtures 
create a mishmash of information, which can be absolutely outrageous and 
126 Dekker A. The Pleasure ofLanguage, Orai. ISEA 2002 Catalogue. And also found at The 
Netherlands Media Art Institute, Montcvidco/Time Based Arts. < http: //Nyw%v. montevidco. nl> 
(Accessed 25/02/03) 
127 Mennnott T. <Iittp: Hmcmmott. org/talan/> (accessed 23/06/03) 
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extremely funny. His work Lexia to Peiplexia 128 is an extraordinarily sexy 
piece, which in my opinion awakens the reader's curiosity for more. It is a piece, 
which engages with new media digital discourses, expressed through a rich 
hypermedia language. Memmott was trained as a visual artist, worked with 
painting, video, installation, performance and also trifled with directing iheatre. 
These interests are clearly revealed in his electronic works. He states: 
Electronic writing sort of pulls together all of these interests 
- 
from 
painting, to performance, theater and text. It's all part of what I think of 
as electronic writing, " he said. Once the Web took off and the 
technologies involved started getting better, that is when I made the 
serious leap into electronic writing. Writing code is part of the writing. 
It's an expanded view of text. 129 (George Street Journal 11.2002) 
Shelley Jackson 
- 
one of the Judges at trAce / Alt-X New Media Writing Award 
2000- reflecting on this, writes: 'Memmott borrows as much from the 
conventions of htmI code as from the not much less difficult codes of Deleuzian 
theory, metamorphosing them into a jammed, fractured diction full of slashes, 
dots and brackets'. 130 She summarises beautifully, what I also believe to be, the 
core of his argument, she writes: 
Some of Memmott's most elegant arguments are made visually, through 
the logic of layout and the grammar of the link. While in much new 
media writing it is possible to consider the design and the "content" 
separately (sadly, it is usually the content that comes up short), this piece 
calls such distinctions into question. It is impossible to decide where 
design ends and the text proper begins. This improper text is as much 
made up of buried coding and spatial logic as it is of ordinary English 
words. In fact such words as it contains are neither ordinary nor exactly 
English anymore. A new media writer has to be good at writing code as 
well as sentences. (Jackson S. trAce / Alt-X New Media Writing Award 
2000) 
128 Lexia to Perplexia wan the trAce / Alt-X New Media Writing Award 2000 (the most 
prestigious prize yet offered in the field, the Electronic Literature Organization's prize in fiction 
writing). 
129 Memmott T. 
<Iittp: H%N, %N, %N,. brown. edu/Administmtion/Gcorgq_Strect-Joumal/N, ol27/27GSJ12c. litml> 
(Accessed 23/06/03 
130 Jackson S. trAce / Alt-X New Media Writing Award 2000 (Accessed 23/06/03) 
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In questioning the role of the reader in his text, I find the reader to be an active 
performer, he/she becomes absorbed in the viewing and the analysing. 13 1 As 
Jackson writes: 'The visuals though beautiful are not only decorative but 
syntactical. ' 132 'What you-the-reader do IS the text' 133 
. 
The presence of the 
author, nevertheless, is still there, as Memmott's signature is quite clear and 
unique. 
In its own distinctive way, each of the projects uses the prominent characteristics 
of the Internet--an open system and participatory medium that allows for 
seemingly endless reconfigurations of data--and makes its unique statement on 
"network culture. " 
The issues dealt with in this chapter, through the study of the different 
perspective, possibilities and the approaches used by the 
artists/poets/theoreticians, could be summarized in the following quote by 
Lanham: 
The conceptual, even the metaphysical, world that digital text creates- 
dynamic rather than static, bi-stable rather than mono-stable, open-ended 
rather than self-contained, participatory rather than authorial, based as 
much on image and sound as on word 
- 
is the world of post-modem 
thought, the world which began with Italian Futurism and Dada is now 
the focus of theoretical discussions in disciplines all across the human 
sciences. (Lanham, 1994 p. 132). 
To this could also be added the multiple spaces that these digital texts of image, 
sound and text can inhabit and the ability of this new genre to transgress 
boundaries, which leads on to my final conclusion. 
131 Due to the fact that these kinds of texts use unconventional ways of writing and the writing is 
not transparent but acquires qualities of the visual codes, a more 'active' involvement in the 
reading/writing production of the text is required in my view 
- 
this, as opposed to conventional 
text, where the reader knows the established precepts under which the text has been constructed. 
132 Jackson S. trAce / Alt-X New Media Writing Award 2000 (Accessed 23/06/03) 
133 Jackson S. trAcc I Alt-X New Media Writing Award 2000 (Accessed 23/06/03) 
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6.0 Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
The focus of this investigation has remained constant although there have been 
slight changes in the title. I will therefore begin by explaining the purpose of 
these changes, which are more to do with the linguistic, in terms of expressing 
the core of this explorative work, than content. 
The original title was: Communicative pi-ocess: Fi-om Visual Poeny to Digital 
&I. An investigation hito the use of Text-Image-Sound to expl-ess emanticlilon- 
semalitic meaning withiii litei-my and visual-digital i-epi-esentatiom I changed it 
to: Fi-om Visual Poehy to Digital Ay-t: Aii im, estigatim hito the use ofImage- 
Sound-Text M conveigem media and the development of new media laitguages. 
The study deals with the notion of meaning, to develop new media languages 
through the interweaving of image, sound and text by aid of technological media. 
I am thus concerned with producing these languages, which consequently will 
generate new meanings. Instead of new media languages I have also used the 
term 'communicative systems'. The word 'system' can perhaps be associated with 
something regimented and with clear specification of its component parts. 
Therefore, I began to use the term'new media language', as language is a more 
open term and seemed to describe better what I was developing in my practice- 
based work and the theoretical framework that was being developed throughout 
the investigation. 
I also discarded the word "literary" as it would have further confused matters. 
Visual Poetry involves both literary and artistic genres and this is what I meant 
by 'within literary and visual- (digital) representation'. I do not deal with literary 
work, as understood conventionally, however, the research is based on the 
literary concerns of Visual Poetry and I have transferred some of the main 
concepts from the literary genre of Visual Poetry to Digital Art. 
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Also, I used the term 'visual-digital' representation because at the time I put 
forward my proposal for this investigation in 1999, there were not yet terms, 
which could define properly the genre, in which could be accommodated the 
work which has come out of this study. At the moment it could perhaps be 
placed under the umbrella of 'convergent media' because, as the name conveys, it 
is an amalgamation of different media to produce one, in this case, that of Image- 
Sound-Text. Also, by presenting my work at conferences, it has gathered 
recognition within the new genre of e-poetry (electronic poetry) due to the 
linguistic principles that support and advance the work and the use of electronic 
media to achieve these textualities of Image-Sound-Text. 
Therefore, in this study I have sought to investigate 'communicative 
systernsTnew media languages'by exploring the visuality as well as the semantic 
and aural characteristics of language, and by taking as point of departure 
Kristeva's ideas of 'the serniotic' or pre-linguistic and 'the symbolic' or 
linguistic. I have developed four pieces of practice-based work using digital 
technologies to produce interactive multimedia pieces and video installations. 
To find ways to deconstruct the conventional mechanisms in the formation of 
meaning has been the focus of much of my work but always with the aim to 
create other meanings where the linguistic and the pre-linguistic come together. 
Being Visual Poetry, a genre where these two categories can exist together, I 
have experimented in transferring the underlining principles used in Visual 
Poetry into Digital Art. I set out to address questions of visuality, aurality and 
meaning in language; the position of the letters in the page/interface; the non- 
linear structures of multiple layers (image, sound, text); the role of the 
read er/writer/author now known as the 'user'; interactivity and the multiple 
readings of the work and the collaborative nature of new technologies. 
The use of computer technology to manipulate image, sound and text has 
transferred the textualities of Visual Poetry into a more three-dimensional space, 
where the work can embrace the space and the user, as well as expanding its 
collaborative nature and distribution through the web. It has transformed the 




of the page 
- 
but also about time and movement. The materiality of the letter 
becomes virtual but remains material in its visual representation and in the 
meaning of this visuality. The sign as signifier and signified, disintegrates as 
such. Whilst sound was previously implied in the poems through various 
techniques 
- 
for instance, with phonetic and spelling connotations 
- 
with the 
digital medium sound can now become part of the same work as the visual 
element, the sound is there, in its 'virtual' flesh. The dual sign becomes a three- 
fold sign of textuality, visuality and aurality in a'multimedial' form. As Lanham 
puts it we are looking 'at it' and 'through it' in these new textualities of interlaced 
image, sound and text. New syntaxes of layers, links and navigational systems 
open up new possibilities of expression in order to generate these interactive 
textualities. We are presented with a trans-semiotic technological system, which 
we are then invited to decipher. Because of this, we are developing new ways of 
reading, learning and gathering information and therefore new conventions of 
reading, looking, producing and thinking are consequently being defined. To 
quote Wilton Azevedo: 134 
The practice of poetry in the format of a program on digital support 
suggests that his 'co-author-articulator' is permitted to use a language of 
polysemantic devices. Even though simulating machines that write, and 
edit sound it creates weaves interlaced with very fine threads which make 
us unable to identify them using the culture of our perceptions. (Azevedo, 
The Inlei: poefic Interniediat-ity 2002 p. 2) 
Through these characteristics of the synthesized image, in which this 
whole universe of signs coexists in hybrid form, human perception began 
to create new interdisciplinary criteria for perception and cognition. (Azevedo, Hype design: A Culfin-e ofAccess 1994 p. 3) 
The interactive text of Visual Poetry makes the reader/viewer aware of the visual 
and linguistic systems of representation by requiring the two to be put together to 
produce meanings. In the digital format interactivity is enhanced in various 
ways; for instance, the different readings are not only experienced by the user, 
but the actual work can evolve every time the user interacts with it. By 
programming the work to do so, it acquires the quality of "ever-changingness", 
like human beings. 
134 Azevedo W. < littp: //ivww. wiltonazevcdo. com. br > (Accessed 15/09/03) 
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Another quality often found in interactive digital works is an element of play and 
a sense of participation for users. This can help to engage and involve the user in 
the experience of the work and can also take place in a multi-user domain which 
can involve a number of users at the same time, even from different parts of the 
world. Consequently this space of play and participation opens up the world of 
'in betweens' that an interactive work such as Anothei- Kind ofLangilage 
highlighted. This is defined not only by the 'in between' image, sound and text 
but also those 'in betweens' generated by the shift from effortless participation to 
an ergodic 135 interactivity of choosing and taking decisions. The user becomes 
aware of looking and reading, of the languages involved, of what his/her 
participation is bringing to the work and how the work can evolve. In addition, 
there is also the'in between'which defines the user and the machine, the mouse, 
the interface and the user's activities which reveal the work. The interaction of 
the public has allowed me to assess if the 'in between' area of the pre-linguistic 
and linguistic, of spontaneous play and rational thinking, were coming together 
in my practice-based research. In addition, the presentation of the artwork in 
different contexts generated possibilities for creating new meanings that 
demonstrate and emphasise both the versatility and adaptability of the digital 
format and new media languages. 
Another interesting realisation emerging from this practice-based research has 
been that even though it is substantially theoretically grounded, and has been 
recognised in academic and artistic circles, it has also been well received by the 
ordinary public at open exhibitions. For me, as an artist, the ability to reach the 
public is essential. It is all about creating that dialogue between the public, the 
artist, the artwork and context. What new territories are there to be explored? 
What issues are there to discuss or new notions to discover? Art, in my view, 
while not necessarily transparent, has to be compelling. 
135 Understood as Aarseth's definition of ergodic as "non-trivial cffort" in liypertcxt navigational 
structures: See Cybertext, Perspectives on Ergodic Literature (1997). Term appropriated from the 
area of dynamical systems and ergodic theory in Mathematics. 
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Finally, and most satisfyingly, is the opportunity to have been able to contribute 
to the formation of a genre that transgresses boundaries and questions notions 
inherent in literature, art and new technologies. 
Most of this work has been developed without the resources of a professional 
studio, principally due to the lack of resources, however there are many 
possibilities to develop the work further and exploit the collaborative nature of 
such new technologies. I have already made contacts for future research in the 
area of electronic writing and recognition of handwriting characters to produce 
generative handwriting and to further develop the Elecli-onic Genei-alive 
Chh-og7-aphy Project explained in Chapter 4. There are also possibilities of 
experimenting with handwriting as a physical form of expression, as a 
calligraphic art, to resemble the mark on a page through individual physical 
gestures perceived by electronic and technological devises. There have been 
projects developed from the point of view of free drawing but not from the angle 
of a writing technique and the limitations of this particular task. Another 
possibility that emerged from my study field in Japan is the exploration of 
intertextual relations through the intersign system of cytyscapes. I am currently 
working on these ideas as a new calligram, that of social poetics of the neon 
lights, flickering letters, moving messages and big screens. With the recurrent 
question of how the emotional and the rational coalesce in these kinds of 
environments. What experiences will emerge from these new Visual Poetics? 
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Fig. 9billbisset anilot- (1968) form 'Aivake in th Red Desei, f (Vancouver: 
Talonbooks 1968), 23. 
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Fig. 10 Maria Mencia Atiolher Kitid qf1citigucige- (2002) 
(Photoshop image of the Image-layers from the work in Flash) 
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irbe(c degeke I emc, neper( 
jnkdcjetwqusqulaiayewoi 
schscrslsmsnspsprswststi 
jrhclrc% drinoLtri I in mi) nonori 
Fig II Maria Mencia Atiolhel Kind (? / Lenigmige- (Installation)(2002) 




Fig. 1.3) Maria Mencia loctilejes (2002) Drawings done by part icipants/users at 
Showcase I exhibition, Millbank, London 
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Figý 12 Maria Mencia Voculeyes (2002) Image of interactive work 'Showcase V 
exhibition, Millbank, London. 
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Fig. 14 Maria Mencia A udible Willitig ExImt-imenis (2002) Simulation of 
Installation. View of two opposite walls. 
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Fig 15 Maria Mencia Genertaing Chirognaphy (200-3 3) Some of the letters from 
the alphabet. 
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Fig. 16 Maria Mencia Thitigs come atidgo... (1998-99) stills from video 
animation. 
Spottcd Woodpcckcr tchack 
Whacthroat %\cck-N\-cck- N\, cck-N\, eck 
Trcc ('rccl)cr see- see- scc_sIsIivpcc 
I la\Nfincli Dcak Nvarce-rcc-rcc Tchee 
. 
tchee... tLir-NN'cc-N\'cc 







Grcý-Wagtall Gc-gc- gc- ge- gc-gec-gec-gee-gee 
Nutliacli tchirrr (rolled "r") pcc-pcc- pec-pee- pec 
Great Titniousc zc-too. zc-too. p'tsec-6c. tsoo-& tsoo-6c, ching-sce. ching-sce, 
deedcr- dccder- decder. bipir-bc-Nvit-sc-diddic 
Blue Titmousc dec- dec- dec- deedelddcrcc. px\-ec. pwee-tec. tee. tee, tee: 
se-sc-se-did-c-did-c-did-c-dit tsee-tsec-tsee-tit-it-it 
Coal Titniousc chcc-dcc. clicc-dec. chec-dee did-dec. did-dec. ternikec. 
tcrrtikce. tcrrukec. x\-ceko. %\, eccho 
Crcstcd Titniouse chcc-kiliarrce thcck-ur-ur-urr 
Willo\\ Titmousc tchay-tchay- tchay Eccs-aig. aig. aig. aig 
Marsh TItITIOUSC Ching-ching-ching-ching two-ow-ow-oNx 
Goldcrcst Err-66der- &der66dcr-cczcczcc 
Pied Fl\catclicr Tch6ctic. tch6etle. tch6ctle, diddic- diddle-d6. - tzit- tzit- tzit-. 
trul. trui. trui 
March Warble za-wec 
Red Warble tuk-tLik-t\, \, irr-tN\'irr-tN\, irr 
Sedge Warble tchissick 
Wood Warble dur-dur-du-r-dur it-it-it-it-it 
ChifTchaff zip. zap. zip. zap. trirr-trirr 
Mistictlinisli tree-vvir-ri-o-ee. tree-wir-ri-o-cc, o. trcc-\\, ir-ri-o-ce. o-\\, Cc-o-N\'it 
Cuckoo ctick-cuck-oo. coo- coo-cuck. cuck- cuck- cuck-oo. Nvuff- 
\\, Liff-\\-uf. grorr-grorr-grorr 
Bittern Boomp 
Corncrakc crex-crcx. krek-krek. rerp-rerp 
Common Snipe tick-ticktik-tuk-tuk-tik-tuktick-tuk chip-it, chick-chUck, yuk- 
vuk 
Fig, 17 From Shafer, R. M Me Thhikitig E'cu- 1986 
Chapter Wheit Woi-ds Shig: Bil-d, ýoiigs pp 232-33 
Fig. 18 Maria Mencia Bird. sý Singilig 01her Bh-d. V'Songs. Installation at Sculligs 
Exhibition, Medway Galleries, Gillingham (Nov. 200 1). 
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Fig. 19 Maria Mencia Bil-dvSitiging 01het- Bh-dv''Song. vý Installation of prints and 














Fig. 22 Appolmaire G. Il is raitfing (1914) (From Apollmaire G. (1980) 
Calligi-aninies. Los Angeles & London: University of Callforma Press) 
Fh, 21 Canu I Ic (It tcrback and Romy Achituv I ýx/ Raiti (1999) [online image] 
Available From Ars Electronica <http: //www. aec. at > 
kein fehler im System 
kein efhler im systern 
kein chfler im System 
kein ehlfer im System 
kein chlefr im System 
kein ehlerf im System 
. 
Vtl. *! n Aje. ýý jým sý, Srem 
kein ehleri mf System 
kein ehleri ms fystem 
kein ehleri ms yfstem 
kein ehleri ms ySftern 
kein ehleri ms ystfem 
kein ehleri ms yStefm 
kein nehler ms ystemf 
fkei nehler im System 
kfei nehler im System 
kefi nehler im system 
keif nehler im system 
kein fehler im System 
Fig. 24 Gornringer E. no error in 1he ýysleny (from Install. exe/jodi catalogue) 
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-, 
I)j, \ ict Sinall and Toin White 411 Miel'ut'll"L, Oclrcic// (200U) 
(From Paul Ch. (2003) Digiltil At-1. Loncloný Thames & Hudson) 
I:.. 
1.. 
Fig. 25 Jodi 
-video stills from Install. exe/jodi ( 2003 by Maria Mencia) Eyebeam 





27-28 June 2003 Digital Surface: Approaches to current research in contemporary 
art practice, TATE Britain. A collaborative practice-based project 
between the London Institute, England, The National College of Art & 
Design, Dublin and the University of Art &Design, Helsinki with the 
support of Culture 2000 programme of the European Union. TATE 
Britain, London. 
April 2003 CADE Conference, The Language of Image, Sound, Text in New 
Media Art, Hull School of Art and Design. 
April 2003 NJIT (New Jersey Institute of Technology) 
New Media Performance Series, USA. 
April 2003 E-poetry festival 2003, West Virginia University, USA. 
Jan. 2003 Digital Surface, University of Art and Design, Helsinki, 
Finland. 
Jan. 2003 Media Centre, Helsinki, Finland. 
Nov 2002 IV Jornadas de Arte y Multimedia, CaixaForum, 
Mediateca, Generating Chirography, Barcelona, Spain. 
Aug. 2002 RMIT, (Royal Institute of Art and Technology) Melbourne, 
Australia 
Aug. 2002 BEAP Biennial of Electronic Arts, CABA-STAR 
CONSCIOUSNESS REFRAMED IV, ON-OFF, LINE,., 
Another Kind ofLanguage, Perth, Australia. 
July 2002 Radical (Research Agendas developed in Creative Arts Labs) 
Festival SMARTIab Centre & Central St. Martins College of Art 
& Design, London. 
April 2002 La Huella Multiple, Birds Singing other Birds'Songs, Havana, 
Cuba. 
Feb. 2002 The London Institute Research Symposium, London. 
Nov. 2001 Settings conference, Kent Institute of Art & Design, Kent. 
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October 2001 Vocaleyes, Showcase 1, Chelsea Millbank, London. 
April 2001 CADE Conference, Poster presentation, Glasgow. 
March 2001 Vocaleyes, Seminar in Sendolic Conceptsfor Practice- 
BasedResearch, Camberwell College of Arts, London. 
August 2000 Consciousness Refrained Conference, CAHA (Centre 
for Advance Inquiry in the Interactive Arts) Newport, 
Wales. 
Conferences and Festivals attended 
9-10 May 2003 user_mode, Emotion and Intuition in Art and Design. 
A collaboration between ventral saint Martins College of 
Art & Design and TATE Modern, London. 
<http: //www. user mode. net> 
25 Feb. 
-9 March DEAF (Dutch Electronic Art Festival) 2003 Rotterdam, 
Holland. <http: //deafv2. nl> 
I Feb 2003 Passionate Machines, conference on the art of science 
and emotional computing. University of Westminster, 
London. <www. carte. org. uk/passionatemachines> 
Sept. 2001 Ars electronica TAKEOVER <Iittp: //ý"ý, w. acc. at/takeover/> 
4 May 2001 Art and money on line, TATE, organised by Julian 
Stallabrass. 
28 April 2001 Verbal Inter visual conference, Linking words of Art 
and Poetry-Gresham College, London. 
8-11 April 2001 CADE conference, (Computers in Art and Design 
Education) Glasgow. 
22-25 March 2001 Lovebytes, Sheffield, UK. <htjV: //Nv%v%NjM "bes. org. A/> 
17 March 2001 Digital Art Symposium, Hoxton Hall, London. 
8-11 Feb. 2001 Transmediale, Digital Festival, Berlin, Germany. 
<http: //www. transmediale. de > 
Seminars 2001 Semiotics concepts for Practice-based research, 
Theo Van Leeuwen, (Cardiff University), Chelsea, 
Camberwell Seminars. London. 
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7-10 Dec. 2000 ]SEA, REVELATIONS, Paris, France. 
2-3 Nov 2000 Exchange 2000, facilitating research in art-media and 
design, Bristol. 
20 Oct. 2000 Concerning Memory, one day Symposium. 
Camberwell /Chelsea, London. 
13 Sept. 2000 Sci Art awards 2000, Royal Geographic Society Chair; 
Jude Kelly and Jana Levin. London. 
II Sept. 2000 Signature of the Invisible, Royal Geographic Society and 
CERN-Geneva and The London Institute, London. 
4 Sept 2000 TIME conference, Association of Art Historians, London. 
24-26 August 2000 CAiiA (Centre for Advance Inquire in Interactive 
Arts) Wales. 
7 July-2000 Research into Practice, University of Hertfordshire, 
Hatfield. 
24 June 2000 The poetics of (in)materiality, ICA, London. 
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Appendix 2 
Exhibitions and Residencies during Ph. D. 
Solo Shows & Performances 
Oct. 01- Jan. 02 Settings, Medway Galleries, Gillingham. 
August 2000 Consciousness Reframed 3, Consciousness and 
Hypertextual Narratives, Multimedia Performance- 
Presentation, CAiiA, Newport, Wales. 
Group shows & Festivals 
May 2003 onedotzero Festival, ICA, London. 
April 2003 E-Poetry Festival 2003- West Virginia University, USA. 
Oct. 2002 ISEA 2002 [Orai] (International Symposium of Electronic 
Arts), Nagoya, Japan. (catalogue) 
July 2002 Write Your Mind, Stock Newington Festival, London. 
June 2002 IV Salon Internacional de Arte Digital, Centro Cultural 
Pablo de la Torriente Brau, Havana, Cuba. (catalogue) 
May 2002 DIFFERENTIA, Pitshanger Manor Gallery & House, 
London. 
April 2002 La Huella Multiple, Havana, Cuba. (catalogue) 
Nov. 2001-02 Interrogating the Surface, Atkinson Gallery- Millfield 
and Millbank, London. (CD-ROM catalogue) 
Oct. 2001 Showcase 1, Chelsea Millbank, London. (catalogue) 
March 2001 Waterwall, projections on a 100 metre wall of waterspray 
participatory project with Copenhagen School, London. 




Sept. 2002 Work selected as participant in the categories of 
Interactive Art and Animation, CyberArts 2002, 
International Compendium Prix Ars Electronica 2002. 
Art Residencies 




Enclosed is a CDROM which contains: 
Three interactive works Anothei- Kind ofLanguage, Vocaleyes and Bh-ds Singing 
01hei- Bh-ds'Songs. 
Quicktime movies as well as photos documenting the work in different 
exhibitions. 
Maquette of one ofAudible WilfingExpefiments, which I did not have the 
opportunity to exhibit before the thesis. 
Ideal Exhibition requirements 
A nother Kind ofLanguage 
Presentation of Work: Installation 
The way I envisage the installation space is preferably with two laptop 
computers with a video projector each, projecting the images on to the same 
screen in order to get a multi-layered image at the same time as a multi-layered 
soundscape of phonetic compositions. 
Space: a closed room (as in DIFFERENTIA exhibition, PM Gallery, Ealing, 
London 2002 (<m. mencia. freeuk. com> Recent projects: Anothei- Kind of 
Language) 
Technical equipment required: 
-Either MAC or PC computers -500 megahertz, 2 of them with Flash 
programme. 
-Video projector-2 of them or one projector which could link the two computers 
perhaps with an adapter to project all of them at once. 
-2 sets of speakers 
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Audible Writing Experiments 
Presentation of Work: Installation of 4 videos 
I would like to project each of these videos (4), on the four walls of a room, so 
the writing surrounds the spectator. The sound from the videos will vary; there 
will be times when one will be louder than the rest. 
Dimensions of the work(s): The minimum side of the projections should be 
around 2.00m long. 
Space: a space with four white walls of 6m by 6m. 
Technical equipment required: 
4 DVD projectors with a time code sender installed in the middle of the ceiling 
projecting to the walls. The projection has to be 90 degrees to the wall to avoid 
key stoning. 
The time code sender will make all the videos start at the same time. 
Underneath the projection of every image there will be two speakers. 
There will moments when the visitors will interrupt the image with their 
presence in the room. 
Alternatively the room could be of 3m by 3m although it might cause some key 
stoning. In this case the projectors will be situated above the opposite wall. (A 
technician should know about this) 
Another alternative will be to back project, but in this case, it will need a bigger 
room of 9m x 9m, leaving a space in the middle of 4m x 4m. This will be done 
on back projection screens. These screens are generally 2m x 1.50m. 
Technical equipment required: 
4 set of speakers (8 speakers) 
4 DVD players 
4 projectors 
I time code sender for synchronising the DVDs 
Perhaps back screens. 
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Birds Singing other Birds' Songs 
Projection from computer- interactive work 
Multimedia sound and video installation of textual birds flying in the sky. 
Space: Preferably the work should be projected on to a covered window so it 
gives the impression of looking to the outside when you look at the work. 
Dimension: Minimum projection of 2 meters long (As in Seffings exhibition 
2001, Medway Galleries, UK) 
Technical equipment required: 
Computer with flash programme 
Data projector 
One set of speakers 
A board to cover the window 
Vocaleyes 
Interactive work: Drawing and sound compositions 
Space: A computer should be inside a false wall showing only the screen. There 
should be a shelve for the mat and Wacorn stylus. (As in Showcase Exhibition 
2002 Millback, London, UK) 
Technical equipment required: 
Computer with the Director programme 
Wacom stylus 
One set of speakers 
A board(s) to cover the computer 
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